CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith.
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those
of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs,
Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency,
if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser,
whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of both sales,
all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’
sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a
Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale
of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer.
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within
15 days of sale date.

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher
discretion. Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended
the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of
their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described
as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue. Lots
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7)
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail,
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830.2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the
Kelleher link.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions,

LLC

Sale No. 720

Public Auction Sale
To be held at our new office:
22 Shelter Rock Lane, Unit 53, Danbury, Connecticut 06810

Collections, Stocks &
Accumulations of the World
featuring
Henry C. Beck Collection
The Estate of Terrance Moskaluk
Waldorf Collections of Worldwide
“Shores” Stock of U.S. & Worldwide
Fitz Holding of Zeppelin Flights
Ireland and Extensive Worldwide
Dr. James J. Finley Collection
Mr. John Macyshyn Collection

Saturday, December 8, 2018 - 10:00 AM EST
Lots 1 to 577

Viewing
Schedule

Nov. 26-30

Connecticut Office, by Appointment Only

Dec. 3-7
Dec. 8

Connecticut Office 9 AM - 6 PM
Connecticut Office for lots that have not sold

kelleherauctions.com

Bidding also available on stampauctionnetwork.com
22 Shelter Rock Lane, Unit 53,
Danbury, CT 06810,
Phone: 203-297-6056 Fax: 203-297-6059
Toll Free: 800.212.2830
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UNITED STATES: Stamp Collections

United States
Stamp Collections

1

U.S., Powerful Specialists Collection, 19th Century (9X1//185). A valuable mint/unused/used selection of
a few hundred items in a stockbook, each one just about worthy to sell individually, found in the bank vault of a southern
gentlemans estate, on mimeographed (50 or so years ago!) descriptive pages with old time values listed.

H/m

We note unused/mint: 10X1; 4; 18; 20(2);22; 24 single and block; 25; 32(2); 35; 36, 36B; 37; 38(2); 39 imperf single; 58;
63; 68-70; 70b; 71; 72; 73 pair; 75(2) shades; 76(2); 78(2); 85B; 87; 88(3) shades; 90(2); 92-93; 94 pair(2) shades;
96(2); 97; 99; 100; 101; 112-5; 117; 118; 119; 120; 123-4; 128; 130; 133(2); 134-6; 139; 145-7; 149-54; 156; 157(5)
some shades; 160-3; 165(2); 166; 178; 178C; 179; 182(2) shades; 183-5.
We note used :9X1(2); 1(two distinct shades); 2(3); 7(2 plus a pair); 9 double transfer; 9(another 10 copies- 4 appear
unused); 11(cracked plate); 12 (3 distinct shades); 13-4; 15 single and pair; 17(3) plus a pair; 18(2);20; 22 strip of 3;
23(2); 24(2) plus strip of 3; 27 single and pair; 28; 29(2); 30a; 31(2); 33(2); 34; 35; 36(5); 36B, 37(2); 37 imperf single; 39;
58; 63(4 shades); 64; 67(3); 68(4) plus a pair; 69(2); 70(3 shades); 70b(2); 71(4) plus a pair; 72(3); 73(2); 75(2 shades);
76(3); 78(6) shades; 79; 83; 84; 85; 85B(2); 85C; 85E; 86-90 various; 92-3(2); 95; 96(2); 97(3); 99; 100(4); 101(2); 115;
116(5); 117; 118; 119; 120; 121(2) plus a vertical pair! 126(2); 127; 134-5(2); 139; 145(2); 143; 144; 149(2); 151-2;
153(3) shades/cancels; 154-5; 1160(2); 161-3; 165(2) 166(2) one with fancy star cancel.
It is difficult to grasp the overall freshness and beauty of this delectable holding, of course there are faults and the
occasional unused that may be used, but by-and-far this lot is a winner and contains many of the elusive and
undervalued shades and varieties, a strong recommendation to view and bid, generally F.-V.F. or nicer. Scott
$250,000.
Estimate $35,000 - 50,000
2

H/m

3

H/m
U.S., Vast Valuable Mint & Used Collection, 19th & 20th Century (9X1//534). In a stockbook, includes
Postmaster Provisionals (New Haven reprint); 1847; 1851-7 issues including used #28, unused/mint 36-9; 1861 about
complete; grills include 101, 1869 112-21; 134-8; 144; rest of banknotes complete; 219-29 mint/used with extras;
mint/unused 230-45 complete except $4, extra $1; small bureaus include unused 263; mint 276; 276-8 plus other
values; 285-92 mint; 293 used; 294-9 mint & used; 300-10 mint; 312 mint; 315 mint; lovely Washington Franklins
including coils all mint; virtually all mint from here on out and noted: 397-404; coils; 414-23; 424-40 missing 430; 444 line
pair; 445; 447 single and pair; 456 pair; 459 single and pair; 460; 462/477 missing 467; 479-80; various 498/518; 524;
ending with offsets, a few scattered faults but the overall quality and freshness are well-above average and includes
never hinged and lots of very fine or better singles, viewing is highly recommended and a pleasure. Scott $80,000.
Estimate $20,000 - 25,000

4

H/m
U.S., Powerful Safety Deposit Box Holding of Key High Values (39//505). Everyone was stunned at what
uncle Ted left them in the safety box, these are offered at the order of the estate, Unused/Mint includes : 39; 191 (2 one
OG); 218 og SE; 241 (7- 6 with gum); 242 (3- 2 with gum); 243 (5 - 3 with gum); 244 (4- 2 with gum); 245(2); 261 OG; 262
(2- 1 with gum); 276; 292 (8- 7 with gum one OG NH!); 293 (7- 6 with gum) most of the rest with OG: 311(3); 404(2);
422-3; 480; 505; C13 (4 - 1 w/o gum); C14; C15 (2), Used includes: #122 (5); 263; 292; 313; C14, from faulty to sound,
Very Good to Very Fine, substantial catalog / sales value, viewing urged to properly evaluate and win this one.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

U.S., King’s Ransom Holding, 19th & 20th Century. The likes of which we have never offered in a single
lot, 29 volumes that would easily be worth $1000 each or more and intact as received by the estate, we note 1847s,
1851-7s, 1861, 1869 issues Columbians including dollar values, same for the Trans-Miss, better issues throughout,
airmails, back of book, duck stamps, you name it and its included, an incredible holding that one should carefully review,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
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5

H/m
U.S., Powerful Specialists Collection, 19th & 20th Century, Part II (187//536). A valuable
mint/unused/used selection of a few hundred items in two stockbooks, each one just about worthy to sell individually,
found in the bank vault of a southern gentleman's estate, on mimeographed (50 or so years ago!) descriptive pages with
old time values listed.

We note unused/mint:184E13d; 187; 188(2) shades; 189(2) shades; 190(2) shades; 191; 205; 206(2); 207(3); 209;
209B; 210(2) blocks; 211 block; 211; 212(2) shades; 213(2) shades; 214-5; 217(2) shades; 218; 219D; 219De imperf
pair; 226-8; 229(3); various 1¢-8¢ Columbians; 237 single and (2) blocks- shades; 238-45 with extra 244a; 293; 294-9
with extras; 302; 303(2) shades; 305-7; 310(2) shades; 311-12; 314 private perf pair, plate block; 362; 366; 404; 427-35;
437-8(2) shades; 439 blocks(2) one with plate number; 440; 444 pair; 445 single; 445 line pair; 446-7; 453; 456-8; 460;
461; 464-6, 468-76; 474 plate block; 479-80; 505 in block of 6; 514-8; 519; 523; 524 singe & top arrow block; 525c; 526
Wilson roulette block; 528c; 531-34A singles; 532 centerline block & 534 block; 536 block of six.
We note used: 191; 218; 228 strip of three; 229(2); various Columbians to the 50¢; 241(2); 242(2); 243; 244; 245;
292(2); 293(2); 312; 447 pair; 460; 477 single and block; 478 single and pair with plate number; 479-80; 500. Scott
$60,000.
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
6

HH/H

7

H/m

8

HH/H/m

2

U.S., Last-of-an-Era, Elbe Mint Stockbook, 1879-1932. In a very clean and fresh Elbe Stockbook,
includes: 183; 205; 212(2); 220(2); 253(4); 254(4), various 2¢ watermarked bureaus; 270 two imprint strips of 3 and a
pair; 280(2) shades; 281 two blocks, imprint strip and (7) singles; 285-6(3); 287-88(2); 289; 291; 300(4); 301 (3) blocks;
302(7); 303(10); 304(6); 305(6); 306(12); 314(25) includes pairs and blocks; 315 (not counted); 319 various shades
includes two blocks; 320 various shades (3)singles, pair and (6) blocks; 324(10); 325(4); 326(4); 327(7); 328(6);
329(14); 330(6); 331(20); 332(8); 339(14); 343-7 (at least 8 sets many in blocks); there are (26) of 346 and (10) of 347!
367(13); 368(9); 369 pair; 370(15); 372(9); 383-4, 390 present; 397(5); 398(20); 400(8); 401(3); 405 & 406 with (88) of
the latter; 414(5); 424-8 (7 to 15 of each); 431; 435(5); from here various Washington Franklins, imperfs, coils, offsets,
nice selection of 498/518; 534A (quite a few); 535(40); some coil wastes; 551/571 in varying quantities such as:
558(10); 560(14); 561(16); 562(12); 566(20); 567(43 - many in blocks); 568(19); 571(4); various 581/91, 610/701 nice
representation including solid Kansas-Nebraska issues, a very clean holding with lovely quality throughout, formed by a
quality-conscious dealer, some are still in pristine blocks; many eligible for a second look and some for grading, many
never hinged, o.g., many never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. with many Very Fine or better. Scott $53,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 12,000
U.S., Collection, 1847-1990. In four small albums and one medium album of modern possessions on
home-made quadrille pages, an album of stationary cut squares and revenues in Scott Specialty album, an album of
used modern singles and better stamps on Vario stockpages, containing mint: 230-40, 237, 239, 246, 248, 268, 270,
273, 300-11, 285-91, 294-99, 323-27, 328-30, 397-400A, 401-2, 314 Schermack pair, 320 and 320A Schermack pairs,
331-42, 343-47, 357-58, 374-82, 394-96, 407, 424-32, 480, 498-18 (505 is in block of six), 524, 547, 532, 534A, 551-73,
581-91, 630, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, 1030-53, C1-C6, E6-E8, E11-13, K3, K4, K6-K14, K18, O7, O20, O38, O53,
O64, O87-91, O93, O100, PR9, PR11, PR16, PR102, PR104, PR121-PR125, U73, U91, U207, U208, Confederate
States 2b, 3, 4a, Danish West Indies 3, 14, 20, 37-39, Guam 1-8, 10, Hawaii 15, 19, 23, 24, 28a, 31 (2), 32, 34 (2), 36, 46,
47, 52C, 53 shifted surcharge so partial 1893 is at top, 63, 65, 72 and used: 1, 7, 9, 14, 15, 17, 20, 22, 25, 28, 29, 30A, 32,
33, 36B, 37, 38, 63 (4), 67b on piece, 68 (2), 69, 70 (2), 71, 72, 75, 76, 76a, 77, 78 (2), 86-91, 92, 96, 98, 100, 112-21,
134A, 138, 145-55, 160, 162 (2), 165, 166, 182-91, 208, 212-18, 241, 242, 219-29, 275, 276, 276A, 277, 278, 523,
E1-E5, J1-J7, J28, K5, K17, O2-O5, O15-24, O25-31, O35-37, O39-44, O57-63, O72-82, O93, O95, O107, O120,
PR112, PR120, approximately 40 locals, R77c, Confederate States 1, 1c, 58X2, 62X3, Danish West Indies 2, Hawaii 9,
48, 49, 73, O1-O6 and 26 stamps with identified Hawaii town cancels. Condition is a little mixed among the earlier issues
as one might expect, with many lovely early 20th century and possessions, an attractive collection in the old style with
plenty of lovely sets and singles, o.g., previously hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
U.S., High Quality Prime Mint Collection, 1883-2002. In 8 Lindner hingeless albums, each stamp
hand-selected and mostly never hinged, some with certificates and was assembled from all the high quality traders,
includes: 210; 221; 224; 230-5; 231c; 237; 264; 267; 279-80; 285-7; 294-99; 300-309; 319-330; 343-7; 367-73; 371 two
blocks; 373 three blocks; 397-403; 405-7;various coils and imperfs; 502-4; 512-3; offsets; 537 two shades; 548-50;
551-73; 578-9; 581-91; 610-29; 630(2) both varieties; 658-79; 692-701; 704 upwards virtually complete, Presidentials
include 832b and coil line pairs, 948 signed by portrait and frame designer, 1030-53 and coils, Recalled Legends sheet,
computer vended postage, C1-6; C14, C18, virtually complete airs from here, C46 two plates; E7; E11-23; F1; Q1-4;
QE1-4 (2); JQ1, later officials singles, plates, FDCs, RVB1-2; a nice selection of Ducks including RW1, 3, a few used,
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with only a few exceptions this is one of the nicest quality collections we have brought to market, take a closer look,
high-end galore! o.g., many never hinged, overall Very Fine and many extremely fine. Scott $21,000 plus face over
$1600.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
9

HH/H

10

H/m
U.S., Collection, 1851-1937. In two Lindner Albums on hingeless pages collected in the old style with
duplication for shades or little varieties, containing used: 63 (8), 68 (7), 69 (2), 71 (4), 73 (14), 76 (7), 77 (2), 78, 87, 93,
112 (5), 113 (16), 115 (4), 116 (8), 119, unidentified banknotes 7¢ (7), 12¢ (6), 15¢ (7), 30¢ (5), 90¢ (1), and banknotes
with various fancy cancels, 214, 217, 219-29, 228 (5), 238, 239 (5), 240 (2), 276 (2), 311 (9), C1 (3), C2 (2), C3 (4), C18
and mint: 214, 230-38, 230 (6), 231 (5), 232 (6), 233 (4), 234 (6), 235 (6), 236 (5), 237 (7), 238 (3), various 1895 bureau
plate number strips of three of 1¢ and 2¢ of various quantities, 268 (5), 269 (3), 280 (2), 281, 282, 285 (11), 286 (21), 294
(7), 295 (10), 296 (3), 297 (3), 299, 300-6, 300-9, 303 (6), 304 (2), 305, 306 (3), 308 (3), 323-27, 323 (3), 324 (3), 325,
328 (3), 329 (4), 330 (2), 334, 335, 339, 343-47, 368 (2 pairs), 373 (2 pairs), 374a, 397 (2), 398 (4), 399 (4), 401 (3), 402,
537 (4), 540a, 550 (11), 551-72, 560 (2), 562-72, 581-91, 619 plate block, 620-21 (7 sets), 628 plate block, 630 (3),
647-48 (8 sets), 658-79 (2 mixed mint and used sets), 692-701, C1-C3, C4-C6, C4 (3), C5 (2), C9 plate block, C10a,
C13, C14, C18 (5), C20-C22 plate block, E1, E3 (2), E7 (3), E10, E13 (2), JQ1-5, K9 and QE1-4 (2 sets). Usual mixed
condition and centering with plenty of better higher value singles, a great lot for internet sales, Owners 2008 Brookman
value is $47,123, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

11

HH/H/m

12

H/m

13

H/m

14

H
U.S., Plate Block Remainder Collection (285//E11). Attractive group of hundreds of better plate blocks on
album pages; a very desirable holding of many usable issues that would enhance any serious plate block collection.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S., Tidy Powerful Plate Block Collection, 1901-20s (296//Q5 about). About (40) items, 296(2); 334; 370
plate of 12; 380; 402; 414; 437; 526; 527(2); 528 regular and monogram; 528A; 528B(3); 540; 551-6; 556 extra; 558(2);
559; 561-65; 571; 595; C5; K5; K13; Q5, a lovely group with some nice tops included, some never hinged, a few with the
usual perf reinforcements but overall an above-the-bar holding of scarce desirable and most importantly saleable items,
reviewing this will have you coming back for more, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$25,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

U.S., Compact Compendium of Better Items, 1851-1909 (17//0112). On a few stocksheets, many unused,
some with certificates, used unless noted otherwise; mint #17; 21; 28 single, pair, strip of three; 64a certificate; 85
certificate; unused 108 certificate; also mint/unused: 148; 154(2); 155 certificate; 218, various commemoratives, O112;
then some quantities mint and never hinged: #219 (26); 264 (32) & J52 (25 of which 12 are straight edges) plus a plate
block of 8, a useful lot for the auction dealer or internet trader, not much fat here, some faults but by-and-large
presentable examples of those items listed, have apeak for yourself, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally
F.-V.F. Scott $47,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Collectors Compendium, 19th-20th Century. Many many hundreds on 102 cards with Blackjacks,
Banknotes to Back-of-Book, this lot contains both mint and used with items ranging from inexpensive to many hundreds
of dollars each in catalog, quantities ranging from one to many, although each stamp carries identification and catalog
values, there are some mistakes but generally nothing dangerous, the quality is from faulty to very fine, mostly fine or
better, owners catalog was gi-normous, we easily counted over $50,000 in useful items, a quick review and your well
above our conservative estimate.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

U.S., Useful Collection, Mostly 19th Century. In three volumes, two volumes are 3¢ up postage (maybe
$50 face), but the overall value and appeal of this lot is its vintage nature, having been formed in the 1950s & 1960s,
items are presented as this era collector would present, often showing multiple examples, shades, etc., and includes
used highlights such as :
#9X1; 1(2); 2; 7(2); 9(2); various 10s & 11s; 12; 14; 15(4); 17(2); 19(repaired); 20; 24(6); various 25s & 26s; 32; 35(3);
36(2); 37; 63TC; 64; 64b; various 65s cancels; 68(6); 69(2); 70 possibly unused; 70; 71(2); 72(3); 73(2); 75; 76(4); 77;
78(5 including a 78b); various grills; 95; 96; 97(3); 98(2); 100; 1869s with #119 & 121 (2 of each); Banknote Grills: 137;
138; 139; 141; various other banknotes including 90¢ values; small bureaus include 229(4); Columbian & Trans with
50¢ values, a lovely 313, rest of the 20th Century and BOB with little or no consequence, mixed and variable quality but
much sound and useful and the occasional very fine stamp, lovely to view, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web
site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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15

H
U.S., Plate Block Holding, 20th Century. 6 volumes of better plates and includes: 537; 610-2; 647-8; 2¢
reds; 704-15; three of each of 803-34; 859-93; 909-21; what we examined was never hinged, valuable and useful,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

16

HH/H/m U.S., First Class Mint & Used Collection, 1901-65. A useful and valuable collection whose highlights
include 369, 547, 551-573 less 567, 548-550, 692-701, Kansas Nebraska complete with many NH, White Plains sheet,
834, C1-C6, E1-E3, E7 (2), K17-K18, parcel posts less Q12, JQ4, used has 310-313, 523-524, C1 block of four, C2
block of four & block of six, C18 block of four, with plenty more to discover, with this many sale able stamps you can’t go
wrong, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, Very Fine. Scott $14,000+.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

17

H/m

18

HH/H
U.S., Quality Mint Collection, 1893-1965. Mint collection in four volumes, first album has 466, 473,
517-518, 571, 573, 692-701, 669-673, Prexies complete, Liberty issue complete, second album has quality mint
Washington Franklins with material 408-409 plate blocks, 499 plate block, 531, 532, 535 pairs, 577 plate block arrow
and centerline block, 2¢ Red plate blocks, third album has 232, 234, 238-239, 297, 299, last volume has various pairs,
blocks & plate blocks of imperf National Parks, 906, Overrun Countries, with much more to navigate, please review,
o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

19

H

20

HH/H

21

HH/Ha U.S., Better Plate Block Collection, 1901-45, plate blocks of 6 or 4. Terrific group of over 130 plate blocks,
with better 395, 528, 537, 5484-550, 614-616, 617-619, 2¢ Reds complete, Washington Bicentennial complete, imperf
National Parks complete, Famous Americans complete, a nice run of material, sure to brighten up your stock, o.g.,
some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

22

H/m

23

H/m/)

4

U.S., Collection of Mint & Used, 19th-20th Century. One man’s collection fitting into a small box, singles
and plate blocks, several volumes and on pages, we note useful mint: 122P3; 239-40; 298; 326; 330; 339; 343-7 pairs;
349 & 353 pairs; 358; 368 & 373 pairs; 413 pair; 461; 534A pair; 578-9; 581-91; 595; 630 Dot over S; 658-79; plus other
Washington Franklins and later commemorative sets; C1-2; E7; F1; Officials & canal Zone, Used includes: 112-7; 166;
219-29; 242; 291; 369; 404; 460; various classics, banknotes, Washington-Franklins, bureau’s, back-of-the-book, plus
plate blocks and other stuff totalling about $100 Face Value, generally F.-V.F. some faults as one might expect on the
classics, useful and worthy of examination. Scott $18,000+.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

U.S., Quality Plate Block Collection, 1909-61 (368//1053, C11//C46, CE1-2, E14-E21, QE2). The first plate
(#368 corner damaged), includes: 551-4; 575-7; 590; 610-1; 627-29; 631; 632-4; 635-42; 643-46; 647-8; 649-50; 651;
653-55; 657; 680-85; 688-90; 702-3; 704-15; 716-20; 724-29; 732-4; 736-49; 752-65; 3¢ purples, 785-94; 859-93;
909-21; 1030-53; Airmails: C11-2; C16-7; C19; C20-22; C23; C24; C25-31; C34-6; C42-4; C46; CE1-2; E14-21; FA1;
QE2, those that we examined were never hinged with many being choice quality, a few fine or fine-very fine, but the
overall freshness and quality is above the norm, generally Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1857-1975. Residing in a Scott album, with used 68, 73, 78, 93, 95, 98, 327,
397-400A, mint 285, 287, nice mint Washington Franklins, 548-550, 551-570, Kansas Nebraska complete, 692-701,
Prexies less 832, Liberty issue complete, C1, C4, C18, take a look see, you will be enchanted, o.g., some never hinged /
some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Mostly Mint Modest Collection, 1851-2006. In four Mystic Albums, plus nan All American Minkus
binder with Revenue Issues, plus a stockbook, includes Wines Stamps and BOB, the four volumes are loaded with 20th
Century with the best items being White Plains sheet #630, used C1-6, mint C18 and a complete set of Duck Stamps,
mint and used, couple additional volumes and sheet file with additional postage, the period 1960-2006 seems virtually
complete, lots of postage, useful and a great value as the estimate is quite conservative, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1978. Mint & used Officials, Ducks; include wonderful clean collection
with used 69, 75, 77, 91, 116, Bank Notes, 237, 239, mint with 230, 231 with strip of four with plate # and imprint,
233-234, 236, 327, nice mint & used Washington Franklins, 614-616, 617-619, 692-701, Kansas overprint complete,
673-674, Prexies complete, Liberty & Prominent American issues complete, C1-C6, C18, QE1-QE4, E3, E7, K1-K14,
K17-K18, Q1-Q12, JQ1-JQ5, ducks include RW1-RW5 used great bang for your buck, care inspection advised, o.g.,
some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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24

H/m
U.S., Pretentious & Charming Group of 24 Items, 1857-1920 (24//Phil 238). An alluring group that will
satisfy the most picayune trader, unused/mint unless noted otherwise: 24; 70; 117; 178; 186; 229; 249; 285-7; 291
used; 325; 399; 407; 493 line strip of 4, never hinged; 723 line pair; C2; K2(6); K7(3); K10(2); K12(2); Q7 and
Phillippines #238 with PF certificate, lovely assemblage, see for yourself, generally F.-V.F. with some choice Very Fine
or Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

25

HH

26

H/m/)

27

HH

28

HH/H
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1975. Mounted on display cards and retired APS books, better mint
112, 214 block of four, 228, 327, O45, in retired APS circuit books you’ll find mint 73, 215, 272, 283, 308, 330, NH pairs
548-550, 566 block of four, 569 NH strip of three, RW4, RW5, RW6, RW8, much more to peruse, a useful holding, great
catalog value, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $18,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

29

HH/H/m

30

HH/H
U.S., Mint Mostly NH Collection, 1922-81. Presented in a Scott album, mint is mostly NH, with 560, 571,
565 (3), 569 (3), 700, 701, Famous Americans, Prominent Americans complete, 1610a, 1610b, with a few bonus first
day covers, fresh clean material, inspection invited, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

31

H/m

32

m

33

H
U.S., 1895 Issue, 1¢ to 2¢ Wholesale Hoard. 250 plate number strip of 3, 252 plate number strip of 3, 264
(10 blocks of four, 36 plate number strips of 3), 265 (4 plate number singles, a pair and corner margin single), 266 (9
singles, 1 block of four, 2 plate number strips of 3), 266/267 combination pairs (10), 267 (25 blocks of four, 1 block of 20,
24 plate number strips of 3, 80 plate number singles and 279B (2 blocks of four, 3 plate number strips of 3). Condition
appears mostly sound, generally F.-V.F. Scott $14,188 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

34

HH/H
U.S., Errors, Freaks & Oddities Collection. Hundreds of items, including stamps under-inked, over-inked
and misperforated; gutter snipes and imperforate-between pairs; registration errors, miscut postal cards, etc.; huge
retail value, please peruse. Some minor duplication., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

35

HH/H
U.S., Coil Errors, Freaks & Oddities, 1938-75. Comprising eight pairs of #TD79 with no printing at all, and
three partial coil rolls: #1305, 1519 and 1947, each misperforated, F.-V.F., a nice lot of scarce material (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Mint NH Singles & Blocks Collection, 1919-32. Lot of blocks and singles, includes block of (8) #438a,
block of (9) #538, block of (10) #538 (8) singles #556, block of (6) C6, single C6, block of (12) #675, block of (8) #675,
block of (6) #675, mostly with PSE certificates, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. or better. Scott $4,100 ++.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Collection of Stamps & Covers, 1847-1945. A collection of 22 choice stamps and covers, better mint
would include 112 o.g., 325, 330, C5, Q9, 319g, covers include 1 pen canceled on cover, and 36 on cover, excellent
stock, please peruse at your pleasure, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Quality Plate Block Collection, 1944-2005. In four well-kept Liberty Albums, two are bulging at the
seams, highly complete for the period 1962-2000 and includes all the high values and airmails, overall a high face value
that would reward the beginning collector or for reducing your mailing costs, o.g., never hinged, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Impressive Mint & Used Holding, 1857-1954. A powerhouse of a collection, mint includes pair 93,
237, 397-400A, pair 482 with Mail-o-meter Type IV with APES certificate, 658-679, 672-701, Prexies complete, Liberty
issue complete, recalled Legends of the West sheet, C10a, C18 block of four, J4, J32, K5, plus more mint material and
used items, close inspection is called for, enjoy, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., 1869 Issues, Mint & Used (112//133). Unused/mint : 112; 113(2); 114; 114P4; 116(2); 117(2)Used
includes: 112(2); 114 (quadruple split grill!); 117 (5); 118; 119(2); 120(2); 123; 133, bonus #113 on cover. some faults as
one may expect, but mostly a sound useful group with some Very Fine or better, viewing a pleasing breeze. Scott
$10,000+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., 1893 Columbians Investment Selection, $1-$5 Values (241-245). $1 (4); $2 (3); $3 (4); $4 (4); $5; an
overall eye-pleasing group, a few straight edges, sound to small faults, examination suggested, generally F.-V.F.
appearance or better with Very Fine present. Scott $11,625.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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36

H

37

m
U.S., Precancel Pastiche, 1898-1975. Over (1000) precancels mounted in and album & a stock book, with
small Bureaus, Washington Franklins, 1922 issue, Prexies, Liberty issue, Commemoratives, Postage Dues, Special
Handling, plus a Bureau Precancel collection, precancels by town or city, inverted precancels, a great collection to add
to your existing stock, review carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

38

HH/H

39

m

40

H/m

41

m

42

H
U.S., Revenues, Group of Plate Proofs. Select group of 43 singles, two pairs, one strip of three and one
block of four; most are P3 or P4s, but does include some TC3s; Well worth inspection, F.-V.F. Scott $2,600+.
Estimate $600 - 800

43

U.S., Revenues, Collection of Proprietary Battleships with Medicine Related Printed Company
Cancels. About 600 stamps, on stocksheets, companies include: Ponds, Paris, J. Elwood Lee, OD Chemical, Ch
Marchand, Lydia Pinkham, Porous Plaster, Pizo Co., Shakers Toothache Pellets, Physicians Supply, St Albans
Remedy, Mrs Winslows Soothing Syrup, E W Hoyt, Alcock, J.C. Ayers, Father Matthew, Humphreys Homeopathic,
Potter Drug & Chemical, Sterling Remedy, G.G. Green, Seabury & Johnson, L. Miller Drug, Antikamnia, J.H. Schenck,
The World Dispensary, Wells & Richardson, Dr. Kilmer, Chatanooga Medical, Smith, Kline & French, Rumford
Chemical Works, McKesson & Robbins, Emerson Drug, Ripans Chemical, E. Fougera & Co., Dr. Miles, W.H. Bull, T.B.
Dunn, T.B. Dunn, Allan Pfeiffer Chemical Co., Dr. D. jayne & Co., Atwood Pharmacy, Ben Brandeth, Alonzo Bliss Co., a
lovely holding assembled over the past five decades, some heavy duplication but decent array, few condition faults,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

44

H/m

6

U.S., Precancels, Polemic & Perf-In Plot. Large old-tyme holding, has that old lot smell, unchecked and
vast, on pages, loose, perf-ins on covers as well, will provide many days worth of searching / sorting / classifying, may
find that diamond-in-the-rough, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Booklet and Booklet Pane Collection, 1922-96. In two blue Lindner albums with slip cases filled with
better stamps that include: a few 1920’s booklets, some 1938 Presidentials, early airmails and so much face value
postage, be sure to bring a calculator, it will be an easy count with many full booklets, o.g., mostly never hinged,
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

U.S., Revenues, Tremendous Collection, 1861-1945. Many hundreds of revenues presented in two
binders, includes excellent first, second and third issues with multiples, over (65) match & medicines, telegraphs,
tobacco tax paids, automobile, playing cards, narcotics, consular fees, customs services, custom stamps & labels,
extensive wines with many better, savings, opium dealer special tax stamps, mint & used ducks, state tax, and much
more, you’ll spend hours going through page by page plucking the better material, inspection urged, F.-V.F. Scott
$23,000.
Estimate $4,500 - 6,000
U.S., Revenue & Duck Stamp Collection, 1861-1950. A select collection in two Scott albums, some better
include R86a, R96a, R43b-R46b, R62b-R64b, R18c-R20c, RR52c-R72c, R101c, R109-R112, R117, R125-R127,
R131, R142-R148, nice Battleships, tremendous Reds & Greens, Saving stamps, Wines, Playing Cards, Narcotics,
Consulars, Puerto Rico Spirits, and a mint & used Ducks, with all sorts of goodies mounted on the back of the pages,
enormous break up value, an original collection offered intact which must be viewed for proper evaluation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Revenue, Vast & Valuable Collection, 1861-1950. Comprehensive collection with many better
mounted on pages, the first issue perfed is complete except for R21c, R31c, R97c, R99c and 102c, part perf includes
R1b, R3b, R6b, R37b, R45b, R56b, R57b, imperfs includes R1a, R19a, R33a, R36a, R43a, second issue has R103,
R106, R108, R116, third issue is complete to R149, then comes Battleships, Documentary, Proprietary, Official Seals,
enormous break up value, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

m

U.S., Private Die Proprietary, Highly Advanced, Lovely Quality, Match, Medicine & Perfume
Collection. Neatly hinged on Springer pages, over (80) different Match stamps, PLUS 13 provisional cancels on
revenue stamps, includes: RO14; RO20;RO28-9; RO47; RO57; RO65; RO58; RO69; RO70; RO72; RO89; RO98;
RO100; RO119; RO142; RO165, Then (245) different Medicine stamps, plus (42) revenue stamps with provisional
cancels, plus (22) labels that weren’t listed when the Springer album was printed, includes: RS1; RS4; RS14; RS15;
RS16; RS19-20; RS31; RS34; RS36-8; RS41 OG; RS48; RS49; RS52; RS53-7; RS61; RS64; RS73; RS76; RS83-4;
RS99; RS100; RS123; RS128-9; RS132-4; RS143; RS159; RS166; RS169(2); RS171; RS176; RS178-9; RS180-2;
RS188(faulty); RS191; RS205; RS210; RS223-4; RS233; RS235; RS264; RS308; RS312; RS314a; a wonderful and
nice range of issues, Perfumery Stamps(7) plus 5 provisionals, include: RT15; RT28; RT32; lastly there are 5 encased
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postage: EP3; EP9; EP15; EP70-1- 1¢, 3¢ Drakes, the overall scope and depth of this collection is breathtaking in its
own rights, but when you couple that fact that many of the items are SOUND, with only small faults with only a few
exceptions, it takes it to the next level. We counted the basic catalog value of just the better Medicinals and it was over
$15,000, not to mention the Match, Perfumery, Encased Postage and potential for varieties in paper (we counted the
least expensive variety if it was at all in question) and printing such as re-entries and other anomalies, we do not recall in
recent times offering such a clean collection of these vastly popular and difficult to locate items, we STRONGLY urge
viewing as one will be overwhelmed by the freshness and quality.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
45

m
U.S., Ohio Sales Tax Stamps, 1944-1951. Several hundred state revenues stapled to Howland Co. sales
receipt, individual values from 1¢ to 30¢, many slip have multiple revenues attached, scarce holding, please peruse,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

46

HH

47

HH/H/m

48

HH
U.S., Mint Duck Stamp Collection, 1945-2003. Includes RW12, RW48 (2), RW49, RW50, RW51 (3),
RW52, RW53 (2), RW54, RW55 (2), RW60, RW81 (4), two Junior Duck stamp precursor sheets one with cancellation,
Junior Duck stamp JDS1 single, plate block and first day cover, a wonderful start to collect this popular issue, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

49

HH/H

50

H/)
U.S., Christmas Seal Collection, 1907-78. With #WX1-WX2, WX3, WX4, WX7-WX8; imperforate block and
progressive color proofs of #WX55, WX61, WX64, WX68, WX72, WX76, WX80, WX88, WX92, WX96, WX100,
WX101, WX108, WX112, WX118, WX124; full sheets of #WX24, WX25, WX31, WX32, WX35, WX38, WX39, WX44,
WX49, WX55; two stockbooks of mint singles and blocks of four; and a couple binders with outstanding early usage
covers, F.-V.F., Rudolf never had it so good; examination is suggested (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

51

H/m

52

HH/)

U.S., Mint Duck Stamp Dealer Stock, 1975-93. Over 1,125.00 face, post office fresh, includes RW42 (7),
RW43 (211), RW46 (2), RW50 (7), RW52 (9), RW53 (8), with plate blocks RW45 (2), RW46 (2), RW47 (2), RW48 (2),
and more, an inexpensive opportunity to restock, inspection invited, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Duck Stamp Stock, 1934-2007. On dealer tear sheets and small “102" cards filled, containing mint:
RW1, RW3, RW11 PSE graded 90, RW13 PSE graded 85J, RW14 PSE graded 85, RW37 two plate blocks, used: RW3
and many state ducks, many great sound and useful stamps, owners Scott or SMQ value is $3,075, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $600 - 800

U.S., Telegraph Stamp Collection, 1876-1940. Mounted on pages and in a counter book you will find
1T1-1T16, 2T1-2T4, 4T11-4T14, 16T14-16T30, and plenty more Western Union issues, fresh & clean, examine, o.g.,
some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Christmas Seals Holding. Singles sheets and a few better, generally F.-V.F.

Offer

U.S., Computer-Vended Postage Collection, 1992-96. Consisting of mint and on-cover examples
including First Day and commercial covers; terrific collection of this seldom-encountered material, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Accumulations
53

H/m/)
U.S., Philatelic Caboose, 1861-1995. Thousands of mint & used stamps in albums and glassines, some
better include mint 115 card proof, pairs of 294-297, 324-327, 550 (2), Kansas City roulettes blocks of four, singles C1
(2), C2, C3, C18 (2), small stockbook with mint Washington Franklins, RW4, postal card collection, used group
identified and neatly arranged, plate blocks, view this one carefully to determine it’s true value, o.g., some never hinged /
some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $16,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

54

H/m

55

HH/H

U.S., Many Collections, Mint and Used. Five cartons with over 30 albums or stockbooks, the fifth box is UN,
excellent array and value review is a must, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Philatelic Pandemonium, 1918-65. Large goody box of mint sheet and plate block accumulation,
sheets include 617, 649-650, 718 (3), National Parks 740, 744-747, Overrun Countries, C40 (2), C45, plus over
$1,000.00 face in better modern plate blocks, bring your calculator and prepare to have some fun, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,000+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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56

HH/H

57

U.S., Balance of Consignment, 1901-75. Plenty of glassines and albums to dig through, includes used U.S.
in glassines and identified with 534, F1, mint plate blocks in three volumes with 610, 906, sets mint 328-330, 548-550,
614-616, and a whole bunch more, mixed condition, examine, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Mint Singles, Plate Block & Full Sheet Accumulation, 1918-65. Huge offering of mint singles, plate
blocks & sheet, includes three volumes and a box of plate blocks, volume of mint mostly NH singles with 614-616,
617-619, 620-621, Prexie coils, C1, sheet files and folders of 3¢ & 4¢ sheets plus air mails, great face value, it will add up
quickly, bid & enjoy, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $13,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Dealers Stocks
58

H/m

59

HH/H/m

60

HH/H/m

8

U.S., Dealer Stock, 1846-98. On dealer tear sheets in fourteen counter books, with each set identified by
Scott recent values within the last few years, mint consisting of: 10X1-2, 10X2b, 35 (4), 37, 39, 40, 65-E15h, 63 single
and block of four, 68a, 72, 73 (12), 93 (16), 112, 113 (2), 114 (4), 133 (2), 135, 145, 146 (3), 147 (2), 149, 156 (2), 157,
161, 162, 182, 183 (7), 184 (2), 185 (2), 189 (2), 190 with Weiss certificate, 205 (3), 206, 207 (2), 209 (4), 210 single and
block of four, 212 (4), 212 NH block of six, 213 (3), 214, 217 (3), 218, 219D (5, two of which have copies of P.F.
certificates), 220 plate number strip of six, 221 (3), 222 (3), 223, 224 (5), 225 (4), 226 (3), 227 (2), 228, 231 (2 blocks of
four), 232 (4), 233 (3), 234 block of four, 235, 236 (2 singles and block of four), 237 (8), 238 (6), 239 (3), 240 (4), 246 (2),
247 NH, 248 (2 NH singles and block of four), 249, 250 (3 NH), 251 NH, 252 (2 NH, 1 o.g.), 255 (2), 256 (2), 258 (2), 260,
266 (2), 268 NH, 270 (1 NH, 1 o.g.), 271, 272 (1 NH, 2 o.g.), 273, 274, 280b (2 NH), 281 NH, 282 NH, 282C (1 NH, 1 o.g.),
283a (3), 284 (1 NH, 2 o.g., 1 o.g. block of four), 285 (2 NH, 1 o.g. block of four), 286 (1 NH, 1 o.g. block of four), 287 (3),
288, 289 (2), 290 (1 NH, 1 o.g.), 291 (4) and used: 7 (2), 10A (3), 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 25 (3), 26A (2), 27, 28, 29 (2), 30A (5),
32 (3), 33, 35 (3 singles and strip of three), 37, 38 (2), 64 with Weiss certificate, 68 (4), 69 (4), 70, 70b with Weiss
certificate, 71 (9), 72 (5), 73 (7), 75 (3), 76 (4), 77 (3), 78 (6), 79 with APS certificate, 85 with Weiss certificate, 85b (2,
both with Weiss certificates), 89 (2), 90 (6), 92, 93 (2), 95 (3), 96 (3), 97 (5), 98 (8), 100, 112 (3), 113, 115 (5), 116 (4), 117
(4), 118 (4), 119, 120 (6), 121 (5), 122, 123 (2), 133 (3), 134 (3), 135A (2), 137 with PSE certificate, 138, 138 with Weiss
certificate, 138A, 149 (4), 150 Stitch watermark with Weiss certificate, 151 (2), 152, 153 (7), 155 (2), 160 (3), 162, 163
(2), 165, 166 (2), 190, 191, 208 (3), 214, 217 (6), 218 (4), 238 (4), 239 (3), 240 (3), 261, 276 (2), 276A (2), 291 (2) and a
book of lovely fancy cancels, mostly banknotes including some higher values. Condition appears better than many
stocks with many of the seriously faulty stamps not put into stock, a little caution should be exercised when viewing the
early mint issues and owners catalog value should be adjusted accordingly, a good stock with plenty of high catalog
value stamps with great retail potential, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $155,000 ++ (Owner’s) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
U.S., Dealer Stock, 1901-20. On dealer tear sheets in seven counter books, with each set identified by Scott
recent values within the last few years, mint consisting of: 295-99, 295 block of four, 296 (2 singles and block of four),
297 (4), 298 (7), 299 (8), 300-8, 306 strip of three, 307 (5), 308 (1 single, 1 strip of three, and 1 block of four), 309, 311,
319Fj (2 blocks of four), 320A pair, 323 plate number pair, 325 (11), 326 (4), 327 (10), 328-30 (3 sets), 328 (7), 329 (20),
330 (8), 335 (2), 336 (3), 337 (2), 338 (2), 339, 340 (4), 341 (3), 400 (2), 439, 469, 472, 476, 479, 538a, 541 block of four,
384 horizontal strips imperf coil strips of four, a section of imperf and private vending coils and used: 309 block of four,
311, 312 (5), 313 (2), 314 block of four, 500 (2) and 523. Condition appears better than many stocks with many of the
seriously faulty stamps not put into stock, plenty of cumulative catalog value and great retail potential, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $41,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
U.S., Dealer Stock of Plate Blocks, Plate Number Strips and Plate Number Singles, 1893-1990’s. On
dealer tear sheets in nine counter books, with each set identified by Scott, Brookman or Durland recent values within the
last few years, plate blocks consisting of: 232 plate block of six, 279Bh, 285 NH plate block of four, 372 (4), 376, 377,
379, 383 (4), 384, 401, 428, 437, 507, 527 (2), 528, 528 with monogram, 537 (3), 538 (2 plate blocks of eight, 2 plate
blocks of four), 540, 549, 562, 565, 579 plate block of six, 579 (2 plate blocks of four), 595, 582 (2), 620 (3), 622, 665,
674, 677, 701, 715 (2), 740-49 (2), 833 (3), 834 (2) and plate number strips of three: 247 (2), 250, 264 (18), 266 (7), 273,
294, 285 (5 plate number pairs), 286 (5 plate number pairs), plate number singles: 254, 266 (3), 272 and 296. Condition
appears better than many stocks with many of the seriously faulty stamps not put into stock, a good stock with plenty of
high catalog value (of mixed Scott, Brookman and Durland) with great retail potential, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $40,500 ++ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
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61

HH/H/m U.S., Dealer Stock, 1922-90’s. On dealer tear sheets in ten counter books, with each set identified by Scott
recent values within the last few years, mint consisting of: 551-69, 555 (14), 556 (6), 557 (4), 558 (10), 560 (11), 562
(11), 568 (6), 569 (4), 570 (7), 571 (25), 572 (3), 573 (10), 579 (7), 584 (24), 585 (9), 588 (6), 589 (4), 591 (14), 595 (2 NH
with photocopy of Weiss certificate), 599A (14 singles, 2 pairs and a line pair), 616 (19), 634 (4 long ear variety blocks),
634A block of four, 657a with Weiss certificate, 658-68 (6), 666, 669-79 (3), 679 (9), 701 (6), 830b, 832b single and
block of four, 834 (11), 1053 (4), 1058 NH New York precancel line strip of five with plate number, used: 579, 599A line
pair, 658-68 (2) and 669-79 block of four set. Condition appears better than many stocks with many of the seriously
faulty stamps not put into stock, plenty of cumulative catalog value and great retail potential, o.g., some never hinged /
some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $43,000 ++ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

62

HH/H/m

63

H/m

64

HH/H/m U.S., Dealer Stock of Booklets and Booklet Panes, 1897-2000’s. On dealer tear sheets and black stock
pages in four counter books, with each set identified by Scott recent values within the last few years, mint consisting of:
279Bj, 301a (2), 319n, 319g (2), 331a, 331a (2 with plate numbers), 332a (2), 374a, 375a (2), 502b, 583a (2), 2474a (2
panes of plate number 4), C10a (11), BK270 (2) and BKC1. Condition appears better than many stocks with many of the
seriously faulty stamps not put into stock, plenty of cumulative owners catalog value of $25,500+ in either Scott,
Brookman or Durland and great retail potential, plus a decent amount of uncounted face value booklets, o.g., some
never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

65

H

66

HH/H

U.S., Dealer Stock of Back of the Book, 1873-1980’s. On dealer tear sheets in eight counter books, with
each set identified by Scott recent values within the last few years, mint consisting of: C1 (5), C2 (2), C3 (5), C4 (16), C5
(2), C6 (4), C13 (3 mint), C15 (2), C18 (26), C52 (6 small holes line pairs), E1, E2, E6 (4), E7 (7), E12a (5), J3, J7,
J15-16, J18, J19, J23 (2), J25, J52 (3), J64 (28), J73 (block of four), J75 (4), J94 dull gum (2 blocks of four), JQ1 (34),
JQ1 plate block, JQ1-5, K4, K8a, K9, K12, K13, O29, O49 block of four, O54, O79, O90 (8), O93, O119, Q8 (2), Q9, Q10
(3), Q11, PR2, PR77, PR78, PR79, PS10, U3, U11 (2), UO20 (3 full envelopes), UO34, UO49 (4 full envelopes), UX6 (5
full cards), 136L4 block of six with PF certificates, 113-E3e, LOX10, used: C2 block of four, C13, C18 (2), J50, J57 (7),
J60 (2 blocks of four), O80, U29, U33, various mint and used 294-95 vignette shifts, 547 shifted vignette, 1304C5 imperf
used strip of 3, 1622b imperf mint block of four, 2154a with perfs shifted to omit rose red at top, several perf shifts and a
counter book of labels and Cinderellas. Condition appears better than many stocks with many of the seriously faulty
stamps not put into stock, plenty of cumulative catalog value and extra value among errors and labels, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $34,000 ++ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Dealer Stock of Revenues, 1862-1960. On dealer tear sheets in six counter books, with each set
identified by Scott recent values within the last few years, consisting of: 76 with revenue cancel, R1b strip of four, R13e,
R19a, R25b (2 pairs), R27c mint block of four, R40a vertical pair, R49a horizontal pair, R51a, R73c (2), R74c, R75a (2),
R79c, R80c (2), R81a, R83c (3), R85a (2), R87c (3), R90a, R90c (2), R92c pair, R94a (3), R95a, R97c, R98c (2), R100c
(2), R101c, R128, R149, R171 mint block of four, R172 mint, RD302 (3 mint), RD328 mint, REA22a, RG80 (2), RK28,
RVB1-2 mint, TS259P4. Condition appears better than many stocks with many of the seriously faulty stamps not put into
stock, a little caution should be taken when examining first issue revenues and owners catalog value should be adjusted
accordingly, a good stock with plenty of high catalog value stamps with great retail potential, generally F.-V.F.
appearance. Scott $44,000 ++ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

U.S., Massive Mint Dealer Stock (537//3784). In 20 drawers, strong 2¢ Reds, 3¢ Purples, Washington
Bicentennials, National Parks, plus a run that is extensive, includes singles, blocks, plate blocks, also airmail, special
delivery, postage dues, officials, etc., face value alone should easily crack five figures, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Dealer Stock of Plate Number Coils, 1981-2006. On black and while dealer #107 stock cards, with
each set identified by Scott recent values within the last few years, with the following better: 1895a (2 plate number 6
strips of five), 1900 (plate number 3 strip of 5), 1900 (plate number 5 strip of 5), 1903 (4 plate number 5 strips of 5), 1903
(5 plate number 6 strips of 5), 1908 (2 plate number 11 strips of 5), 2115b (2 plate number 8 strips of 3), 2115b (2 plate
number 22 strips of 5), 2603a (imperf plate number strip of 5), 2915A (plate number 88898 strip of 5), 2915D (12 plate
number 11111 strips of 5), 3404-7 (7 plate number G1111 strips of 4). Condition appears generally sound with plenty of
better premium strips, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. overall. Brookman $21,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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UNITED STATES: Dealers Stocks
67

H/m

68

m

69

U.S., Valuable Mint and Used Dealer’s Stock, 19th & 20th Century. 5 volumes, 3 used commemoratives,
2 mint regular issues, one stockbook columbians used to 10¢, main volume 1869s, more Columbians to 30¢,
Trans-Miss, Pan Ams (at least ten sets), 323-7; 328-30; 397-400; 537; 548-50; 614-6; 617-9; varying quantities, mint
stockbooks include 658-79; 692-701; 803-34 including centerline block 834; airmail volume C1-6 and up, useful and
valuable, examination invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

70

HH/H

71

HH/H

72

H/m
U.S., Dealer Stock, 1897-1950’s. In six stock books, containing: 230 (22), 231 (14), 232 (7), 233, 234 (5),
235 (3), 238 (4 used), 285 (3), 286 (3), 294 (15), 295 (7), 300 (15), 319 (10), 320, 323 (12), 324 (9), 326 (2), 328 (13), 329
(8), 330, 367 (31), 368 (6), 370 (22), 371 (7), 372 (38), 373 (8), 397 (18), 398 (17), 399, 401, 402, 537 (34), 548 (45), 549
(48), 550 (17), 555 (3), 556 (2), 557 (6), 558 (3), 560 (6), 562 (9), 566 (7), 567 (2), 568 (5), 569 (2), 570 (2), 571, 575 (17),
mixed 576 / 631 (85), 577 (26), 581 (17), 582 (13), 583 (14), 584 (2), 585 (4), 586 (4), 587 (10), 588 (12), 589 (4), 590
(10), 591 (3), 614 (41), 615 (45), 616 (18), 617 (34), 618 (31), 619 (21), 621 (13), 622 (12), 623 (17), 628 (40), 648 (24),
mint Presidentials to $1 and a bunch of used dollar, priority and express high values. Condition and centering are both
mixed, with some gum issues and varying degree of faults, high Scott value, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

73

HH/H

74

m

75

HH/H

76

m
U.S., Dealer Stock of Plate Number Coils, 1981-85. Singles are arranged by Scott number in glassines and
plate numbers are listed, a worthy lot for the PNC enthusiast, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000 about (Owner’s).
Estimate $300 - 400

10

U.S., Columbians, Trans-Mississippi and 1895 Regular Issue Dollar Values, 1893-1898. On dealer tear
sheets, with each set identified by Scott recent values within the last few years, mint consisting of: 241 (3), 276, 277 and
used: 241 (5), 242 (7), 277, 278, 292 and 293 (2). Usual mixed condition, a lovely wholesale group of these key values,
generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $16,500+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Dealer Stock of Extensive Used, 19th & 20th Century. In about 20 drawers, neatly organized by
number in glassines, includes airmails, special delivery, dues, etc., includes banknotes, Small Bureaus, Columbians,
Trans Miss, etc., has to be at least 50,000 stamps, unchecked for varieties, cancels, premium quality, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

H/m

U.S., Dealer Stock of Booklets, 1923-2002. On glassines and dealer #102 stock cards, with each set
identified by Scott recent values within the last few years, with the following better: BK68 (2), BK112 (2), 50+ various
1996 blue makeshift booklets and so much face value postage. Condition appears generally sound with plenty of better
premium items, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. overall. Scott $7,250+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Dealer Stock, Mint Early 20th Century, 1922-60. A refreshing accumulation of mostly NH mint
stamps, includes 567 (10), 569 (10), 571 (9), 611 (44), Famous American plate block set (2), C10 (4), C46 plate blocks
(4), E19 plate blocks (20), E20 (20), E21 (20), looks as if they were printed yesterday with many VF examples, peruse at
your leisure, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $4,600+.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

U.S., Dealer Stock of Plate Blocks, 1927-95. Housed in a counterbook and a binder, includes C7-C9, C10,
C11, C16, C21-C22, C24, CE1, CE2, E14, J85, J86, Q3, plus loads of 6¢ to 22¢ plate strips, have yourself a look see
and bid accordingly, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,800 (Owner’s). Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Dealer Stock, 20th Century. Neatly arranged in 16 stockbooks, 1922 to 1990s, great stock for
packets, year sets or internet sales, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Dealer Stock of Souvenir Sheets, 1934-99. Nice lot of souvenir sheets, includes 730 (25), 731 (25),
735 (10), 751 (30), 778 (25), 2433 (25), 3377a (3), excellent material, inspect, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
Very Fine. Scott $2,100 (Owner’s).
Estimate $400 - 600
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Face Value Lots
77

H

78

HH/H

79

HH/H

80

HH/Ha U.S., Block and Plate Block Collection, 1931-91, blocks and plate blocks. In three Scott albums plus some
loose pages with denominations from 2¢ to 29¢ plus some higher priority and express denominations, total face value
$2,666.01 with a few premium plate blocks including 749, 833 and some better 1930’s-1940’s plate block groups, o.g.,
mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

81

HH/H

82

HH/Ha U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1954-83, plate blocks. In three Scott albums plus some loose pages with
denominations from 3¢ to 20¢, total face value $2,267.06, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

83

HH/Ha U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1958-83, plate blocks. In four albums plus some loose pages with
denominations from 4¢ to 20¢, total face value $1,553.61, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

84

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Collection, 1930’s-90’s. Sheets and large blocks in mint sheet files and souvenir sheets
starting from #704 to a couple 1992 USPS year sets, total face value $907.16 with the largest component being
Ameripex ‘86 souvenir sheets (18 sets), o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

85

HH/H

86

U.S., Face Value Lot of Plate Blocks, 1940-2000. Enormous holding of plate blocks, with values from 3¢ to
32¢, lot is made up of glassines with a 25 count of each value, total face $7,600.00, a tremendous buy, what was
checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

87

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1945-2000. Thousands of singles all in glassines of 100 of the same value, with values
from 4¢ to 29¢, total face $4,100, make this a priority on your viewing list, what was checked was o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

88

HH

U.S., Miser’s Hoard of Mint Postage. What didn’t he save, 50 binders with singles, blocks, plate blocks,
sheets, premium included, offered intact, substantial face value, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Face Value Collection, 1893-1991. In seven stock books with denominations from 2¢ to 29¢, total face
value $3,738.64 of mostly singles and blocks with some premium issues in the early stock book, including 230 (14), 231
(5), 295 (6), 548-50, small quantities of 2¢ red issues, Washington Bicentennial, perforate Parks, 3¢ purples, Army
Navy, Famous Americans, etc., o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Large Face Value Collection, 1980’s-2000’s. Before repacking, this lot was tightly packed into four
large boxes (three boxes measuring 13x13x13 inches and the final box measuring 18x14x12 inches), mostly from the
1980’s to 2000’s (just prior to the forever issues), containing a recalled Legends of the West pane in original blue folder,
USPS year sets, lots of USPS commemorative panels, many loose sheets and scrap, including the occasional priority
and express high value, the occasional duck stamp, some postal stationary, the occasional stuck down sheets and
blocks, in all a lot that will take some time to properly figure and spend some time with a calculator to add up the postage
here, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Modern Collection, 1938-96. In six blue Lindner albums with slip cases with better stamps that include:
803-34, 833 (4), 1030-53, 1053 (2 singles and 2 plate blocks), C24 plate block and many interesting paper and gum
varieties on 1954 Liberty, 1965 Prominent Americans and 1975 American issues and many postage in singles, plate
blocks and full sheets including some priority and express stamps in multiples and sheets and so much face value
postage, be sure to bring a calculator, it will be an easy count with so many high values, plate blocks and sheets, o.g.,
mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Face Value Collection, 1965-92. Of singles in two Scott albums plus some loose pages with total face
value $690.34, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

HH

U.S., Face Value Lot, 1950-2000. Consisting of singles, coils and booklets & booklet panes, 3¢ to 25¢
values, total face $2,600.00, includes box of fractional coils with approximately 262.00 face, beats going to the post
office, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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UNITED STATES: Postal Stationery

Postal Stationery
89

H/m)
U.S., Postal Stationery Collection, 1853-1995. Mounted in a Scott album, includes mint & used cut
squares, airmails, air letter sheets, Western Airletters, Post Office Departments, Official cut squares, a great lot to
expand upon, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

90

H)

91

H/m)

92

H/m
U.S., Postal Stationery Accumulation. Many hundreds of postal stationery material, includes envelope,
cards and aerogramms, with mint U273 (10), UC16c (70), with many more mint envelopes, please examine carefully,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

93

H/m

U.S., Postal Stationery Holding. Includes postal cards, entires and aerogrammes, a nice holding with a
range of issues, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Postal Stationery, Mostly Mint Collection, 1888-2000. Massive early stationery, includes albinos,
errors, fancy cancels, mint Columbians, airmails, with over 1,000 items, tremendous catalog values, examination will
help ascertain it’s true value, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Postal Card Collection, 1873-1985. Mint & used postal card collection, mint has UX3 (2), UX5,
UX6-UX9, UX10 (2), UX12, UX14-UX15, UX19-UX20, UX21, UY3, used includes UX1 with blue fancy cancel,
examination suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Cover Collections
94

)

95

)

96

)

97

)

98

U.S., Autograph Collection, 1935-2006. A terrific collection of approximately (100) autographs, includes
Coretta Scott King, Grace Coolidge, Helen Keller, Estee Lauder, Hubert Humphrey, Oleg Cassini and many others,
please review.
Estimate $500 - 750

99

)

12

U.S., Advertising & Better Early Postal History Collection. A few hundred covers, includes green cameo
ad cover for Troy House with #26, 1894 Kemp’s Balsam Medicine ad cover, WWII patriotics, uprated UX2 to
Switzerland, with many useful premium covers, mixed condition, peruse at your leisure, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Airmail Postal History and First Day Cover Collection, 1918-28. Approximately 125 air mail and first
day covers, first flights include block of six C4 on first flight to Uruguay, C1 on CAM 2 Lindbergh Day, Graf Zeppelin flight
to Germany, Graf Zeppelin First Round the World Flight, first experimental airplane to motorcycle service CAM 1, first
days includes C5, C7, C8 (2), C9, C10, C11 (2) C12, and C16, fresh and clean, enormous potential, please investigate,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Airmail, Akron & Macon Flight Covers, 1931-74. Approximately (80) covers, 1932 Akron Carrying
Mail, 1933 Welcome USS Macon to Chicago World’s Fair City, 1934 US Macon Flight to Panama, 1934
USS Macon Panama Fleet Maneuvers, 1933 USS Macon Leaves for Lakehurst, 1934 USS Macon Enroute to
Sacramento, and USS Macon Long Beach signed by the cachet artist, please peruse carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Autographed Cover Collection, 1939-80. Approximately 70 autographed covers, from the fields of
politics, sports, & entertainment, better includes Bess Truman, Grace Coolidge, Harry Truman, Jimmy Carter, Gerald
Ford, Richard Nixon, Chester W. Nimitz, W.R. Hearst Jr., Earl Warren, Richard Byrd, Bob Hope, Bill Sharman, Bob
Petitt, Clara Adams, some duplication, a meaty lot with plenty to chew on, F.-V.F. Brookman $10,400.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Balloon Mail Covers, 1891-1932. 36 covers, all balloon carried in races, includes 2 from the Gordon
Bennett Balloon race, one autographed by the crew members, others carried by City Of Cleveland, The Belgica,
Goodyear The 7th, Detroit Times among other, also includes 1891 cover & ad sheet for the Breadys “The Most Popular
& Accomplished Aeronauts of the Age, values up to 200.00, a lot that would be impossible to duplicate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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100

U.S., Cartes de Visite & Miscellaneous Photos. Over 55 cartes de visite, of special interest is a wealthy
Asian couple, many have revenue stamps, there is also a stereoview of General Hancock & staff at Gettysburg, a
couple of mining photos, stereoviews of the San Francisco earthquake, 6 cabinet photos and 5 rememberance cabinet
cards, please review carefully.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

101

)

102

)

103

)

104

U.S., Civil War Photograph Collection. Consisting of 6 photos in thermoplastic cases with one a lyre &
palette design, 4 cabinet photos, and 22 CDV’s, with Civil War images including a double amputee, also includes a
Union & a Confederate brass buttons, well worth our low estimate, please review, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

105

)

106

)

107

)

108

U.S., Ephemera: Medicinal Related Booklets, Pricelists & Related. About 20 items including “The Doctor,
A quarterly journal of Medicine and Therepeutics” 1912, many of these are offering the various medicinal curatives,
interesting and quite difficult to find.
Offer

109

)
U.S., Events, Airmail, Dedications & Naval Covers Stock. 12 boxes of many thousands, includes airmail
week, inaugurations, US Possessions, HPOs, Space, Polar, etc, a neatly arranged stock that will reward the buyer,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

110

)

U.S., Civil War Covers, Letters & Documents, 1860-65. Includes 1864 Sanitary Fair newspaper, patriotic
cover with letter, cover with Fort Des Moines IA cancel, dozens of letters including letter from soldier in Co. L, 12th IL,
talks of farmers not liking to pay n_____ to work for them, muster out role, ILL provision return forms, 1864 Teachers
Provisional Certificate, group of covers to Lt. Thomas Johnson, letters need transcription, a lovely selection of material,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Civil War Letters, 1860-65. An exceptional lot of over 50 letters from the Civil War, many with first hand
accounts of historic events, some of the subjects discussed are battle news, prisoner exchanges, troop movements,
hanging of prisoners, Lincoln funeral, and that barely scratches the surface, a few on patriotic stationery, a bonanza for
the social historian or Civil War buff, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Civil War Patriotic Covers, 1860-65. (32) Civil War covers including illustrated patriotics and Sanitary
Fair covers, with “That’s the Bait” (Bischel-1753, W-1019), “Our Army & Navy Together” (Bischel-1067, W-634var),
State of Maine Adj’t General’s Office (Bischel-3200, W-unlisted), United States Military Telegram cover, excellent array
of designs, careful examination will reap rewards, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Cover Collection, 1930’s-90’s. Mostly first day covers and souvenir panels, approximately 1,500 to
2,000 covers in 12 albums, plus hundreds of loose covers, some interesting covers including some Overrun countries
and a complete set of Famous American first day covers (plus duplicates), generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Cover Holding, Stampless to Stamped, 19th & 20th Century. 3 boxes packed with covers neatly
organized and priced, some better noted, interesting and useful, a quick review will convince you, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Ephemera, Premium Collection, 1860-2000. Hundreds of items, many better, includes GAR
certificate, posters of Hitler and storm troopers, steam boat print, 1803 newspapers, sheet music, tea cards, CSA
replica half dollar, charcoal portraits by Earl Rice, engravings of Civil War Union generals, documents, excellent
collection of railroad memorabilia, unpicked and intact as received, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Exhibition Collection of 2¢ Liberty Issue, Louisiana Bisect Covers. Over 120 covers, each franked
with regular 4¢ postage (mostly stamped envelopes) plus a bisect of various then-current 2¢ stamps; several covers
signed by the local Postmaster; these bisects became necessary after the January, 1963 first class rate increase from
4¢ to 5¢. 1978 PF & 1982 APS certificates describe one of the covers from Duplessis, LA as genuine but “unofficial” or
“unauthorized”. The local authority, however, Duplessis Postmaster, Seline Gautreau, writes on Post Office Dept
letterhead [included] that the usage “was necessary” after she sold out of 1¢ stamps and that “many small Post Offices
in this area used this procedure to relieve a serious shortage of 1¢ stamps.” 56 covers are from Duplessis and another
24 are from Gray, La., but the rest are from more than 25 other small towns. While the covers are philatelic (they are all
addressed to the same collector), they were, in fact, authorized. The collection includes the collector’s correspondence
attempting to get these listed (successfully in the case of Michel), Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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UNITED STATES: Cover Collections
111

)

112

)

113

)
U.S., First Flight Cover Collection, 1931-67. A few hundred U.S. & Canada first flight covers, includes
Southern Trans Continental first flight, New York to Los Angeles CAM 34, USMA first flight Vero Beach FL, First Service
Hilo HI AM-117, First Flight Air Mail Route AM 20, some duplication, review please, F.-V.F.
Offer

114

)

115

)
U.S., Group of 37 Covers, 1855-83. Interesting grouping which includes fancy cancels, some Waterbury’s,
locals, Confederates; includes 2 stampless, 2 with 3¢ 1855, one with Scott 9, 7 with 3¢ 1861 (negative “F. blue
Brattleboro ”B", green Columbus Ohio, star cancel) two different Scott 112 on cover, Scott 117 single franking and cover
with an additional three 3¢ 1869, nine Waterbury CT covers (seven with fancies, but some with faults), 3¢ Centennial
envelope with violet postmark, three local covers (Bloods, Husseys, and Blizzard Mail), one Business School cover,
and five miscellaneous Confederate covers; Condition is somewhat mixed, otherwise Fine. Estimate $750 - 1,000

116

)

117

)

118

)

119

)

120

)

121

)

14

U.S., First Flight Cover Stock, 1920s-90s. A few thousand covers in five boxes, mostly 1920s and 1930s,
includes C1-6 frankings and some better, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., First Flights & Zeppelin Flights, 1924-38. (30) covers, better includes registered airmail to 45 Depot
Repair Squadron, strip of three C5 on air mail special delivery, first flight to Dutch West Indies with block of six C4 return
to sender, 1936 Brentwood Lake rocket mail, and C5, C6 & C9 on first zeppelin round the world flight, please examine,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Group of 21 Covers, Many Better, 1855-80. Includes one Scott 10A tied by red Boston postmark,
three Scott 11A, one Scott 24 with captured partial imprint, 2 covers with Scott 65, two Scott 94 (one with fancy “Comode
Seat” cancel and one on Held for Postage cover with revenue stamp), one Scott 73 with bold red NY segmented cork,
single 112 on cover from NYC, three covers with Scott 113 (two single usages and one with a pair), Scott 117 on cover
with 10¢ bank note addressed to Peru, one 6¢ Banknote on registered cover with other stamps, three different covers
with 10¢ Banknotes and other stamps, one each cover with Scott 183 and 184, generally Fine. Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., New York City Picture Postcard Collection, 1906-45. Approximately 600 picture postcards, includes
Empire State Building, Flat Iron Building, Central Park, Rockefeller Center, Radio City Music Hall, along with hotel,
street scenes, a handful of duplicates, if you love Ne York, you’ll love this expansive collection, Very Good to Excellent.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Picture Postcards, Marvelous Collection, 1898-1945. Hundreds of postcards with real photos with
laundry fire, corn palace, aviation & balloons, blacks, expositions with hold to lights, volume of Santas, halloweens
including two Clapsaddles, advertising, volume of Hershey PA postcards, royalty, fire companies, plus a volume of over
(125) leather postcards, a premium collection with many outstanding postcards, examine carefully, Very Good to
Excellent.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Picture Postcards, Scenic Collection, 1902-30. Over 9,000 cards, classics, linens and chromes, with
many towns besides New England and the Midwest including California, Texas, Oklahoma, Idaho, with pockets of
better such as Las Vegas, ships, railroads and military, mixed condition, a solid easily sale able lot perfect for the flea
market or internet dealer, Very Good to Excellent.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Picture Postcards, Choice Better Collection, 1902-30. Over 280 cards, includes advertising, santas
including full face, parades, floods, warships, baseball and stadiums, expositions, fires, Canal Zone, surfing, blacks,
Indians, macabre, Hawaii, Alaska, leathers, aviation, a terrific lot for the postcard dealer, mixed condition, please
examine, Very Good to Excellent.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Postal History Collection, 1840-1975. Approximately 100 covers housed in three volume, a diverse
lot with locals on cover, 71 on cover, pair of 76 on cover, advertising including illustrated, first flights, bisects on cover,
postage dues, registered, Grace Coolidge free frank, inaugurals, tremendous lot for the dealer, F.-V.F. Scott $9,000+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Postal History Agglomeration. A mixture that seems to have little bit of everything: several hundred
covers organized alphabetically by state (running the gamut from stampless to about the 1940s), postal stationery,
advertising covers, AEF mail, Censored mail, early First Flights, Registered usages, postcards, a sizeable number of
Post Office Registry receipt cards from the early 1900s and much more, including an early stampless correspondence
from the 1830s-40s between prominent doctor Richard Ellis and his brother from Massachusetts, consisting of about 40
items, most of which have had their contents transcribed and placed on a USB data stick, along with a large group of
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UNITED STATES: Cover Collections
1940s-50s First Day Covers sent to Australia, F.-V.F. with much better, There is enough material here to make viewing
worthwhile and result in a considerable profit especially if purchased anywhere near the estimate. There is enough
material here to make viewing worthwhile and result in a considerable profit especially if purchased anywhere near the
estimate (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
122

U.S., Postal History Collection, 1857-1904. (30) items of 19th century covers plus (6) unused in various
colors/sizes 36th Congress illustrated envelopes, better includes Buchanan-Breckinridge jugate campaign cover, blue
cameo ad cover for saddles, allover illustrated ad cover for Senate Chamber of Pennsylvania, blind embossed
illustrated ad cover for American Telegraph Company, allover illustrated ad cover for State of Maine Ajd’t General
Office, Waterbury leaf cancel, and an unused Lincoln campaign cover, mixed condition, inspect carefully for full
appreciation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

123

)

124

)

125

)

126

)
U.S., Survey Flight Covers, 1933-37. 23 survey flight covers, includes 1933 Lindbergh Atlantic Survey
Flight, 1935 PAA Clipper 1st Survey Flight, 1935 PAA Clipper Guam Island Survey, 1937 PAA Clipper Survey Flight,
1937 Clipper Flight & Experimental Services, some duplication, interesting frankings and cachets, review, F.-V.F.
Brookman $4,700.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

127

)

128

)

129

)

130

)

)

U.S., Space Related Cover Collection, 1969-87. Several hundred space covers, better includes Apollo 11
Recovery cover, Skylab II Recovery cover, Apollo 15 Launch cover, Apollo X Recovery cover, some duplication, please
review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Stampless/Stamped Cover Collection, 19th Century. In two volumes comprising of 37 stampless all
well annotated and including Locals, some still on original 1960s auction sheets, stamped issues include: #6LB5
(untied) four margins; Bloods Locals; #1; 9(2); various other 1851/1857/1861 covers; #35 to Canada and one to
Australia; #22; ma few Patriotic/Civil War era; #94 pair San Fran to Long Island manuscript “Via Panama”; Banknotes
including two covers addressed to Montgomery Blair (Postmaster General under Lincoln); a few California towns,
Leavanworth, IN postmaster cancel; with postal stationery entires including Nesbitt and Western towns, finishing with
Confederate States #1, #6 and #7 each with a pair on cover, a few Worldwide in the back of little consequence, a useful
holding, intact as received and worthy of further research and/or breakdown, some mixed quality, examination strongly
recommended, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Stampless Cover Collection, 1810-60. Over 60 stampless covers, with red Utica double oval, early
Philadelphia with Quaker date, mourning cover, U.S. Express cover, many with contents, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., WW2 American APOs in the Americas Cover Collection. 148 covers in two large albums; each item
is organized by date and individually mounted on a sheet for display, with research indicating Army Post Office number
and specific location as well as other information related to the originating unit or where it was sent; covers from many
locations across Canada, Newfoundland, Cuba, Jamaica, Curacao, British Guiana, Trinidad, St. Lucia, Jamaica,
Puerto Rico, Canal Zone, Surinam, Dutch West Indies, Bermuda, Bahamas and Brazil, along with a good mixture of
War Department stampless, Scott #UC2 postal stationery and franked Airmail covers; also includes illustrated pages
with information and maps on particular countries and islands showing APO locations, F.-V.F., an interesting group that
should be of interest to an internet dealer or specialist, offered at a compelling starting price (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Better Dealer Stock of First Day Covers, 1929-45. A cornucopia of better first day covers and
cachets, totals somewhere north of (900), some highlights include 559, 560, 562, Huguenot Walloon complete set on
cover, Lexington Concord set on cover, Hawaii set on cover, 682 Massachusetts Bay with three different cachets,
Washington Bicentennial, over (40) baseball centennials with many different cachets, retail about $43,500, it gets better
with every viewing, don’t let it slip by, F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., First Day and Event Cover and First Day Program Accumulation, 1970’s-2000’s. Approximately
8,000 to 12,000 first day, space and event covers from the 1970’s to 2000’s and 40+ first day programs from the 1990’s,
loose and in binders in several large boxes packed with covers, with and without cachets, plenty of desirable topics and
recent issues that should break down nicely, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., First Day Cover & Cacheted Event Covers. Approximately 7500 first day covers, with Lincoln first day
covers, postal stationery first day covers, heavy duplication, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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UNITED STATES: U.S. and Foreign
131

)
U.S., First Day Cover Collection, 1949-2010. Residing in 16 cover albums are over 5000 first day covers,
includes airmails, postal cards, postal stationery and modern officials, clean lot, please review, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

132

)

133

)

U.S., First Day Cover Holding, 20th Century. Many thousands originally received in 12 cartons, albums,
boxes, better throughout, useful assemblage, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., First Day Cover Accumulation, 1945-2010. Many thousands of first day covers, cacheted, mostly
addressed, includes airmails, postal stationery and modern officials, a perfect lot for the flea market dealer, have a look,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S. and Foreign
134

HH/H/m

135

HH/H/m

136

HH/H/m U.S. and Foreign, Collection, 1840-1900. Clean & valuable, overall predominately used collection of
thousands, neatly assembled on Scott pages in two binders representing the first 60 years of philately. Begins with a
solid U.S. section, with good 1862-1865 issues, 1857 & 1861 issues including high values, strong Banknotes, Officials,
dues etc. Of the many nice foreign country offerings, some of the better include Austria, Argentina, Belgium, Brazil, solid
Canada & overall British Colonies, China, Japan with genuine classics, Netherlands, Newfoundland, Norway,
Nicaragua, Portuguese & French Colonies & more. Delightful lot, which continues to impress the more you examine,
o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F., lots better, inspection invited.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

137

)

138

H/m/)
U.S. and Foreign, Caboose, 1880-2000. A large holding of souvenirs & Souvenir sheets, U.S. has mint
postal stationery, first day covers, Scott mounts, cacheted event covers, revenue, mint face, over 17 bags of souvenir
Cripple Creek gold ore from the Money Museum, picture postcards, foreign has hundreds of mint Great Britain Six
Pence on Xmas cards, mint Christmas stamp topical collection, Hungary B170 (1,000), Israel 532-534 in quantities,
take sufficient time to add up the value of this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

16

U.S. and Foreign, Valuable Collection, 1840-1929. Housed in 3 Scott International albums, a massive mint
or used old time collection of thousands, assembled in battered, well used albums. The U.S. easily could be a
multi-thousand dollar lot on its own, including better items like #1-2, 12, 17, 71-72 (2)112-120, virtually complete Bureau
& Banknote issues, Columbians to the $2, Trans-Miss issues complete, extensive later issues, plus excellent officials,
etc. The foreign section, while quite valuable & extensive does not measure up to the U.S., but nevertheless includes
strong sections of Austria,Cuba, Germany & Area, France & Colonies, Russia, Portugal & Colonies, nice Latin America,
Scandinavia, Hungary, Spain, GB & British Empire, etc. Condition ranges, though the bulk is a solid, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F., an excellent lot, with a correspondingly huge aggregate catalog value, inspection invited.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
U.S. and Foreign, Powerful Scott International Collection, 1840-1940. Wonderful, unusually clean &
valuable, well presented collection of thousands. Begins with a substantial U.S. section from #1 on with some grills,
extensive Banknotes & Bureau issues, mint Columbians to the 50¢, & exceedingly well filled from there, with nice B-O-B
etc. The foreign section is much better than usually encountered including nice Australia, Brazil, Canada, solid Latin
America nearly across the board, with lots of difficult issues, lovely Germany & Area plus States, GB from #1 on, with
high values, plus solid colonies overall. Additionally we note nice Japan with lots of mint, Russia, Spain, Portuguese
Colonies & more. A delightful old time collection representing the first hundred years of philately, which will continue to
impress as you turn each page, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, mostly F.-V.F., inspection definitely invited.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

U.S. and Foreign, Postal History Selection, 1867-1950. Over 160 U.S. special delivery covers in a
shoebox, some mint & used foreign stamps, plus a nice selection of early Nepal covers, careful inspection should yield
terrific results, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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U.S. Possessions
139

H/m

140

HH/H/m

141

HH/H

142

HH

143

H/m/)

U.S. and Possessions, Sprawling mint & used Holding, 1851-2000s (10//BOB Possessions). Well
organized and identified on stock pages in five gigantic binders, quantities range from one or two to many, some
highlights we saw in flipping include used: 10; 10A; 71; mint 11; 222; 233-6; 278 specimen; 319g; 287-8; 294-8; 331-40;
there is a nice run of items by issue including some nicer cancels starting with the 1851s up through the 1920s where its
just stock, later period includes blocks & plate blocks such as 581-91; 704-15, national parks with Farley positions and
souvenir sheets: 730-1 (17) sets; 735 (14); 750-1 (6)+; the third volume is eclectic with plates C10(3); more souvenir
sheets, booklet panes, blocks of 257 & 368 mint; more farlies, 803-34 various, Famous American Plates, 1030-53
Plates; then a bunch of modern issue high values (about $500 Face Value), then the Airmails- with C1-6 and later (no
zepps) but includes C18 and more plates of C10, C24, etc., a C10a, C25-31 plates, Special Deliveries, F1s, Postage
Dues, Lovely Officials with some humdingers ($20,000 + catalog), Newspapers noted: PR1-3; PR2B; PR4-5; PR9-13,
PR15; PR17; PR20; PR63; PR112; PR122-5, ETC. ($6,000 catalog plus), Parcel Post & Dues; Locals including some
reference which wasn’t counted, and some cut squares, the last volume begins Possessions with: Canal Zone ($3,500
catalog); Cuba ($1,400 catalog); Guam ($700 catalog); DWI ($800 catalog); Hawaii ($1,700 catalog); Philippines
($1,600 catalog); Puerto Rico ($400 catalog); the quality on this runs the gamit more fine than very fine and certainly
some condition issues, overall useful and quite a few plums to be plucked by the winning bidder, viewing would be
helpful, have a look and see what we mean. Scott $120,000+.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
U.S. Possessions, Dealer Stock, 1861-1950’s. On dealer tear sheets in three counter books, with each set
identified by Scott recent values within the last few years, mint consisting of: Confederate States 4 tied to cover, 8 used
with Richmond postmark, 11 gutter pair, 11 on turned cover, Canal Zone 46 pair, 54 mint, 97 mint, J3 mint, UX2 (2
entires), Cuba E1, Guam 3, 4, 6, Hawaii 34 (2 mint), O6 (12 mint), Philippines 225, 519-21 specimen, N7 pair and United
Nations 38 (2 mint). Condition appears better than many stocks with many of the seriously faulty stamps not put into
stock, plenty of cumulative catalog value and great retail potential, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally
F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $11,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S. Possessions, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1945. Mounted in a Scott album, includes but not limited
to mint Canal Zone 9-13, 70-79, with blocks, plate blocks and precancels, Cuba E1, and cut square collection, Guam
1-2, 4-6, 8, E1, Hawaii 74-79, Philippines 319-325, 383-396, C28, Puerto Rico 210-214, with blocks & plate blocks and
all sorts of extras, much more here than listed, please review, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Philippines, Mint Sheet & Block Collection, 1935-45. Sheet and blocks of Philippines stamps, some better
includes 414, 415, 419, 421, 431, 432, 490, 491, 493, excellent stock, please examine, what we inspected was o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
Ryukyus, Mint & Used Collection, 1948-72. Housed in five volumes, includes mint 1-7, 8-13, 14 (2), 15, 18,
19-25, C4-C8, C9-C13, C14-C18, E1, with three volumes of mint & used postal stationery and covers and plenty of used
items, there is plenty of material to dig through for those hidden gems, a lovely lot to build upon, few if any condition
issues, but generally, F.-V.F., investigate please.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

British Commonwealth
Country Collections
144

H/m
Antigua, Alluring Collection, 1863-1938. Virtually complete (we count four empty spaces) and all mint (less
nine used, seven of which are Victorias), all arrayed on like-new Scott Specialty pages; clean material throughout, with
even the Queen Victorias nicely centered and fresh; 1903-12 Arms series complete mint, King George V complete mint,
plus King George VI 1938 Pictorials complete to 2s6 (3d and 1s used, others mint) and War Tax complete mint; a pretty
collection that will warm your heart on a cold winter’s day, F.-V.F.+, inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Australian States - Bechualand
145

H/m

146

HH/H

147

m

148

Australia, A Hopping Collection, 1913-40. On Scott Specialty pages fresh as the day they were bought;
starts with the 1913 ‘Roos to the 10s value (all but 2d mint) plus later ‘Roos joining in the fracas; note 6d and 3d
Kookaburras, Sydney Harbour Bridge set complete mint, several Lyrebirds, Victoria Centenary complete mint, ANZAC
and Silver Jubilee sets mint, near-complete King George VI, plus Airs mint and Dues and Officials mixed mint and used;
a lovely collection ready for expansion, F.-V.F., inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

149

HH/H/m

150

m/)

151

)

152

m

153

H/m
Bahamas, Classics Collection, 1861-1940. A clean compendium arrayed on Scott Specialty pages; highly
complete for the period, with Chalon Heads and Cameos, King Edward VII and King George V complete less one
stamp, plus complete King George VI; Semi-Postal, Special Delivery and War Tax issues included as well; note a mint
#11, 11a, 20, 28a, 32, 39a and 41a, as well as used #2, 21 and 31—all fresh as the day they were printed, F.-V.F. with
better, be sure to take a look, in person or online (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

154

H/m

155

H/m
Bechuanaland, Betcha Want It Collection, 1886-1939. Comprising issues from both British Bechuanaland
and Bechuanaland Protectorate, all neatly hinged on pristine Scott Specialty pages; British Bechuanaland starts with
overprinted Cape of Good Hope issues (complete less the 1s value), and continues complete less two stamps from
there; earlies are mint, with latter presenting “555" and ”638" killers, “E” in squared circle and c.d.s. cancels;
Protectorate issues are largely mint and include Postage Dues; stamps themselves are bright and clean with nice
centering overall, F.-V.F. with better, imaged complete online (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

18

Australian States, Neat Collection, 1850-1912. Mostly used, hinged on fresh Scott Specialty pages; each
State well-represented, many with First Issue items; note pretty Chalon Heads and Cameos, Victoria Enthroned and a
whiteness of colorful Swans; regular issues and Back-of-the-Book present; stamps fresh, clean and crisply printed, with
a wealth of cancel types; be sure to view the entire collection online, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Australia, New Issue Stock, 1960-2010. Many thousands of stamps, complete booklets and souvenir
sheets, includes Australia Antarctic Territory L8-L18, L37-L52 gutter blocks of four, L90-L93 gutter blocks of four, many
blocks of four & gutter blocks of four, “Specimen” overprints, enormous face and Scott values, be sure and inspect,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Australia, Beautiful Used Collection, 1913-2016. From 1926 almost complete, in 3 Davo albums, including
many souvenir sheets, Australian Antarctic etc.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

H/m

Australia, Large Face Value and FDC Accumulation, 1970’s-2000’s. Filling three bankers boxes,
containing post office year sets, many new issue glassines with sheets and scrap, first day covers, postal stationary,
lovely topicals, expect a bit of sorting time and some time with a calculator to add up the postage here, o.g., mostly never
hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Australia, Used Stock, 1975-2010. Thousands of stamps, covers & postal stationery, mostly all stamps are
identified, heavy duplication, please review, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Australia, Didgeridoo Delight of Covers. Covering a wide range of years, issues and usages; 900 in all
(according to the consignor), each individually sleeved and ready for adding to your collection or stock; note First Day
Covers from the 1960s-’80s, flight-related covers, a Registered Official cover from 1955, Airmails, etc., etc.; worth a
thorough going-through, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Australia & States, Well Filled Used Collection, 1855-2004. In 2 blank albums. Collection contains good
part Australian States and also nice part Kangaroos and George V, postage dues Australia, some Australian territories
etc.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Barbados, A Doll of a Collection, 1852-1939. With a high degree of completion, from Britannia to King
George VI; Britannias a lovely mix of mint and used, with each series’ 1s value present (imperforate duplicated, #32
mint!), with those used providing a range of cancel types; note used #5a, 43 and B1b, with mint #56, 80, 81-89, 116-126,
127-139, 140-151 and 152-164; Dues and War Tax stamps are here as well, F.-V.F., a very pretty collection; view; #5a
and 56 accompanied by Sismondo certificates dated 2011 and 2013, respectively (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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156

HH/H/m

157

H/m
Bermuda, Beautiful Collection, 1865-1940. Starting with a mint #1 and continuing with high completion
through early King George VI issues; includes mint #6, 15, 31-39, 40-54, 71-79, 97, 128, and used #96, 128; fresh and
bright throughout, on clean Scott Specialty pages ready for your album, F.-V.F. or better, see it all online (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800

158

British Central Africa, The Heart of Brightness Collection, 1891-1907. A joyous compilation on fresh,
clean Scott Specialty pages; mix of mint and used throughout, with mint #11, 13, 19, 20 (2, one with split surcharge), 25,
29 with “Specimen” overprint, 53, 56 with “Specimen” overprint, 69 with “Specimen” overprint, and used #12, 18, 27-28,
37-38, 54-55, 58 (2), 59 (on piece), 66 and 68, F.-V.F.+, well worth a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

159

H/m
British East Africa, Mombasan Melange, 1890-98. On three Scott Specialty pages, a lovely mix of mint and
used issues, all bright and fresh; includes mint #1, 24 (stain), 26, 39, 68-70, 88-91, 102 and 104, and used #2, 42, 66 and
71, F.-V.F.; #2 with 2013 Sismondo certificate (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

160

H/m

161

H/m

162

HH/H

163

H/m

164

H/m

Bermuda, Mint & Used Stock, 1865-1983. Held on stock pages, includes mint 1, 18-24, 40-48, 50-52,
55-60, 67-68, 71-79, 105-114, 126, 127 (4), 128 (5), 133-134, 143-162, with a load of used & mint material, duplication
of even the high values, should be a bonanza for some lucky bidder, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

H/m

British Guiana, Terrific Collection, 1860-1940. These pristine Scott Specialty pages present a highly
complete array of the colony’s stamps, nearly all of which are fresh and sound (a few minor condition issues exist on
items from the early sets); includes mint #29, 60, 61, 80, 97, 106, 152-156, 171, 178-189, 191-201 and 210-222, along
with used #20-21, 23-27, 30-34, 34A, 44, 44A, 45-49, 50-54, 64-66, 72-80, 85-87, and mixed mint and used sets of
#130-147 and 160-170; high catalogue value from this small colony—well worth the time to view in person or online
(imaged in full), F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
British Honduras, Belizimo Collection, 1865-1938. From Victoria to George VI; a lovely collection needing
just a handful of items for completion; features mint #1, 5, 9, 21, 28-32, 38-46, 48-51, 52-57, 62-71, 75-78, 81-84, 104,
115-126 and B1-B5, with used #2-3, 6, 37, 74, 79-80 and J1-J3; nearly all mint and completely fresh and sound, F.-V.F.,
be sure to see it all online (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
British North America, 1860-1947. In lovely Lighthouse hingeless album, New Brunswick 5¢,
Newfoundland dogs (all shades) plus 3¢ (all 5 shades!), plus a few scattered issues, later sets and dues appear
complete, Nova Scotia #1 used, 6d Heraldic emblem unused, 1860 and later issues complete except for 5¢ blue, Prince
Edward Island missing only the first issue, overall quality is quite nice and many never hinged and choice examples,
viewing a pleasure, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F., ex- Boca Collection. SG £3,900+
($5,190) (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Sudan, Sumptuous Collection, 1897-1948. With regular issues mostly mint (mounted items appear
never hinged from our spot check); high degree of completion, especially for the regular issues (through the 1948
National Assembly issue); nice Airs and Dues, a range of Official and Army Official stamps (perfin holes uncounted),
even some Army Telegraph stamps used, F.-V.F. with much better, a pretty lot that deserves viewing (photo on web
site).
Estimate $250 - 350
Canadian Provinces, The Merry Maritimes Collection, 1851-1947. Comprising New Brunswick,
Newfoundland, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, all hinged or mounted on fresh Scott Specialty pages; a strong
collection, with each Province well-filled (Newfoundland, not surprisingly, being the strongest of the group); note Crown
and Heraldic Flowers for New Brunswick and Nova Scotia (including a Nova Scotia #2 tied on 1859 cover to Halifax), the
Queen and Royals throughout, plus most of the signature Newfoundland sets complete mint (including Cabot, Guy,
Royal Family, Trail of the Caribou, Pictorial sets of the 1920s and ‘30s, Gilbert, etc.); a lovely holding in pristine condition
and on pages that are perfectly fresh, F.-V.F. with better throughout, add these to your album (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Canada
165

HH/H/m

166

HH/H

167

Canada, Mammoth WWII FPO and Military Mail Collection. A whopping 647 covers and cards housed in
six large cover albums, each item individually mounted for display with additional information on the APO number and
location along with markings present; includes pre-printed covers from Service Organizations such as the Canadian
YMCA, Knights of Columbus, Salvation Army and Canadian Legion; several Christmas greeting cards/covers,
pre-printed Active Service envelopes, Registered postal stationery covers, RCAF Abroad and “From HMCS Ship”
covers; many Great Britain-franked FPOs sent to Canada and from Canadians stationed in the UK; replete with Orderly
Room, Field Battalion and other Canadian Military unit markings, Censored mail with a large variety of Military censor
markings, a few Newfoundland-franked covers and several patriotic corner cards or embossed seals on back flaps;
most of one volume dedicated to “Returned to Canada” mail with numerous SOS markings, a selection of meter mail
covers and cut-out strips with patriotic themes; a comprehensive collection that took many years and dedication to put
together, F.-V.F., an excellent opportunity with a low opening price (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

168

HH/H/m

169

HH/H/m

170

Canada, Interesting Collection of Stamps & Engravings. 27 items featuring Canadian wildlife taken from
a worldwide collection of Animals on Stamps; comprises 13 Revenues including four Cigar strips and 7 diff. Quebec
Registration stamps, two Newfoundland imperf pairs (184c & 191d), two Newfoundland India plate proofs (both 25P),
two Newfoundland stamps (47-48, o.g.), and eight Engravings with animal motifs, primarily from Canadian Bank Note
Co. or British American Bank Note Co.; mostly clean and F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750

171

H/m
Canada & Provinces, Collection, 1851-1988. In small album on home-made quadrille pages, with better
stamps on Vario stockpages, containing (mint unless noted otherwise): British Columbia and Vancouver Island 2 used,
5 used, 6 used, 7, 8, 9, 11, New Brunswick 1 used, 6, 6a, 9, 10, 11, Newfoundland 1, 5 (2), 8, 11A, 12A, 15A, 17, 18, 19
(2), 20, 21, 22, 23 (2), 24 (2), 25-27 used, 27, 28 (2), 29, 30, 31 (2), 31 used, 32, 32A, 33 used, 37, 38 used, 43, 47, 47
used, 52 used (2), 57, 59, 72, 73, 76 used, 87-97, 98-103, 104-14, 115-26, 128 used on piece, 131-44, 145-59, 163-71,
172-82, 183-99, 212-25, C2, C3 used, C6-8, C9-11, C13-17, Nova Scotia 2 (2), 3, 8-13, 11-16, Canada 4 used, 14 used,
17a used, 17b used, 18 used (2), 19 used, 20 used, 21, 22 used, 23 used, 24 used, 26-30 used, 29b used, 30b, 30b
used, 46-47 used, 50, 55 used, 56-60 used, 62 used, 80-84 used, 91-93, 95 used, 96-103, 104-122, 123-24, 139-40,
149-59, 162-77, 195-201, 217-27, 241-45, 249-62, C1-C4, E2-11, F3 used and MR1-7. Condition is a little mixed
among the earlier issues as one might expect, with many lovely Province and long definitive sets that are so popular, an
attractive collection in the old style with plenty of lovely sets and singles, o.g., previously hinged, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

20

Canada, Compelling Collection, 1859-1981. Oh, Canada, indeed—this is the one you’ve been waiting for;
starting with the 1859 1¢ Victoria and running through 1981’s commemorative issues; the collection is overwhelmingly
mint (essentially all so post-1930), with nearly all mounted stamps never hinged from our spot checks (including a
Bluenose and a pretty #E3); near-complete selection of Large Queens and Small, Jubilee cent-values complete mint,
Semi-Postals, Airs, Special Delivery, Registered, Dues, War Tax, overprinted Officials (no perfins), Postal Note stamps
and even a page of Revenues; very few blanks are left, and the stamps—even the earlies, to the extent possible—were
collected with an eye to centering and quality, F.-V.F. with much better throughout, an absolute must-see; #213
accompanied by graded 2009 Sismondo certificate (XF-Superb-95-OGnh) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Canada, Revenues Dealer Stock, 1897 to early 20th Century. On dealer tear sheets in a counter book,
with each set identified by recent catalog values within the last few years, consisting of: FWS1 NH, FWT4 (4 NH, 1 LH),
FWT10c (2 NH, 1 mint), FWT16 NH, FX25 NH block of four and single, FX26 NH block of four, FX27 NH block of four,
FX29 NH block of three, FX84 NH block of four, FX86 NH, FX100 NH block of four, FX102 NH block of four. Owners
catalog value $9,300++. Condition appears mostly sound, a good stock with plenty of useful stamps with great retail
potential, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. overall (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

)

Canada, Face Value and FDC Accumulation, mostly 1970’s-2000’s. Containing post office year sets,
many new issue glassines with sheets and scrap, first day covers, postal stationary, booklets, Conservation Ducks,
expect a bit of sorting time and some time with a calculator to add up the postage, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Canada, Mint & Used Collection, 1859-1979. Mounted in a Minkus album, used includes 17, 19, 59-60,
mint 50-54, 56, 74-84, 268-273, C3-C4, E3, OX4, with coil and booklet pane studies, tons of extras, a real old time
collection, please peruse, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

H
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H/m

174

H
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Ceylon, But Don’t Pass Up This Collection, 1857-1938. Vibrantly colored and crisply printed describe the
stamps presented on these Scott Specialty pages, which cover regular issues, Officials and War Tax stamps, along with
a set of “CAVE” overprinted King Edward VIIs; among the many highlights—too numerous to list them all, so be sure to
see the whole collection online—are (used, unless noted) #1-4, 6, 6A, 7, 10-11, 27-29, 38 (mint), 74-75, 82, 102-103,
111, 213-214, 254-258 (mint), etc., etc.; see it all online to judge for yourself, F.-V.F. with better (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

176

H/m

177

H/m

178

H/m

179

H/m

180

H/m/)

181

)
Great Britain, Mulready Usages, 1840s. An old time holding of ten items: #U3 First Day of Use May 6th
1840 (accompanying 1969 RPSL certificate stating discolored and stained) SG cat £15,000; a 2nd Day May 7th 1840
SG Catalog £2,500 (cover in equal quality); five additional usages from 1840/1841, a bit nicer quality; U2 used from
Dover (stained at right) plus an unused example, lastly a Southgate series no. 1 franked by two penny blacks #1, which
likely did not originate, overall quality is poor but some rare items that may well be worth restoration, further study or for
use as excellent reference material, viewing strongly urged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

182

Great Britain & Offices, Compelling Collection, 1840-1956. Neatly presented on crisp, clean Scott
Specialty pages; Great Britain mostly used, with Offices largely mint; highlights include two Penny Blacks (one 3½
margins, one on cover to Dublin), several Penny Reds imperforate and perforated, strong Victoria line-engraved and
surface-printed issues (much fuller than usually found) with a nice array of cancel types, Edward sets to the 5s value, a
selection of Seahorses, plus Dues and Officials; Offices include MEF overprints, Eritrea/EAF overprints, China
(including #11, 11a and 11b), Morocco and Tangier, and Turkish Empire—with several complete and the others nearly
so; an excellent collection offering a wealth of material, and the possibility for completion, F.-V.F. with better, viewing will
not disappoint—add it to your list, in person or online (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Canada & Provinces, Mint & Used Collection, 1870-1990. Useful collection with used 17, 158-159, seven
stock books of used with many $1 values, mint 85 block of four NH, 96-103, face, Nova Scotia used 2, mint 8-13, a terrific
lot presented for your amusement, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Cape of Good Hope, Mostly Used Collection, 1858-1864. Over 55 stamps on stock pages, all but two
used, includes but not limited to 1-2, 6, with moderate duplication, also includes a pair of proofs and two forgeries Earee
type 3, please review carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Cayman Islands, Attractive Collection, 1900-38. A handful of Scott Specialty pages hold all but three
issues for the period—with only two used; each series is complete to the 10s value, nicely centered and fresh, F.-V.F.+,
see it all online; a 1950 BPA certificate accompanies mint #18 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

H/m

Falkland Islands, Sensational Collection, 1878-1938. Mostly mint, on ready-to-use Scott Specialty pages;
missing just a handful of stamps; what’s here includes mint #1 and 4, 5, 5a, 14, 22-29, 30-40, 32b, 35a, 54-63, 65-73,
84-96, and used #2-3, 7-8, etc.; lovely quality and fresh; be sure to view, F.-V.F. with better (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Gambia, Gorgeous Collection, 1869-1938. With near-complete Victorias, strong Edwards, and both
Georges complete for the period; features a mint #1, used #3-4, a perfectly struck c.d.s. on #14, 20-27 mint, 86 and 96
mint, 102-120 mint, 121-124 mint, and 132-143 (without “A” numbers) mint, etc.; all on like-new Scott pages, F.-V.F.
with better throughout, inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Gibraltar, Solid Collection, 1886-1938. With Victoria complete, Edward missing two, George père missing
one and George fils complete; majority of the collection is mint, with used sporting light or desirable cancels; note #1-7
mint (less #4 & 7, used), #20 used, 22-28 mint (less #25), 59a-63 mint, 74-75 mint, etc.; view in full online, F.-V.F. or
better (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Gold Coast, Medalist Collection, 1876-1954. Solidly filled collection with much mint, on Scott Specialty
pages; includes #4-6 mint, 10-20 mint (less #12), 21 mint, 23 mint, 25 mint (2), 47 right margin single used on piece
(signed), 93 used, 106-107 mint, 142-143 mint, etc., F.-V.F. with better (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Great Britain, Glorious Gambit. On very annotated small dealer pages (the way this collector kept his
collection), about (65) items in one volume, starts with a few penny blacks and continues with interesting and diverse
singles and sets, nice coronation flight cover, various George Reigns into Elizabeth with some BOB and offices, overall
quite useful,a few small faults, and/or mis-identifications, viewing strongly recommended, ex- Boca Collection. SG
£8,000 ($10,640).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

H/m
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185

H/m

186

Hong Kong, All Beauty, No Beast Collection, 1862-1977. A stunning compilation from Victoria to
Elizabeth; high degree of completion, but with room to grow on these pristine Scott Specialty pages; we note B62 killers
in both black and blue, plus an S1 blue killer, #8-24 used, 27 used, 36 mint, 46 used, 47 mint, 51-56 used, 56A mint,
65-66 used, 69-70 used, 79-81 mint, 144-146 used, 161 mint, 167 mint plus used on cover (Victoria, Hong Kong, 20 Jan
38 c.d.s.), 178-179 never hinged, Annigoni set complete (dollar-values used), plus Dues, N1-N3 used, and
Scott-unlisted Postal-Fiscals; a boon for the Hong Kong enthusiast, F.-V.F.+, highlights online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

187

HH/H/m

188

)
Indian Forces in WWII, Feldpost and Military Mail Selection. 109 covers and postal stationery cards
housed in a cover album, with each item organized by Army Corp and individually mounted for display with information
related to the cover including Army Post Office number and location as well as other relevant details; includes covers
from Indian Units in various Indian cities along with Indian Forces in Algeria, Tunisia, Lebanon, Iraq, Iran, Ceylon,
Singapore and Burma; primarily Feldpost with many stamped covers and a large variety of Military censor markings,
inspection invited (photo on web site).
Offer

189

H/m
India & States, The Raja’s Ransom Collection, 1852-1982. In four slipcased Davo albums: one volume of
Convention States, two of Feudatory States, plus one of India proper; large part mint, especially for Convention States
and India, with a solid mix of mint and used in the Feudatory States albums; material throughout is fresh and clean, and
comprises handstamped and printed issues, Officials, etc.; among the Princely States we note good Cochin, Jaipur,
Kishangarh, Rajasthan and Sirmoor, and Convention States include good Chamba, Gwalior, Jind, Nabha and Patiala;
Nepal includes a mint Hellrigl/Vignola #5 with Hellrigl certificate; India proper features CEF and IEF issues, UN Forces
in Congo and in Gaza, International Commission in Indo-China, etc., etc.—even a page of Azad Hind issues; many sets
complete throughout all four volumes; albums and pages are pristine, further adding to the value of this lot, F.-V.F. with
much better, much difficult materia—especially when found this nice; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

190

Indian Princely States, Postal Stationery Collection, 1866-1950. Exciting collection of mostly postal
cards with a few covers thrown in, includes Hyderabad, Brahmini, Jaipur, Kishengarn, Jhind, Cochin, Travancore,
Gwalior, also registered envelopes, overall a useful lot, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

191

Indian Princely States, Mint & Used Collection, 1868-1939. Hundreds of mint & used stamps mounted on
pages, includes Orcha, Jaipur, Kishangarh, Chamba, Gwalior, Jhind, Nabha, Patiala, Bhopal, Charkhari, Cochin,
Travancore, Hyderabad, Idar, Indore, Jhalawar, with many officials, please inspect, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

22

Great Britain, Early Stampless and Stamped Cover Group, 1830s-40s. A few hundred covers in total,
with most value in early stampless folded letters and 1d red imperforate and perforated covers; includes an 1830-1840s
correspondence sent to Bath with interesting content, some of which has been transcribed; also a mounted collection of
24 1830s stampless folded letters with Bishops marks tracing the postal rates during this period; additionally, the
collection includes some Censored covers, military mail, postcards, slogan postmarks, postal stationery and local
issues, F.-V.F., A group that could prove useful both to a collector and an eBay entrepreneur. A useful grouping; inspect
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Great Britain & Channel Islands, Large Face Value and FDC Accumulation, 1970’s-2000’s. Before
repacking, this lot was tightly packed into three bankers boxes, post office commemorative sets with folders, post office
year sets, Machin booklets, many loose sheets and scrap, some Jersey CTO’s, first day covers, postal stationary,
expect a bit of sorting time and some time with a calculator to add up the groups of postage here, o.g., mostly never
hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Grenada, Explosive Collection, 1861-1938. On perfectly clean Scott Specialty pages; near-complete
Chalon Heads (including overprints) and Cameos, including #1-7, 5B, 5D and 7A used, 20-26 mint, 39-46 mint;
Edwardian issues complete mint (including #88a), George V complete mint to #123, plus clean George VI and
Back-of-the-Book; a great ready-made Classics collection from the Islands, F.-V.F. with better, view in full online (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
H/m

India, Mint & Used Collection, 1852-1999. A few hundred stamps mounted in a Krause album; used
includes #2, 4, 9-10, 11-13, 16-18, 21-23, 25, 27-28, 36-46, 49-52, 80-98, 104-125, 129-134, C1-C6, O69, plenty of
Officials and Military stamps; also includes a few pages of Revenues, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

H/m
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Ireland, Outstanding Airmail Postal History Collection, 1923-60. An excellent and profusely annotated
compilation of Irish flight housed in three volumes; includes nice 1923-29 specially organized flights, excellent 1920s
examples, experimental and First Flights, pilot-signed examples, etc.; note All-Up Scheme covers, Official and
Registered usages, a 1937 Coronation Day cover, a crash cover, some picture post cards and postal stationery,
two-country and mixed/multicolor frankings, etc.; origins/destinations include Egypt, India, Iraq, Uganda, Persia and
the UN, along with Germany, Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland and the US (among others); featured airlines include
Imperial Airways, BEA, TWA, PanAm, Tata Airways, Capetown-Durban Union Airways and, of course, Aer Lingus,
crisp and clean throughout, Very Fine, an incredible lot—see it all online (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

194

HH/H/m

195

Ireland, Bejeweled Postal History Collection, 1738-1928. Forget emeralds—this is a true diamond: two
binders holding over 120 covers, nearly each of which is presented on its own annotated page; a wide array of usages
and markings are present, including Bishop marks, straightline and split circle town markings, crowned marks, “Free”
notations, mile markings, etc.; note strong stampless selection (extending past 1840), seven Penny Black usages,
mourning covers, international usages to and from Ireland, Registered, scarce transitional Great Britain/Irish Free State
mixed frankings, etc., etc., fresh throughout, generally Very Fine, an amazing compilation that must be seen (photo on
web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

196

HH/H/m Ireland, Variety Collection, 1922-70. Housed in three counter books better includes proofs, overprint shifts,
multiples, sheet margin control numbers, paste-up coil pairs, overprint breaks & flaws, Hibernia listed varieties,
watermark varieties, offsets, font varieties, railroad stamps, worth many times our low estimate, enormous potential,
examine & enjoy, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

197

)

198

H

199

HH/H/m Ireland, Exquisite Revenue Collection, 1838-1996. A great lot with revenue stamps, specimens,
embossed duty stamps, revenues on telegrams, contracts, stock receipts, 1979 Television broadcast receiving license,
and so much more, includes over 40 documents and over 130 revenues including specimens, all in all a must have lot
for the Ireland collector, inspection invited, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

200

HH/H

Ireland, Immaculate Mint Collection, 1922-2002. An intriguing collection presented in two albums, with
many varieties consisting of wide & narrow overprints, includes 12-14, 36-38, 56-58, 77-79 including pairs, used 68b
coil with APS certificate (two known copies with this cancel), 96-98, then complete until 2000, a once in a lifetime
opportunity, it won’t knock again, there will be plenty of viewing on this beauty, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Ireland, Massive Mint & Used Stock, 1922-2010. Stock of many thousands presented in over 35 counter
books, strong in classics on, includes better sets & singles, many in quantities, plenty of face value material, booklets,
some Great Britain used in Ireland, a few sets include mint 1-8, 15-18, 19-22a, 23-35, and much more, be sure to put this
on your “To view” list, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
)

Ireland, First Day Covers, Fairs & Booklet Collection, 1905-80. Housed in three volumes, volume 1
includes covers, picture postcards, poster stamps, for the Dublin Horse Show, from 1905-1975, poster stamps for the
Royal Dublin Society Spring Show & Industrial Fair, volume 2 has over (115) first day covers, with combination #1
Dollard & #15 Thom cover, 65, 1-3, 15-16 cover, 80, 81, 82, 85, 86, 90, 101-102, C4 & C6, and volume three has
booklets and souvenir sheets, a scarce and attractive collection, not to be missed, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ireland, Specialized Provisional Government Definitive Issues Collection, 1922. Encyclopedically
annotated study mounted in a single binder; mostly all in blocks or larger multiples, arranged by Dollard, Harrison and
Thom prints, and featuring a remarkable array of shifted, misplaced or raised overprints; plate, cliché and letter-form
varieties; marginal markings, 2p inverted overprints, identified forgeries, and much, much more, Very Fine, an exquisite
collection that would be difficult to duplicate; be sure to add to your “must view” list (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ireland, Wonderful Mostly Mint Collection to 1978. Lovely & very comprehensive collection neatly
assembled in a clean Lighthouse hingeless album. Coverage is largely complete, including nearly all the Seahorse sets
either mint or used, strong early definitives, coils, plus lengthy runs of clean mint commemorative issues, etc. An
attractive & valuable lot, certainly worthy of a close review, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $600 - 800
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202

HH/H/m

203

H/m

204

H/m
Kuwait, The Overprints Collection, 1929-39. Comprising India postage stamps overprinted “Kuwait”, on
fresh Scott Specialty pages; present are #17-35 and C1-C4 mint, along with #45-57 used, all sound and bright, F.-V.F.+,
all available for viewing online (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

205

H/m

206

H/m

207

HH/H

208

Malta, Dreamy Collection, 1860-1938. Highly complete on pristine Scott pages, this collection has it all:
Victoria through the Georges, Pictorials and Allegories, Airmail and Dues; features unused #1, 5, 6, 14, 20a, 28-45, 64,
77-84, 98-114, 131-147 (less #142 used), 148-166, 183, J1-J20, and used #61, 92-93; fresh and sound, F.-V.F. with
better throughout, take a peregrination around this small island; view the entire lot online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

209

H/m

210

H/m

211

H

24

Ireland, Face Value and FDC Accumulation, mostly 1970’s-2000’s. With Ireland post office album with
pages to the 1980’s (which was never filled in with the stamps), containing post office year sets, many new issue
glassines with sheets and scrap, first day covers, postal stationary, booklets, expect a bit of sorting time and some time
with a calculator to add up the postage, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Ireland, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1922-2000. Mixed MNH and used of older Ireland, there over 656
ranging from 65-265 and C1-C7, housed in a stock book, examine, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $2,600 (Owner’s).
Estimate $300 - 400
Jamaica, Complete Collection, 1860-1938. A remarkable collection missing, according to the consignor’s
notation, only #41; vast majority mint, even among the Victorias; includes Semi-Postals, Officials and War Tax; view in
full online, F.-V.F. with better throughout (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Labuan & North Borneo, Picturesque Collection, 1880-1945. Some of the prettiest stamps out there, in
this describer’s book; the two colonies are combined here, on ready-to-use Scott Specialty pages, with stamps running
from Victoria to Occupation; pre-1892 Labuan is sparse but mint/unused, with post-1892 issues a mix of mint and used
and near-complete; North Borneo is strongest 1886-1928, with Semi-Postals, Officials, War Tax and Japanese
Occupation issues rounding out the lot; remarkably clean and without the tropical foxing often encountered; well worth
the time to review the entire lot online, F.-V.F. with much better (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Leeward Islands, Breezy Collection, 1890-1938. An easy-going, easy-on-the-eyes collection, presented
on fresh Scott pages; nearly complete for the period, comprising mint #1-8, 17-19, 41-45, 46-57 and 58-60; used #9-15
(#12 on piece), 96-99; and mixed mint and used sets #20-26, 29//39, and 61-66 & 68-83; bright and sound throughout,
F.-V.F. with better, be sure to view (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Maldives & New Zealand, Mint Lot, 1960-90. Held in stock cards in glassines, identified and arranged by
Scott number, mint Maldives includes 346-350, 371-375, 381-382, 395-400, 401-404, 405-408, 417-418, 472-478,
480-487, New Zealand has 528-531, B87-B88, useful duplication, a charming grouping, o.g., some never hinged /
some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $300 - 400
H/m

Montserrat, The Chance-a-Peek Collection, 1876-1937. Starting with the Antigua overprints and running
through George VI; much mint/unused, including #1-2, 7, 12-21, 22-31, 31A-41, 42, 43-53, 54-71 (less #70 and 73,
used), 75-84, etc., and used #9; a sound, pretty gathering: judge for yourself online, F.-V.F. with better (photo on web
site).
Estimate $350 - 500
Natal, Pretty Collection, 1858-1909. Mostly used, on Scott Specialty pages; nice array of Chalon Heads,
regular and overprinted, along with solid Edwardian issues; we spotted (used, unless noted) #13 with both black origin
cancel and red London transit/receiver, 35A, 56-57, 93 and 97 (2), plus unused #17 (2, one a wing-margin copy), 68 and
96; surprisingly fresh, with most completely sound, F.-V.F., see them all online (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
Nauru, A Very Pleasant Island Collection, 1915-37. Complete for major listings #1-38, plus Scott #1b-4b
and SG #30a and 30b; lovely, sound and fresh from start to finish, F.-V.F. with better, available to view in full online
(photo on web site).
Offer
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H/m

216

H

217

H/m

218

H/m

219

H/m
St. Helena, Sensational Collection, 1856-1940. Nearly all mint and nearly complete for the period; starts
with a pretty #1 mint (plus a second copy quite possibly mint as well), #2 used, plus mint #6, 11, 13, 16, 17-21, 24-31, 49
with “Specimen” overprint, 50-56, 61-70, 79-93, 95-97, 101-110, 118-127, etc.; nearly all Post Office fresh, on pristine
Scott Specialty pages, F.-V.F. with much better, see it all online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

220

H/m
St. Lucia, Luscious Collection, 1860-1952. Virtually complete on Scott Specialty pages; 19th century a mix
of mint and used, 20th nearly all mint; 1860-81 sets complete (including used #11var overprinted “One Penny/Stamp” in
red), with mint #32a, 43-48, 50-56 (less #53), 68a, plate number single and block from the 1921-24 series, 95-106,
110-126, J1a, J2a, plus 1967 Dues overprinted “Statehood/1st Mar ‘67", F.-V.F.+, very pretty; see it all online (photo on
web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

221

H/m

New Zealand, Magnificent Collection, 1855-1970. On clean, usable Specialty pages; a remarkable
collection strong in both Classics and modern issues, with Back-of-the-Book well-represented with Airs, Dues, Officials,
Postal-Fiscals, Health and Life Insurance issues; note a good array of Chalon Heads (with great catalogue value), a
mint 1898 Mt. Cook, near-full runs of Pictorials, Christchurch Exhibition set complete mint, good Kings, #185-198,
229-241, a few Health miniature sheets, etc., etc., F.-V.F. with better throughout, inspection invited; #8 with 2000
Estudio 20 certificate (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
New Zealand Dependancies, Polynesian Perfection Collection, to 1938. Journey the South Pacific
without the 20-hour flight; comprises, Aitutaki, Cook Islands Federation, Cook Islands, Niue, Penrhyn Island and
Samoa; each collection is well-filled, with several having “complete” within sight; note a Penrhyn plate proof corner pair
from 1920; Samoan Kingdom (including two #18a on cover with blue May 19, 1895 Apia cancels), German dominion,
G.R.I. issues on piece, etc.; too much of interest to list here, so be sure to visit our website where the collection is imaged
in full, F.-V.F. with better throughout (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Niger Coast Protectorate, Surprising Collection, 1892-98. On three Scott Specialty pages; much of
interest, including #1-6 used (#3 on piece), 20-22 used, 54 on piece, 62 mint, 63 (with “Consular” overprint in red) used,
etc.; well worth a look, F.-V.F.+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
North West Pacific Islands, Near-Complete Collection, 1915-22. With but two empty spaces; First Issue
overprinted ‘Roos complete used, with all later issues mint; 1915-16 set with all three shilling values, 1915-19 set with
1s, 2s (lightly cancelled), 5s and £1 values; “extras” include (per consignor’s notations) SG #67c, 103ba, 114 and Scott
#21 with inverted watermark and 32a; pages can slip straight into your album, they’re so clean, F.-V.F.+, one to view
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Northern Rhodesia, Complete Collection, 1925-38. On Specialty pages; bright and fresh, with outstanding
centering across the issues (#1-45), plus two used Postage Dues as a bonus, Very Fine, check it out online—these are
strikingly beautiful stamps (photo on web site).
Offer

Papua & New Guinea, Picture Perfect Collection, 1901-39. Starting with the 1901-05 British New Guinea
issue and continuing for both entities through the early King George VI issues; solid throughout, with most sets
complete or nearly so; includes regular issues, Pictorials, Airs and Officials; New Guinea boasts a 1936 ten-stamp
franking of a Registered Airmail cover (with manuscript Wau Registry marking); much mint, with used providing some
lovely socked-on-the-nose cancels, all on like-new Scott Specialty pages, F.-V.F. with much better, imaged in full online
(photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
St. Christopher & St. Kitts-Nevis, Solid Collection, 1870-1938. A colorful and clean compilation, all
presented on crisp Specialty pages; imaged in full online, but highlights include St. Christopher #1-3 used, 11 & 16 mint,
17 mint and used and 18-21 mint; St. Kitts-Nevis offers lovely sets, most of which are mint complete, including #24-36,
37-51, 52-63, etc., F.-V.F.+, be sure to view (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

St. Vincent, Victorious Collection, 1861-1963. On Scott Specialty pages with nearly every space filled;
features a lovely array of colors from the first three series (unchecked for perforation varieties but including seven 1s
values), #27 used, 62-70 mint, 71-79 mint, 118-131 mint, 141-151 mint, etc.; most sound and all fresh, F.-V.F.+,
inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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H/m

223

H/m

224

South African States, Fantastic Used Collection, 1853-1912. Including a great deal of better stamps +
hundreds and hundreds of cancellations, unpicked, including. many beautiful full strikes, scarce cancels and some rare
cancels of Cape of Good Hope (including triangles + a Woodblock 1d), Griqualand, Natal, Transvaal including
expensive classics, postcard with wonderful cancel Machadodorp, Zululand, in 2 albums with descriptions. Enormous
catalogue value and wonderful cancellation material.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

225

HH/H/m

226

H
Southern Nigeria, Fresh Collection, 1901-13. Just two Scott album pages, but a wealth of material; all mint
(other than #11, lightly cancelled), including #8-9, 16-18, 21-31, 32-43, plus more; see it all on our website, F.-V.F., a
lovely collection, fresh and bright (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

227

H/m

228

H/m
Tonga, Tempting Collection, 1886-1938. On clean Specialty pages; while it has room to grow, this
collection also offers some lovely (and valuable) early issues, such as mint #8, 8a, 8b (3!), 9b and used #25-28; imaged
in full online—review won’t disappoint, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

229

H/m
Trinidad, with Tobago, Tasty Collection, 1851-1956. In exceptional quality and highly complete, neatly
presented on pristine Scott Specialty pages; Trinidad starts with an almost full run of Britannias (including minor
numbers and color varieties), and follows with bisects used on piece (one a strip of 2½), a set of Specimen overprints on
#114//120 (including an unissued 3d on 5d #119), Dues complete used and near-complete Officials; Trinidad & Tobago
is also highly complete, a mix of mint and used throughout, with Semi-Postals, Dues, Officials and War Tax stamps;
fresh and bright, F.-V.F.+, viewer’s delight; see it all online (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

230

H/m

231

P
Virgin Islands & Montserrat, Proof Collection, 1985. Collection of 406 proofs on 116 printer’s proof cards,
Montserrat are for 1985 Flora & Fauna issue Scott #551-553, with proof and progressive color proofs, Virgin Islands are
for 1985 Queen Mother 85th Birthday, Scott #509-512, with 154 se-tenant pair proofs on 44 printer proof cards, very
attractive with modest duplication, great for the topical dealer, without gum as issued, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000

26

Sarawak, Babbling Collection, 1869-1941. Portraying all the Brookes; well-filled with just a handful of items
needed for completion, with most items present mint; note 50¢ and $1 values all present mint, plus #25c used, 32-35
mint, 94-108 & 109-134 mint; fresh throughout; worth review online, F.-V.F. with better (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
Sierra Leone, Lovely Collection, 1859-1949. On Specialty pages that are album-ready; early Victorias
have space for expansion (though a used #1 starts off the collection), with coverage picking up quickly; note 34-46 mint,
49 & 53 used, Edward VII mint complete (#64-102), 103-119 mint, 137 mint, 140-152 mint, 173-185 never hinged, etc.,
ending with the 1949 UPU issue, F.-V.F. with much better, bright and fresh; see it all online (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

m

South & South West Africa, Paired-Up Collection, 1910-38. Much mint, some never hinged, and nearly all
as dual-language pairs; each country highly complete, with stamps fresh, bright and sound, neatly presented on pristine
ready-to-use Scott Specialty pages; note South Africa #29-32, 37, 40 and 43 mint; plus solid selections of South West
Africa overprints of various settings and types; Back-of-the-Book well-represented for both, F.-V.F., inspection invited
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Straits Settlements & Malayan States, Excellent Collection, 1868-1959. On fresh Specialty pages, a
lively collection from across the archipelago; includes Straits Settlements plus Federated Malay States, Johore, Kedah,
Kelantan, Negri Sembilan, Pahang, Perak (including a Scott-unlisted #N3 with single inverted overprint), Selangor,
Sungei Ujong and Trengganu; coverage varies as to be expected, with early issues sometimes spotty, but clean
material throughout without the often-found foxing, F.-V.F., heavily imaged online; view to reach a proper bid (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Turks Islands, plus Turks & Caicos, Wide-Ranging Collection, 1867-1982. With something for everyone,
from Classics to modern topicals; decent array of non-overprinted Victorias from Turks; Turks and Caicos
near-complete from the Badge issues on, with solid Edward and Georges series, running through many of the souvenir
sheets of the 1970s and early 1980s; fresh and bright throughout, F.-V.F. or better, inspection invited (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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P
Virgin Islands & Montserrat, Proof Collection, 1985. 406 proofs on 116 printer’s proof cards, Montserrat
are for 1985 Flora & Fauna issue Scott #551-553, with proof and progressive color proofs, Virgin Islands are for 1985
Queen Mother 85th Birthday, Scott #509-512, with 154 se-tenant pair proofs on 44 printer proof cards, very attractive
with modest duplication, great for the topical dealer, without gum as issued, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

233

H/m

Zanzibar, Stunningly Pretty Collection, 1895-1936. Presented on Palo hingeless pages (cut down to fit a
Scott binder); remarkably wide selection, from the black overprints on India (1895-96) through 1936; all stamps are
fresh and clean as the day purchased, with better including (mint, unless noted) #12 (used), 14-16, 19, 32-37, 54, 55
(used), 62-78, 79-93, 94-98, 141-155, 156-177, 184-194, 201-213 and 214-217, F.-V.F. with much better throughout, a
must-see, in person or online (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Area Collections
234

H/m
British Commonwealth, Burgeoning Holding. On very annotated small dealer pages (the way this
collector kept his collection), in three small volumes, over a hundred items, some duplication with nice sets, blocks, etc.,
contains many of the desirable sets, Abu Dhabi to Trinidad & Tobago, note Ascension 23-32; Australia ‘Roos, Arms set,
Bahamas classics to Edward & George with £1 values, Barbados, Barbuda 1-11, Bermuda key plates, BCA specimens,
British Guiana George sets, British Honduras classics, Strong BNA with Canada beaver, Jubilees, Admirals,
Champlain Chateau, War and Peace sets, Fisheries and an F3, Caymans George set, Cyprus, Falkland, Fiji, Gambia,
Gibraltar £1 tall stamp specimen and George set, Gilbert & Ellice postage dues, Gold Coast 20/- and George set,
Grenada more George sets, Jamaica sets, Jordan, Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika used Lion set, Kuwait airs, Leeward
George with shades, Malta SG #12 with certificate, 14, 86-93, 167-83, and dues, New Brunswick, extensive
Newfoundland, shield triangle, vermilion, pictorials, Cabot, Publicity issue, Guy set, airs, New Zealand Laughing Boy,
Nigeria Victoria set, George £1, Nova shields, Rhodesia £2 socked-on-the-nose, St Helena and St Kitts, St Lucia
double, Sierra Leone Edward set to the £1, Solomon dues, Southern Nigeria 1-9, South Australia and Trinidad, a few
small faults, brushed gum or regummed, some mis-identifications, a powerful holding of these desirable and sought
after issues, viewing strongly recommended, generally F.-V.F., ex- Boca Collection. SG £28,000+ ($37,240) (Owner’s).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

235

HH/H/m

236

HH/H/m

British Commonwealth, Dealer Stock, 1841-2004. On dealer tear sheets in nine counter books, with each
set identified by Scott recent values within the last few years, consisting of: Ascension 23-32 mint, New South Wales 29,
F2, Australia 8 mint, 9 mint, 76 mint, 127, Bahamas 33-36, Bahrain 14, Barbados 80 mint, Basutoland 46-56, Bermuda
95 (2), 126 (2 mint), 127 (4 mint), 143-62, British Guiana 152-6, British Columbia 9, Canada 22, 24, 46-47, 59 mint, 62,
64, 71 mint, 71, 72 mint, 83 (2 mint), 93 mint, 104-22 mint, 158-59, J1-5 mint, Cyprus 240, Egypt 148-49 mint, Great
Britain 27-28, 49 plate number 5 on cover, 49 plate number 8 on cover, 57, 44 plate 4 (4), 94 mint, 96, 127-38 mint, 139,
140, 187-200 mint, 222-24, 317-33 mint, Hong Kong 82, 105 (2), 185-97 mint, 249-50 NH, Kenya and Uganda J3-6,
Malaya Kelantan 1-8 mint, Malacca 3-17 mint, Malta 246-62 mint, Mauritius 159, New Zealand 30, 55 mint, Northern
Rhodesia 44-45, Rhodesia 112a, Sarawak 28-31, 32-35, 195-211, Sudan OA38-43 mint, Tonga 29-32 mint, 33-35
mint, O1-5 mint, O6-10 mint, Transvaal 266, Trinidad 57, Turks and Caicos 105-17. Condition appears better than most,
with only some small faults mostly among the classical issues, a good stock with plenty of useful stamps with great retail
potential, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. overall. Scott $34,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
British Commonwealth, Dealer Stock, 1854-1980’s. On black dealer stock cards, with each set identified
by Scott recent values within the last few years, consisting of: Antigua 84-95, 107-21, Ascension 23-32 mint, Australia:
Queensland 74-75, 77, 83, Tasmania 14 block of four, 86-93, Australia 179 NH, 374-79 NH, OB19-31, OB33-36,
Bahamas 100-13, 158-73, 216-27, 143-62, British Guiana 152-56, Newfoundland 61-74, C6 (5 blocks of four), Canada
17 no gum, 22, 61, 61 mint, signed Diena, 61 mint, 62 (2), 84 mint, 149-59 mint, Cyprus 125-34, Fiji 147-62, Gold Coast
98-107, Great Britain 7, 7b, 58 mint, plate 8, 64 mint, plate 11, 90, 124 (2), 142, India 203-6, Kenya Uganda Tanganyika
120-35 mint, Leeward Islands 133-47, Malaya 11-13 mint, Johore 130-50, Perlis 7-26 (missing high value), Selangor
72-73, Malta 208-22, 246-62, Mauritius 235-49, New Zealand some Victoria issues with advertising on reverse
including 66 mint block of four, J16-19 (2 sets), Niger 55-61, Niue 89A-D mint, North Borneo 244-58, Northern Rhodesia
25-45, Nyasaland 68-81, Qatar 60 perf and imperf souvenir sheets, Rhodesia and Nyasaland 141-55, Sabah 1-16, St.
Helena 118-27, Sarawak 197-211, Sierra Leone 195-207, Trinidad and Tobago 34-42 (2 sets), 50-61, Turks and
Caicos Islands 78-89, plus a hand full of unidentified sets at the end. Condition appears better than most, a good stock
with plenty of useful stamps with great retail potential, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. overall.
Scott $31,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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237

H/m
British Commonwealth, Extensive Mint Hinged and Used Collection, 1840-1915. In blank album in very
mixed quality (from very fine to very damaged), but with much better material like (Stanley Gibbons no’s): Great Britain
159, 162, 137 (£5 orange!), 211 (£1 green Victoria), 214*, 263, very good officials, British East Africa 28*, British New
Guinea 1-7*, Falklands 36*, 38*, 47*, 49*, Labuan 129-137*, New Zealand 370-373*, North Borneo 66-79*, etc.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

238

H
British Commonwealth, Nicely Filled, MNH, Mint Hinged and Used Collection, 1860-1950. In 3 blank
albums, including much better material like (Stanley Gibbons no’s): Antigua 41-50*, 98-109*, 113**, 113, Ascension
1-9*, 10-20*, 21-30*, 38-47* in various perfs and colors, 51** (3x), New Guinea 163-176*, Papua New Guinea 1-15*,
postage dues 1** (!), 2-5**, British Guiana 308-319*, 323**, British Honduras 150-161*, 165**, British Solomon Islands
60-72*, 76** (2x), Burma 18b-33*, Newfoundland 83-90*, 95-105* (no. 99 missing), 130-141*, 164-178*, 192-194**,
230-234*, Canada 188-195*, 188-195, 276-285*, 302*, 303*, etc. Nice collection, very high cat. value!
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

239

H/m

240

H/m

241

H/m

242

British Commonwealth, Mint Postal Stationery Accumulation/Stock. According to the consignor, about
500-700 mint postal stationery cards, Registered postal stationery items, wrappers, envelopes and letter cards
organized alphabetically; primarily older material from Great Britain and smaller colonies with some scarce items; most
identified by light pencil markings on the back indicating the Higgins & Gage Catalogue number; good value in early
1900s Registered entires including Offices in Turkey, Ireland, Leeward Islands, St. Vincent and South Africa; nice
British Central Africa with a couple of Specimen cards, as well as seldom-seen colonies such as Mashonoland,
Rhodesia, Oil Rivers, North Borneo, etc., Very Fine, a pleasure to view, with exceptional quality throughout; excellent
opportunity for the astute buyer (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

243

HH

28

British Commonwealth, Collection, 1850’s-1970’s. In three small albums on home-made quadrille pages
and an album of better stamps on Vario stockpages, containing Great Britain 82, 101, 120, 275 used, Antigua 107-21,
Australia 100 used, 127 used, 132 used, 365-79, M1-M7, Bahamas 100//113 (missing the 1940’s issues), 158-73,
Barbados 235-47, Belize 345-60, Bermuda 126 mint and used, 127 mint and used, 128 (3 shades), 143//162 (missing
later issues), British Honduras 144-55, 167-78, Falkland Island 7, 17, 18, 24-27, Hong Kong 166, 168-73, 185-98,
203-17, 218, 225-28, 231-33, 239-44, 249-50, 253-54, decent India Feudatory States, Ireland 56 used, 106-17, 118-19
mint and used, 149-50, 175-76, Jamaica 116-28, 140-41, New Zealand 185-98, 288-301, 333-52, 382-404, B3-4 used,
L1-8, Singapore 62-69, 101-6 and 107-11. Condition is a little mixed among the earlier issues as one might expect, with
many lovely complete George VI and Elisabeth II sets, an attractive collection in the old style with plenty of lovely sets
and singles, o.g., previously hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
British Commonwealth, Balance of an Outstanding Collection, to 1940. Housed in a Scott Specialty
binder with plenty of room for expansion, a Commonwealth collection of uncommon quality; running from Aden to
Zululand, much is mint, some is never hinged, and all is clean, fresh and sound; coverage varies, but most entities are
well-filled, with some smaller colonies complete; note especially nice Brunei, Burma, Fiji, India, Mauritius, Palestine,
Seychelles and Southern Africa; a must-see to fully appreciate, F.-V.F. with much better throughout (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
British Commonwealth, 19th Century, Some Worldwide. Vintage collection on original pages housed in
three volumes, with auction pages from the 1960s/1970s plus original album pages, strength lies in Great Britain, we
note used:#1(5); 2(3); 5; 141; various line engraved and surface prints plus a few modern, interesting Australian States
including Victoria #9, Western Australia #1 (4), 3, 4, plus other swans, Canada includes : #1; various other Cents issues
including unused #15; Large Queens, Small Queens, plus a selection of others; Cape of Good Hope: Triangles (40)
which includes shillings, plus other issues; Nevis selection of classics, some German States, variable quality as was
collected at that time, still useful and valuable, generally F.-V.F. appearance with some very fine and sound and
desirable.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

H)

British Commonwealth, Silver Jubilee Complete, 1935. In a binder, no Egypt, includes 1938 Congress
Stamps in panes, plus 1937 Coronation & Peace Sets, includes a few plate flaws that would add another £500 catalog
value, o.g., apparently all never hinged, generally F.-V.F., ex- Boca Collection. SG £1,500+ ($2,000).
Estimate $600 - 800
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HH/H/) British Commonwealth, Mint Stamps & Cover Selection, 1920-57. A great little group comprising of six

stamp lots and eight cove, includes Barbados 209 pair with inverted overprint, Bermuda 53, Falkland Islands 84-96,
Great Britain 173 with PF certificate, Seychelles 20, St. Helena S.G. 109a Broken Main Mast Var, covers include
Swaziland 27-37 on cover to Pretoria, Yemen #32 to New York, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
245

HH/H

246

H/m

247

)
British Commonwealth, WWI Feldpost and Military Mail, Cover and Card Collection. 103 covers and
cards housed in a large cover album organized by Army Corps; items individually mounted on a sheet for display with
relevant research on reverse; includes FPOs from South Africa, New Zealand, India and Canada (the latter appears to
be the most predominant); large variety of Military censor markings, F.-V.F., an excellent opportunity with a low opening
price (photo on web site).
Offer

British Commonwealth, Topical Collection, 1970-2000. Hundreds of mint sets in display cards, all with
“Specimen” overprints, an amazing array of topicals, guaranteed to wow, examine carefully, a box of surprises, o.g.,
some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
British Commonwealth, Collections of Mint & Used. 9 binders or stockbooks, includes Canada, Great
Britain, Ireland, Australia, St. Vincent, Jersey and others, newer issues included with a high new issue cost, worth a
peek, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Europe and Colonies
Country Collections
248

HH/H
Andorra (French), Collection, 1931-2010. On Vario pages, with a high level of completion including 1-17,
23-63A, 65-77, 114-23, 124-42, C1, C2-C4 and the elusive modern sets and souvenir sheets that are so desirable and
missing from most collections, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. 2013 Scott $2,900+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

249

HH/H/m

250

H/m
Austria, Mostly Mint Hinged Collection, 1850-1947. Extremely well filled, in Scott album. Collection
contains extensive and nice classic part and very much better material like (Michel no’s): 161-177* (175 canceled),
418-424*, 433-441*, 442-446*, 468-487*, 494-497*, 498-511*, 512-517*, 524-529*, 530-543*, 544*, 545-550*,
551-554*, 555A*, 556A* (Wipa stamps, both papers), 557-562*, 563-566*, 567-587*, 588* (Dolfuss), 591-596*,
598-612*, 613-616*, 617-622*, 623-626*, souvenir sheet 1* (Wipa sheet, stamps MNH), 693-696I* (Hitler overprints),
693-696II* (Hitler overprints), postage due 118-131*, 132-158*, Kuk Fieldpost 1-21* (19 and 20 canceled), 53-72U*
(imperforated), VIII*, X*, XII*, etc. Also nice Lombardia, Austrian Levant, Bosnia-Herzegowina, etc. Very nice collection,
very high cat. value!
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Austria, Dealer Stock, 1850-2004. On dealer tear sheets in six counter books, with each set identified by
Scott recent values within the last few years, consisting of: 1 (4), 4 unused, 6, 7 (4), 8, 12, 15 mint, 22 mint, signed, 26
mint pair, 26 mint, 33 (2), 110-27 (2 sets), 127 (2 mint, 8 used), 128-43 mint, 128-43 used, 143 (4 mint), 250-87 mint,
326-39 (2 mint sets), 378-79 (3 sets), 538 (2 NH), B81-86 (4 NH), B87-92 (1 mint, 3 used), B93-98 (1 NH, 1 mint, 1 used),
B100-5 (3 mint, 1 used), B106-9 (3 mint, 2 used), B110 (2 NH, 3 mint, 3 used), B112-17 (1 NH, 5 mint, 1 used), B122-27
(2 NH, 2 mint, 1 used), B138-41 NH, B185a-88a, B269-71 (1 mint and 1 used), C12-31 (3 mint), C32-46 (2 NH), C45-46
NH, C46 NH block of four, signed, C54-60 (4 NH, 2 mint, 3 used and a few scattered used values), J45 (2 NH), M1-21
mint, several Italian occupation issues, P1 (2 mint, 2 used), P5, P6 (2 mint, 1 used on piece), P7 (3 mint, 5 used), PR4
mint, PR9, offices in Turkey 1 block of ten, 8 (5), 12 (3), office in Crete 22, Lombardy Venetia 1 (2), 3, 5 (2 pairs), 7 (2), 8
(3), 9 (2), 11 (2), 12 (5), 15 (3), 19, 24 (2), some Bosnia, Serbia 1N22-42. Condition appears better than most, with only
some small faults mostly among the classical issues, a good stock with plenty of useful stamps with great retail
potential, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. overall. Scott $47,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
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)

252

HH/H/m

253

HH/H/m Austria, Beautiful Predominately Mint Collection to 1998. A splendid & very clean collection of many
hundreds keenly assembled in a lovely pair of Yvert specialty albums. Coverage is highly representative & mostly used
to the early issue & semi-postal sets, a lovely set of Renner sheets which are never hinged & much more. Lovely
keepsake collection, fresh &, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, mostly Very Fine, well worth inspection.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

254

m/)

255

H/m

256

)

257

H/m/)

258

HH

259

H/m
Belgium, Very Well Filled, MNH, Hinged and Used Collection, 1849-2001. In 5 Davo albums, including
classics, 1915 5Fr, 1919-20 definitives complete, several better miniature sheets and souvenir sheets, Orval **,
Tuberculosis, Mercier **, etc. Also nice precancels, stamp booklets etc.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

260

HH/H/m

30

Austria & Germany, Flight Cover Extravaganza, 1921-60. Over eighty Austrian and over one hundred
Germany airmail covers, Austria includes flight cover franked with C1-C2, C3, flight cover with C4-C6, C8-C9, 1928 first
flight cover Vienna to Budapest with C13 & C21, 1929 Graf Zeppelin cover to North America with C26 & C29, and a rare
1930 Graf Zeppelin cover to Spain with C16, C21 & C29, Germany includes many early flights plus 1929 Dornier cover
to Texas, 1929 mixed US & Germany franking to US, 1930 zeppelin flight cover with C38 & C39, 1931 Graf Zeppelin
cover with C40, 1933 Graf Zeppelin cover with C44, and the aforementioned barely scratches the surface, a diverse and
valuable collection with immense potential, definitely put this lot on your “To See” list, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Austria, Specialized Collection, 1919-40. Hundreds of stamps residing in a Lighthouse stockbook,
includes parallel mint & used collection with specialized Michel listed colors, perfs, etc., plus duplication, some hinged
but mostly fresh NH, key value semi-postal sets include B50-B164 less B110, also airmails to C46, a delightful lot, o.g.,
some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Austria, Back of the Book Collection, 1914-60. Housed in a Scott album, includes approximately (60)
covers and hundreds of back of the book stamps, covers include B110 on cover, B122-B127 on registered cover, first
day cover B146-B151, balloon flights, first flights, used stamps have B132-B137, B260-B263, B269-B271, J1-J9, with
occupations, newspaper, revenues, notgelds, Offices in Crete, Offices in Turkey, a marvelous collection of these
seldom encountered items, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Austria, Collection, 1850-1953. Mounted in Lindner album, earlier issues are mostly used and many of the
more modern issues in both mint and used condition, with highlights that include: 1, 110-27, 128-41, B132-37, B260-63,
B269-71, C12-31, C32-46 and C54-60, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott approximately $4,000+ (Owner’s) (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Austria, Postal History Large Accumulation. Over 1500 covers, with early postal history from the 1860s to
the 1950s; includes early stamped folded letters, postal stationery cards, postcards, Revenues on documents, WWI
and WWII Feldpost, commemorative cancels, a large group of 1980s commercial covers addressed to Finland and
Australia from a variety of towns, and much, much more, F.-V.F.+, an excellent opportunity at a low opening price (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Azerbaijan, Impressive Collection, 1911-98. Housed in a slipcased Safe album; pre-Soviet items include a
number of Imperial covers—including a rare mixed Azeri-Soviet Union franking, used multiples both on- and off-piece,
Provisional overprints, blocks of 4 and larger multiples of the First and Second Issues; there’s also a nice run of 1991-98
post-Soviet issues, along with a nice gathering of Transcaucasian Federative Republic issues for use in Azerbaijan,
F.-V.F. with better, one to view (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Belarus, Bountiful Collection, 1920-2006. Neatly arranged on stock pages in a Lindner stockbook with
slipcase; pre-Soviet issues consist of a page of singles and blocks of 4 (both perforated and imperforate), with the bulk
of the lot being a substantial (if not complete) holding of post-independence issues: singles, sheets and souvenir sheets
(at least one overprinted); a pretty compilation perfect for the internet dealer, packet maker—or collector, F.-V.F. or
better, inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Belgium, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1975. Mounted on quadrille pages, sparse in the 19th century
issues, then picks up in the 20th century issues, mostly used until 1950, with semi-postals, airmails, officials, parcel
posts, there doesn’t appear to be anything rare, just a good solid collection, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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HH

262

HH/H/m France, Dealer Stock, 1849-1990’s. On dealer tear sheets in six counter books, with each set identified by
Scott recent values within the last few years, consisting of: 1, 2 (2), 9 (3), 10, 12 mint, 14 mint, 17, 22 mint block of four,
32 mint block of four, 37 (5), 41 mint, 46 pair, 48 (2), 52 mint, 64 (2 mint), 70 mint, 82 mint, 84 mint, 87, 89 mint, 96 (2), 99
mint, 100 mint block of six, 102 mint, 117a mint block of four, 119 (2 mint), 123 (3 mint), 123a, 127 (6 mint), 130 (7 mint),
131 (3 mint), 133-36 mint, 135 mint, 146b mint imperf block of four, 197 mint, 197, 226b (3 mint), 248 (2 mint), 251 mint,
253 mint, 254A mint, 236 precancel, 262 mint, 294 mint gutter pair, 296-97 (2 mint sets), 300c (4), 315-20, 329a-d (2
sets of mint singles), 342-7 set of NH blocks of four, 347 NH, 348 mint, B3-9 mint, B7 (2 mint, 1 used), B8 (2 mint), B9 (3
mint), B10 mint, B11 (6 mint, 2 used), B12-19 mint, B12-19 mint (missing B14), B19, B27 mint, B28-30 mint, B34 (3
mint), B34a sheetlet, B35-37, B38 (3 mint, 2 used), B39-41, B66-67 (2 NH, 2 mint, 1 used), B86-89A NH, B249-54, C1-2
(1 mint, 1 used), C1 mint, C6b mint, C8-13 (2 mint, 1 used), C13 NH, C15 (3 mint), C16-17 (1 mint, 1 used), C17 used,
C23-27 NH, C27 NH, C29-32 (1 NH, 1 mint), C34-35 (2 NH, 1 mint), J18, J21 mint, J21 with Monaco cancel, J27 mint,
J28 used, J35 mint, J64 mint, J80-92 mint, M1-9 mint, N9 and N10. Condition appears better than most, with only some
small faults mostly among the classical issues, a good stock with plenty of useful stamps with great retail potential, o.g.,
some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. overall. Scott $65,500+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000

263

H/m

264

H
France, Three Folders of Better. A wonderful selection (with duplication!) presented in three slim “Bureau
d’Etudes des Postes et Télécommunications d’Outre-Mer” folders; each page contains a six-row stockcard with a
variety of issues, the highlights being two set of #B3-B10 along with blackprints of #B7 and B8; we also note a single
#B11, later overprinted and reprinted Orphans Fund issues (two sets each), plus various Sinking Fund stamps; also of
note are some lovely Mersons (in quantities of two to four), Rights of Man, Lined Sowers (one overprinted “ANNULÉ”,
one a coin daté), #256 bottom margin block of 4, C5 (2), C27, C29-C32 (2 sets), and more, F.-V.F. or better (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

265

HH/H/m France, Collection, 1849-2010. With many great modern never hinged issues that are so desirable these
days on Vario double sided pages including 109-32 (some used values), 185-96, type set of 1929 Architecture set, 294,
296-97, 700-5, B3-B8, B11, B12-B19, B20-B23, B27, B28-B30, B31-B33, B35-B37, B38, B39-B41, B42-B43, B66-B67,
B157a, B285-90, B294-99, C8-C13, C16-C17, C23-C27, C29-C32 and the elusive modern sets and souvenir sheets
that are missing from most collections, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. 2012 Scott $14,500 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

266

m

267

HH/H
France, Modern Collection, 1960-2010. In six Schaubek hingeless albums, mostly complete stamps,
souvenir sheets and booklets, forming a strong collection with a high level of completion and high face value postage of
€1140+, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. overall (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

268

HH/H

Croatia, Full Sheet Postal Tax Stamp Errors, 1992-95. 20 full sheets, with RA36 wrong value, RA42
missing gray printing on first and last vertical columns, RA46 imperf horizontally, RA46, RA50 missing black printing,
RA50 missing green & black printing imperf, RA50 missing red printing imperf, R50 missing red printing imperf
horizontally, R50 double red impression and smeared, R50 green printing only imperf, RA50 black printing only imperf,
an incredible offering, please review, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

France, Almost Complete, Mostly Used Collection, 1849-1983. In mostly good quality in 2 Borek albums.
Collection contains very well filled classic part including postage dues and further a.o. (Yvert no’s): 148-153, 156,
162-169, 229-232, 256, 269, 308, 321, 354-355, 398, airmail 15, souvenir sheet 2 (Strassbourg, canceled in 1978), 3
(Pexip, partly stuck), etc. Nice collection, very high cat. value!
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

France, The Imperial Guard Collection, 1849-1948. Clean and fairly comprehensive, intact old-time
postally used collection assembled in a lovely and historically educational 1948 Pierre de Brimont album by Barclay
Press; a number of premium items from the Classic imperforates on, including #12-13, 19, 37, 83, 96, B8, B9, B19, B34,
B37, C1-C2 (mint), C17, J27; with useful duplication of the earlier issues, which will be a boon to those seeking shade,
cancel, die, paper, pre-cancel, and type varieties (with two dozen or so earlier perfins), generally F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

France, Marvelous Collection of 20th Century Varieties. Several hundred stamps, including duplication,
arranged on stocksheets in a 3-ring binder; you’ll find all manner of varieties including (but not necessarily limited to)
imperfs, overprint varieties, re-entries, gum, phosphor and printing varieties, etc., etc. A veritable treasure trove for the
French specialist.
Estimate $500 - 750
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France, Face Value Accumulation, mostly 1980’s-2000’s. Containing post office year sets, many new
issue glassines with sheets and scrap, postal stationary, deluxe proofs, booklets, 1990 document philatelique official
collection, expect a bit of sorting time and some time with a calculator to add up the postage, o.g., mostly never hinged,
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

271

France, Napoleonic Documents, 1696-1829. 16 documents, in French, includes decrees on prisoners of
Alsace, wool animals, navigation on the Haisne, post office announcement, and many more, cries out for further
research, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

272

)

273

m

274

HH

275

HH
France, Powerful Mint Stock - Part 2 of 4 - Regular Issues, 1900-42. Tremendous stock composed of
about 40 different stamps in quantities of from 4 (a block of the 1900 2fr “Merson”, Scott 126, Cérès 122, disturbed
gum) to over 400 (Scott 196, Cérès 181), with such high-powered stamps as the 1927 3fr “Merson” (30) and the 1932
1.20fr “Peace” (73). We won’t go into any more detail, because scans of the entire lot are available on our website, but
suffice to say that you’re unlikely to ever come across a similar opportunity to purchase such a deep stock of these
difficult and popular issues. Plus, everything is clean and virtually all never hinged! Maury €132,000 for NH ($155,100)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

276

HH
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France, Sage Cover Compilation. Approximately 350 items, mostly covers but also postal cards and
picture post cards, franked/imprinted with the Sage issues; note cancels from across France, including at least one
Expo cancel, plus a few multicolor/multi-stamped frankings; a careful examination may well turn up some pleasant
surprises, F.-V.F. or better (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

HH/H/m

France, Airmail Exhibitions and Air Meets, 1931-1943. May 2-3, 1931, Lyon Phlatelic Exhibition, card and
cover both with red c.d.s. and tied vignettes + sheetlet of 4 vignettes; July 5, 1932 Limoges Air Meet special registered
card with two different vignettes tied; August 15, 1932, Joigny Air Meet special card with tied vignette; August 5, 1934,
Pontarlier Air Meet special card with tied vignette; September 1, 1935, Pontarlier Air Meet with 3 different cards, one
with tied vignettes; June 21, 1936 Pontariler Air Meet, two different vignettes, one tied; August 1, 1936 Biarritz Air Meet,
special card for the Basque Aero Club flown by Air Bleu; November 16, 1936, Paris Air Exposition, Air France card with
stamp tied by blue show cancel to Tunisia; July 24, 1938 Le Baule Air Meet, bi-directional card to Belgium + Club
Mermoz card, both with semi-official stamps tied; October 1-17, 1943 Paris Air Mail Exposition, 2 commemorative cards
with tied vignettes. A lovely group, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

France, First Day Pages, 1980-2000. Over 300 French first day pages, much like our souvenir pages, with a
cancelled example of the stamps with commemorative cancel, a image of the stamp and informative text, inspection
invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
France, Powerful Mint Stock - Part 1 of 4 - Commemoratives & Pictorials, 1924-38. Powerful stock
composed of about 40 different stamps in quantities of from 6 (Scott 248, Cérès 259IV) to 180 (Scott 304, Cérès 305),
with such high-powered stamps as the 20fr Pont du Gard Die I (34) and Die III (13). Again, we won’t go into any more
detail, because scans of the entire lot are available on our website, and again everything is clean and virtually all never
hinged! Maury €253,000 for NH ($297,280) (photo on web site).
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000

France, Powerful Mint Stock - Part 3 of 4 - Airmails, 1930-58. Comprehensive stock comprising
(Scott/Cérès numbers) B2/147 (8), C5/A5 (155), C6/A6 (85), C7/A7 (105), C8-13/A8-13 (37 + extra C8-10), C16/320
(95), C17/321 (5), C18-21/A16-19. C22/A20 ((125), C23-27/A24-27 & 29 (17), C23-26/A24-27 (200+), C29-32/A30-33
(17), C34-36/A35-37 (17), C35/A36 (200) and C36/A37 (50); all clean and virtually all never hinged! Maury €90,500 for
NH ($106,340) (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

France, Powerful Mint Stock - Part 4 of 4 - Semi-Postals, 1914-39. Outstanding stock composed of 33
different stamps in quantities of from 5 (Scott B27, Cérès 252) to 145 (Scott B70, Cérès 379), with such high-powered
stamps as (Scott/Cérès numbers) B2/147 (8), B19/169 (8), B22-23/231-232 (10), B28-30/249-251 (10),
B31-33/253-255 (11), B34/256 (20), B38/269 (16), and B43/308 (130!). And everything is clean and virtually all never
hinged! Maury €45,500 for NH ($53,460) (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
France and Offices Abroad, Collection, 1849-2007. A decent intermediate collection, hinged to Scott
International, plus duplicates and stamps without spaces in the International album neatly organized in #1 glassine
envelopes, containing over 4,500 different stamps, plus some minor duplication; a few misidentified Classics, but the
vast majority are correctly identified, well represented throughout, generally F.-V.F. Scott $30,600+ (Owner’s) (photo
on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
info@kelleherauctions.com
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HH/H

France & Colonies, Fantastical Collection, 1849-1940. In two pristine slipcased Scott Specialty albums
(one slipcase slightly split at top); highly complete, with nary an empty space from 1877 on; starts with two stampless
covers from 1838 and 1844, with solid ranges of Cérès and Napoléons, Sages, Sowers and Mersons; Paris, Strasbourg
and PEXIP souvenir sheets, Bordeaux Philatelic Congress mint, excellent Semi-Postals including #B34 and B38 never
hinged; Airs mint or used, including a near-perfect used #C15, good Dues and Back-of-the-Book including a millesime
“0" pair of #M1, outstanding Offices, and a Colonies collection that clearly took years to assemble; all fresh and clean
and collected with an eye to quality and centering, F.-V.F. with much better throughout, this isn’t your standard general
collection; be sure to view (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
France & Colonies, Collection, 1849-1988. In small album on home made quadrille pages and better
stamps on Vario stockpages, containing (mint, unless noted otherwise): France 14, 19 used, 23, 46 used, 66, 329 used,
1100, B11, B31-33, B34, B35-37, B38, B39-41, B42-43, B66-67 used on Louvre commemorative card, B153a, B282a,
B291a, B285-90 used, B294-99 used, C14 used, C15 used, C17 used, J35 used, N1, French Morocco 6a used, 69
used, Martinique 20 used, New Caledonia 7a. Condition is a little mixed among the earlier issues as one might expect,
an attractive collection in the old style with plenty of useful sets and semi-postals, o.g., previously hinged, generally
F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
French Colonies, Dealer Stock, 1871-1980’s. On dealer tear sheets in eight counter books, with each set
identified by Scott recent values within the last few years, consisting of: Alexandretta 13-17, Algeria 62-67, B14-26,
C1-6, Andorra 18-20, 124-42, C2-4, Cameroun 103 (mint and used), 104, 105 (2 mint), 108 mint, 110 mint, 114-18 mint,
121 mint, 123a mint, 124a mint, 129 mint, 356 mint, B11 mint, Dahomey 1-16, Diego Suarez J11, offices in China 42-44,
office in Crete 13-15 mint, Annam & Tonkin 1-3, 7, 9, Hoi Hao 28, French Colonies 18 (4 used, Saigon cancels), Reunion
299-300 NH, 299-300, J1-5, French Congo 12 signed Richter, French Equatorial Africa C11, French Guinea J8-15,
French India 113-15, 117-23, 124-34, 191-209 mint, French Morocco 11-22, CB1-10, CB11-20 (4), 1N1-15 blocks of
four, French Occidental Africa 121, C11-14 mint imperf pairs, French Polynesia C50 NH block of four, Gabon 48, Grand
Comoro 20a, Guadeloupe 13 mint with Sismondo certificate, Lebanon 18-21, 45-48 (2), 131-34, C36, Madagascar 4
signed, 20-22, 129, Martinique 7, 12, 20, 26 block of ten and strip of four, 29-32, Q1, Mayotte 1-20 mint, 8, 20, New
Caledonia 4, 32 (2), 33, 117a, B2a, C30-32 imperf, Nossi Be J16, J17 with Sismondo certificate, Obock 29, 60, some
early postage dues, many signed, Ile Rouad 4-16, Senegal 57A, Somali Coast 1, 34-48, 20, 27 mint, Tunisia 9//26
(partial run of earlier better values), 25, B12-19 and Wallis and Futuna 126 (9). Condition appears better than most, with
only some small faults mostly among the classical issues, a good stock with plenty of useful stamps with great retail
potential, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. overall. Scott $64,500+ (Owner’s) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
French Colonies, Specialized Collection, 1859-1901. In two small albums on home made quadrille pages,
containing French Colonies issues sorted by country and then by cancel with many scarce cancels that predate the
issuance of stamps in various colonies (Forerunners), there are many high values with Colonies issues up to the 80c
high value of each set and much better Scott value singles that can stand alone (even if you don’t factor in the cancel
rarity), including French Colonies 6, 15, 18 with APS certificate and 23, in addition, there are early stampless covers,
vanities, unused wrappers and interesting little write ups about many of the better items and hand drawn maps of the
various countries with the better cities of that era highlighted to put the cancels of the collection in context. Expect usual
mixed condition as you typically see, an attractive collection in the old style, sure to be of interest to even the most
advanced French Colony specialist, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
French Colonies, Mint & Used Stock, 1875-1960. French Polynesia 1-20 less 13, 15, 18, 126-135,
296-299, C24-C27, C50, C63-C67, Southern Antarctic Territories 2-7, 16-19, 23-24, 28, C1-C2, Saint Pierre &
Miquelon 158, 300-342, 383-384, C41-C42, B4-B8, C15-C17, C21-C22, C35-C36, C43-C44, C47-C49, C54, with
duplication of even better material, here’s your chance to restock or move into a different field, peruse please, o.g.,
some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,900 (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
French Colonies: Algeria, Collection, 1924-2014. On Vario double sided pages, with a high level of
completion including 33-67, B14-26 and the elusive modern sets and souvenir sheets that are so desirable and missing
from most collections, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. 2013 Scott $1,700+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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H/m
French Colonies: Tunisia, Mint & Used Collection, 1888-1964. Attractive collection offered intact as
received from consignor, starting with some earlies such as 1888-97 (5, mint), 1888-1902 (25, pen cancel), followed by
1888-1901 Postage Dues perforated with holes in the form of a “T” which are listed and priced in the Scott Specialized
Catalogue, and then by many sets in the $25 to $50. We also noted 1938 Semipostal (B54-73, each mounted on small
card), plus a good number of Deluxe Die Proofs issued in the 1953-55 period and some imperforates that deserve your
attention. Viewing will prove this to be a very pleasing collection, F.-V.F. Scott $3,647 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

288

H/m/)
Georgia, Graceful Collection, 1899-2005. Housed in a black Lindner album which starts off with 11 Imperial
Russian covers, followed by large multiples of the early Independent issues; includes imperforates, shifted overprints,
overprint varieties, Consular Post issues, proofs, plus a range of modern (1991-2005) and Transcaucasian Republics
issues, F.-V.F.+, well worth a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

289

HH/H/m

290

HH/H/m German Area, Dealer Stock, 1884-1954. On black dealer stock cards, with each set identified by Scott or
Michel number with recent Scott value within the last few years, consisting of: Croatia B76 LH Storm Troopers sheet,
Danzig B21a used, Bavaria 212-30 CTO, Germany 181a, 614A NH, 664a used, 679-85 (2 sets), B33 used, B55a NH,
B56-57 (2 NH), B57 NH signed, B68 mint, C40-42 (3 mint sets), C43-45 used, C44-45 mint, 1941 French Volunteer
Legion Polar Bear souvenir sheet, block 1, offices in Turkey 1bIII with BPP certificate, 5 Na V with BPP certificate,
9N21-34 mint and various other Berlin overprints including a group of used 1M and 2M issues, 9NB3a mint and Saar
Michel 222XU imperf pair. Condition appears better than most with many of the seriously faulty stamps dismissed or left
in collections, catalog value is Scott with the occasional Michel values not listed in catalog value, so be sure to account
accordingly when viewing, a good stock with plenty of useful stamps with great retail potential, o.g., some never hinged /
some hinged, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $23,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,500 - 6,000

34

French Colonies: French Morocco, Mostly Mint Collection, 1902-64. Many hundreds of stamps mounted
in two soft leather-bound albums; French Morocco includes used #26-37 and mint #B13-B20, B17a, CB1-CB10,
CB11-CB20, CB34a and CB39a; Independent Morocco mint #206a, 216-219, 348a, B16a and C16-C17; plus scores of
mint sets and souvenir sheets throughout; a great collection to build upon; please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
French Colonies: French Polynesia, Sheet Collection, 1968-2010. Mint sets of sheets and souvenir
sheets, with the following better: 526 sheet of 10, 549-51 sheet of 10 set, 560-62 sheet of 10 set, 566 sheet of 10, 856Ad
sheet of 5 booklets, 869a sheet of 5 booklets, 893-96 set of sheets of 25, 931-34 9½ sheets of 10, 938-39 four sheets of
25 plus blocks of 10, 958-60 set of sheets of 10, 974 (4 sheets of 10), C47a (2), C77a, C136a (2), C177 sheet of 20.
Condition is much better than usual and is generally sound and fresh, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

German Area, Dealer Stock, 1872-1960’s. On dealer tear sheets in thirteen counter books, with each set
identified by Scott recent values within the last few years, consisting of: 1 (2 mint), 2 mint, 3 (2 mint), 4 (2 mint), 6 mint, 7
mint, 8, 9 mint, 11, 12 (3), 13 (2 mint), 22 (3), 25 (4 mint, 4 used), 26 (3), 28 (5), 35 mint, 41b mint, 52-61 mint, 65A (2 mint,
3 used), 78 mint, 75-78 all signed, 117 used, signed Richter, 173 used, signed Richter, 363-65 (2 mint sets), 366-84 (2
mint), 401-14 (2 mint), 585A-93, 681 (3 NH), 684 NH, 702-21 mint, B19-20 Hindenburg booklet used, B19-22, B23-27,
B33 block from souvenir sheet on cover, B33 (4 used blocks from souvenir sheets), B33a-d (2 sets), B49-57 mint,
B49-57 used, B55 (4 mint, 1 used), B59-67 mint, B59-67, B82-89 (2 mint), B107-15 (6 mint sets), B141-43 (2 mint and 3
used sets), B294-95 (4 NH), B302 imperf pair, B310-13 (3 NH), B313 (4), B314-15 (4 used), B316-17 (3 used),
B320-323 (2 used), B327-30 (2 used), C3-14 (2 used sets), C20-26 (2 mint), C27-34 (1 mint, 3 used), C35-37 (1 mint, 2
used), C35 (3 mint, 1 used), C37 (3 NH), C39 mint, C40 (2 used), C41 (1 mint and 1 used), C43 used, C44-45 (1 mint and
1 used), C56 (2 NH), OL16-21 mint, S11-11 (2 NH), 1N38-41 mint, 1N42-58, 4N1-13 used on pieces, 8NB1-4 (2 NH
sets), 9N1-21 mint, 9N34 mint, 9N35-41 (2 NH, 1 mint, 1 used), 9N42-60 mint, 9N63 mint block of four, 9N68 NH,
9N84-93 NH, 9N110 NH, 9NB1-3 (2 NH) and French Legion IV-V used on piece. Condition appears better than most,
with only some small faults mostly among the classical issues and the occasional misidentified issues that were
counted in owners catalog value which should be valued accordingly, a good stock with plenty of useful stamps with
great retail potential, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. overall. Scott $93,000+ (Owner’s) (photo
on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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German Area, Collection, 1870’s-1960’s. In four stock books and piles of album pages, containing: several
stock pages of early mint and used Imperial Eagle issues to 18kr, 12 (4), 13 (3 mint, 2 used with pen cancels), 28 two
mint and used, 64, 52-63, 366-86, B28-32, B33a-d, B49-57, B59-67, C46-56, 1N42-1N58, some mint Franco Prussian German Occupation of France issues and many nice $20+ sets and singles scattered about, generally F.-V.F.
appearance. Scott approximately $35,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

292

H/m
German Area, Collection / Stock, 1870’s-1960’s. In half a dozen stock books and loose album pages,
consisting of German Stock and some interesting Occupation and Administrative areas, containing: 665-66 (6 sets),
667-68, 669, 691 (12), 695 (4), 698-701 (5), B310-13, B316-17, B320-23 (3 sets), B325-26 (4 sets), B327-30, B331 (4),
B332-33 (4 sets), B334-37 (6 sets), B338-41 (8 sets), B344-47 (14 sets), DDR 82-84 mint and used, 226a mint and
used, a group of DDR 1940’s under Russian occupation issues, and many nice $20+ sets and singles scattered about,
generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

293

m
German Area, Comprehensive Collection, 1851-1939. Wonderfully clean and mostly used, neatly
presented in a Scott International Blue with slipcase; this single volume contains a nice range of States, solid Empire
issues, good mint and used Reich items including Semi-Postals and miniature sheets; Offices and Colonies are
particularly strong, including China Forerunners and excellent Kiautschou; you’ll also find Plebiscites, Saar, Danzig,
Memel and more; some certificates accompany; excellent array of cancels on States and early Empire issues, some
postal stationery (including Heligoland wrappers) and stamps used on piece; much to discover, F.-V.F. with better,
lovely material well worth a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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German Area, Powerful Mint or Used Collection to 1948. A lovely semi-specialized mint or used collection
housed in 3 Safe albums. Volume 1 contains the highly representation run of mint or used stamps to 1938, while volume
2 is comprised nearly exclusively of Michel numbered Zusammendrucke pieces, with a tremendous range of different
from the Germania issues on. Volume 3 contains WWII Occupations, with the best being a nice range of French Zone
issues. Bulk generally fresh, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

German Area, Very Substantial Collection of Thousands. Extensive & neatly presented, mint or used one
volume collection comprised of Germany proper to 1947 which is quite strong on it’s own, with good States, solid Empire
issues, strong semi-postals including an IPOSTA sheet, a mint Wagner set & nicely represented from there including
miniature sheets, airmails, with a Polar Flight set, etc. In addition we note good Occupations, strong Plebiscites
especially the Saar, which includes complete mint semi-postals & much more. A valuable, attractive lot, most certainly
worthy of a careful review, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F., examine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
German Area, Collection, 1872-1990. In twelve albums plus three stock books of duplicates, containing:
14-18, 20, 1930’s souvenir sheets (with mint and used Hitler sheets), B33, B68, B141-43, C35-37, C46-56, several
lovely early Berlin occupation on cover, 9N1-9N20, 9N35-9N1, 9N62 on covers, 9N73 on cover, 9N75-9N79, 9N78 on
cover, DDR 82-84, 144a perf, 146a perf and imperf, 264a and many nice $20+ sets and singles scattered about,
generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

German Area, Offices to Occupations & Plebiscites. On very annotated small dealer pages (the way this
collector kept his collection), in a single volume, useful items from Baden & Wurttemburg French Zone singles and
souvenir sheets, Offices in China and Turkey, Colony Yachts, Danzig, Hindenburg Occupations, Poland General Govt.,
Saar, Latvia & Marienwerder, a few small faults, and/or mis-identifications, regumming or brushed/disturbed gum,
questionable cancels on a few, but a useful selection, some signed, viewing strongly recommended, generally F.-V.F.,
ex- Boca Collection. Michel €12,000 ($14,100) (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Area, Highly Complete Collection, 1849-1996. In two Scott Specialty albums, one slipcased;
mostly used with States nicely represented; Germany proper a solid compilation with good Back-of-the-Book issues;
strong Berlin plus decent Plebiscites and Occupations; note nice Germania issues, color varieties, a 1905-19 1M on
piece with two “Weimar National Assembly” c.d.s.’s, near-complete Reich, nice roller and rug post-war Posthorn
overprints, Buildings and Posthorn series complete used, 1945 Stormtrooper set mint, etc., etc., F.-V.F. with better
throughout (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H/m

a careful inspection invited.
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H/m
German Area, Extensive & Clean Collection. Very substantial, well presented collection of thousands
housed in a pair of Minkus Albums. Includes largely/virtually complete offerings of Bund, Berlin & DDR, each to 1985 &
each largely mint, plus solid Germany proper from around 1900 through the WWII years, some occupation Plebiscites
etc. Vast & clean collection, mostly F.-V.F., examine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

300

HH/H/m

301

)

302

H/m
German Area, Collection, 1870’s-1980’s. In approximately 30 small cover albums (with the occasional
foreign covers) and five stock books and loose stock cards, containing: Michel M6-M9 never hinged blocks of four,
some 1930’s souvenir sheets, Zeppelin flight cover, many interesting covers from early Empire period to modern period
and many nice $20+ stamps and covers scattered about, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

303

)

304

H/m
German Area, Collection, 1872-1980’s. In Lighthouse album or large stockbooks, with highlights that
include: some 1930’s souvenir sheets, 667-68, B310-13, B314-15, B316-17, B318-19, B320-23, B327-30 and
B334-37, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

305

)
German Area, Crackin Cover Compendium. On very annotated dealer pages (the way this collector kept
his collection), about 50 items in single volume, includes key first day covers from Bunde, DDR, Occupations, Soviet
Zone, ship[ mail, etc., huge retail/sales potential, even includes some banknotes, do not miss this one or you will be
sorry, generally F.-V.F., ex- Boca Collection.
Estimate $500 - 750

306

HH/H/m

307

German Area, Postal History & Ephemera Collection, 1872-1965. Hundreds of covers from 1872 to 1965,
some unusual includes 530-556 on large cover, cover with pair O64, Hitler propaganda card, WWI & WWII military
picture postcards, feldposts, plus a box of ephemera with photos, passbooks, gets better looking with each viewing,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

308

H/m

36

German Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1975. Housed in two Schaubek albums, includes mint & used
Empires, Germania, used 658-661, B306-B308, 4N1-4N13, 10NB11, 12NB1-12NB3, 12NB10-12NB12, 14NBc,
16NB4a, DDR 58-67, B21a, airmails, Danzig, Memel, a superior collection that should not be ignored, careful
inspection will provide huge rewards, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Area, Cover Collection, 1870’s-1980’s. With lots of potential for the serious German specialist,
with a few German States, Reich period, to post WWII to modern 1980’s issues, approximately 60-80 small cover
albums, each with spaces for 40 covers, approximately 2,500 covers total, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

German Area, Large Postal History Accumulation. Very definitely a mixed up but enticing group of about
1500 covers from early German States to the 1960s, which the previous owner appears to have randomly placed in a
box over the years; includes loose covers (made all the more interesting as many are addressed to Australia) and a
group of covers mounted on plastic pages; considerable Third Reich material, post-WWII issues, ephemera and other
material that may be of interest to a Germany Postal History enthusiast or an eBay seller, F.-V.F., an excellent lot; be
sure to view (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

German Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1872-1945. A potpourri of Germany & area stamps and souvenir
sheets, a few better includes B91, B92 & B294 used (2), States, occupations, 5NB8a, DDR 264a, Netherlands B145a
(2), Saar, a surprise in every envelope, glassine and page, careful inspection will be rewarded, o.g., some never hinged
/ some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

)

German Area, Collection and Accumulation, 1840’s-1980’s. In six stock books, three small cigar boxes, a
small box and a large Schaubek album to 1942, containing better items including Denmark Thule set (partially stuck
down), some German 1930’s souvenir sheets, nice German WWII occupation sets, Netherlands 1942 Legion sheets
and many nice $20 sets and singles scattered about, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $400 - 600
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German Area, Enticing and Unusual Collection, 1866-1945. Presented in a stockbook and comprising
States, Empire and Reich stamps, covers and banknotes; a wide range of covers, from Bavaria 1866 to 1945 stampless
Feldpost, with numerous usages, cancels, etc., in between, such as a stampless from Hannover, Saxony embossed
envelope, Thurn & Taxis on cover, a 1931 Zeppelin Polar Flight cover with 4M tied and additional Malyguin receiver,
etc.; stamps are generally sound and fresh, including a 5M Symbols of Empire, Wagner set mint, Offices in China and
Morocco, Colonies, post-War Locals and Occupations, etc.; banknotes included are 1908 100RM, 1914 50M, 1917 5M,
1922 1000M and 1923 2,000,000M and 10,000,000M, F.-V.F. with better, not your regular presentation; be sure to view
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

310

HH/H/m

311

German States, Dealer Stock, 1850’s-1920. On dealer tear sheets in two counter books, with each set
identified by Scott or Michel recent values within the last few years, consisting of: Baden 1, 3, 4 (2), 6 mint, 7 strip of 3, 8
mint, 9, 13 (2 mint), 14, 16, 18, 19, 24 with Sismondo certificate, 24 (3), 25 with Sismondo certificate, 25 (7 mint), Bavaria
3, 14 (2), 22, 46, 256-75, Bremen 4 singed, Hanover 3 mint, 17, Hamburg 21, Prussia 1 mint strip of three, 22 mint, Thurn
and Taxis 12 (17), 13 on piece, 14 (2), 22, 27, 31, Wurttemberg 1, 12, 22, 27, 40, 44 (2), 45, 48, North German
Confederation 12, 13, 25 (2). Usual faults among the classical issues, a good stock with plenty of high catalog value
stamps with great retail potential, generally F.-V.F. overall. Scott $35,500+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

312

H/m

313

m

314

m

315

Germany, Deutsches Reich, Captivating Holding, 1921-45. On very annotated small dealer pages (the
way this collector kept his collection), in three small volumes, a few hundred items, some duplication with nice sets,
blocks, etc., contains many of the desirable sets, Hindenburg, Wagner, Olympics, Nothilfe, etc., up to five of many of
these sets, also includes a few occupations and propaganda items, a really nice holding that would lend well to
breakdown for internet sales, a few small faults, and/or mis-identifications, regumming or brushed/disturbed gum on a
few, but a useful selection, viewing strongly recommended, generally F.-V.F., ex- Boca Collection. SG £30,000+
($39,900) (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

316

HH/H

317

HH/H/m

m/)

German Area, Sheet Collection, 1920-75. Housed in a large sheet file and sheet file pages, includes full
sheets of Germany Numeral Issues, #574, #804 (10), full sheets of Europa, B396-B399, DDR Official used sheets,
Provinz Sachsen mint full sheet semipostals and a couple of hundred mint postal cards, please review, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
H/m

German States, Valuable Compact Collection. On very annotated small dealer pages (the way this
collector kept his collection), about 75 items, just missing the mark to make public auction lots, includes Baden, Bavaria,
Bergdorf, Brunswick, Hamburg, Hannover, Heligoland, Lubeck, Mecklienberg-Scherwin, Mecklenberg-Strelitz, North
german Confederation (NDP) Oldenburg, Prussia, Saxony, Schleswig-Holstein, Thurn & Taxis & Wurttemberg; items
ranging from under $100 to a few $1000 each, a few small faults, and/or mis-identifications, but a useful selection, some
with certificates and/or signed, viewing strongly recommended, generally F.-V.F., ex- Boca Collection. Michel €20,000+
($23,500) (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German States: North German Confederation, Very Extensive Collection, 1868-70. On stockpages in
Safe album. Collection contains very much cancellation material from many different states, some covers, stamps on
cut outs from stationeries from other states, many pairs and strips etc. Very nice collection, for the Germany specialist.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
German States: North German Confederation, Nice Mostly Cancelled Collection, 1868-70. In
stockbook. Contains (Michel no’s): 8u (imperforate, signed Spalink), 11 (4x, of which 1x signed Spalink), 12 (3x, of
which 2x signed), 20, 23 (certificate), 26-26, Officials 1 (4x, of which 3x signed), 6-9 (8 and 9 signed), etc. High cat.
value!
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m

Germany, Mint Collection Mostly NH, 1873-1945. Housed in two albums, includes but not limited to mint 1,
3, 6, 7-9, 11, 12-13, 14-18, 21-23, 30-35, 52-61, 63-64, 72-74, 78 (3), 351-362, 363-365, 366-384, 401-414, B33,
B49-B57, B58, B68 OSTROPA, C20-C26, C27-C34, C38-C39, C40-C42, C43-C45, C46-C56, plus many more, careful
examination will reveal all the NH material, fresh & extremely attractive, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Germany, Souvenir Sheet Collection, 1935-45. Over 45 mint & used souvenir sheets, mint includes 804
(2), B33 (4), B58, B91-B92, B102, B104 (4), B105, 10NB11, with many more used, a useful lot, o.g., some never hinged /
some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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H/m/)
Germany, The Nationalist Message Collection, 1900-50. Four Safe 14-ring binders with a fascinating
compilation of stamps, covers, cards and ephemera depicting how Germany saw itself in the first half of the 20th
century; starting with a selection of German Offices and Colonies issues and post cards (the good old days), the
collection continues through WWI and the Weimar Republic, the Inflationary period (including one each 10 million, 1
billion and 100 billion Mark banknote!), through the rise of Hitler, WWII home front propaganda cards, Feldpost and
Wehrmacht correspondence, POW cards and covers (both World Wars), and on to post-War obliterated Hitler Head
stamps and stationery used, Internment Camp covers and cards, a postal card that begins, “I am looking for my
husband…”, and much, much more; all on exhibition-quality pages in sheet protectors, with fulsome annotations in
German, overall Very Fine, a history lesson, philatelic style; this is one to view in detail (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

319

)

320

)

321

H/m/)

322

)
Germany, WWI Censored Germania Covers. In two binders holding 148 covers organized alphabetically
by German censorship name and type and individually mounted on a sheet for display; interspersed among the items is
research (in German) related to the censor markings from the given area; items from Aachen to Wesel, with numerous
towns and cities in between; frankings are mainly German Germania issues but also include covers from German
Occupied Belgium, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway and Switzerland; most sent within Germany but some
addressed to other European countries including Denmark are here as well, as are some postal stationery, cards and
stampless Feldpost, F.-V.F., specialist’s delight (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

323

)

324

H/m

325

German Offices in Morocco and the Turkish Empire, Group of About 25 Stamps and 8 Covers,
1875-1918. The stamps include Offices in Morocco #39-44 (Mi. 40-45), each on a separate piece (various cancels), the
four best values signed Bothe; and a German 1875 25pf Eagle socked-on-the-nose Constantinople (Mi. V35a); the
covers include Turkish Offices 1pi black surcharge on 20pi cobalt (Mi. 3c) on an 1886 folded letter Constantinople to
Amsterdam, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

326

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Postal History & Stamp Collection, 1898-1920. A lovely selection of
12 covers and a few hundred stamps, covers include two seaposts from Togo, Lagos to Lome Togo, Togo to Germany
franked with two #9, two West Africa seaposts covers, #9 to Longji Kamerun, used stamps with Offices in China, Offices
in Morocco, Offices in the Turkish Empire, New Guinea, East Africa, South West Africa, Cameroun, Togo, and
Kiauchau, please peruse carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

38

Germany & U.S., Zeppelin & Related Material, 1910-36. A treasure trove of better Zeppelin items that
includes postcards, negatives, Dr. Hugo Eckener token, photos, Poland Sanabria S119-S121, Roessler USS Akron
label, various modern Zeppelin stamps, luggage labels, U.S. post office announcements with flight schedule, sheet
music “The Wreck of the Shenandoah with illustrated cover, 1931 itinerary for Graf Zeppelin North Pole voyage, 1932
Zeppelin cigarette card album, the perfect lot to break up for internet sales, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Germany, Back on Track Collection, 1872-1945. A compilation of 67 postal cards, picture post cards and
covers conveyed by train; begins with examples from Bavaria, Mecklenburg-Schwerin, Prussia and Württemberg;
followed by early Empire Eagle-and-Shield issues, and on through the period of the Reich; in addition to covers, there
are several multi-row stockcards of stamps on- or off-piece bearing railway postal markings, several of which are
accompanied by Sommer BPP certificates; also includes a map of the postal rail system, F.-V.F. or better, uncommon
material; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Germany, Mint & Used Collection, 1872-1945. Mounted in a Lighthouse hingeless album, we note
excellent used & on covers Empire issues, used Germania issues, mint airmails including C27-C34 with certificate,
Officials, plus postal history throughout, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Germany, Third Reich Photo Collection, 1938-45. Collection of 16 photos and 11 prints, most showing the
German Army during day-to-day routines, a few propaganda, a few with Hitler or German High Command; also includes
two facsimiles of Hitler’s Christmas cards, interesting material, please examine, F.-V.F.
Offer

German Post Offices Abroad, Dealer Stock, 1898-1911. On dealer tear sheets in a counter book, with
each set identified by Scott recent values within the last few years, consisting of: Cameroun 1-6, 1b, German New
Guinea 1-6, offices in China 1a (19 mint), 36A mint, offices in Turkey 1-6, 13-23 mint, 21-23 mint, 22-23 mint, 24b mint,
24e mint, 25-28 mint, 30 mint, 32 NH, offices Morocco 1-6, 20-31, 32, 33-44 mixed mint and used set, 39 (4), 44 used,
Marshall Islands 3 used, signed, 4 used on piece, 7-12, 13-21. Condition appears better than most, with only some
small faults, a good stock with plenty of useful stamps with great retail potential, generally F.-V.F. overall. Scott $8,300+
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

m/)

H/m/)
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H/m/)

328

m

329

Germany: WWI Occupation of Belgium, Censored Covers. 346 in all, mounted in five large albums; each
item organized according to censorship type and individually mounted on a sheet for display; four volumes hold covers
franked with the Belgian Occupation overprint on Germania issues: one volume is mostly dedicated to Brussels with a
wide variety of corner cards and various numeral censorship markings sent mostly to domestic Belgian cities. with three
volumes presenting a study of Belgian Censor markings, mostly organized alphabetically, with emphasis on Antwerp,
Arlon, Ath, Bastogne, Charleroi, Gent, Givet, Hesselt, Huy, Landen, Librement, Lowen, Luttich, Maeseyk, Marche,
Mecheln, Mons, Namur, Neufchateau, Ottignies, Phillippeville, Soignies, Thienen, Tirlemont, Tournai, Turnhout,
Verviers and Virton, with several censor types for many of these cities; the fifth volume includes a group of Belgian
Legion censored covers and some Belgian Feldpost; includes mostly regular mail with the occasional Registered or
Express Post item sent within Belgium or to Germany and the Netherlands, F.-V.F., inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

330

H/m

331

HH/H/m

332

Germany: Saar, Highly Comprehensive Mint One Volume Collection. Lovely mint collection housed in a
Linder album beginning with #1-17 & virtually complete from there less a scattered few items. Includes nearly complete
semi-postals (couple of sets no gum), a nice Flood Sheet, etc., o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, Bulk F.-V.F.,
nice lot, examine.
Estimate $500 - 750

333

)

334

)

335

HH/H/m

German Colonies: Togo, Selection of Better Items, 1892-1914. Comprises 10 covers or cards and 25
stamps; the covers are four Forerunners, four with 1897 overprints and two Seapost cards; the stamps include 9
Forerunners, one a 5pf German postal card cut square with a rare STATION SANSANNE MANGU/ DEUTSCHER
SUDAN c.d.s., 19 Jun 1897, a rare KETE-KRATSCHI c.d.s. tying a 10pf Yacht on a small piece (ArGe €150), 12 British
Occupation overprints and 3 French Occupation; generally clean and F-VF. All on lot cards as purchased from a
German auction house. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Germany: World War I Occupation Issues, Sensational Stock, 1919-20. Arranged in a 16-page (32-side)
stockbook; includes Belgium, Eastern Front, Poland (Polen and Warschau overprints), MViR issues, Romania;
Plebiscites for Allenstein, Marienwerder, Upper Silesia, and Schleswig (German and Danish zones); several pages
bear manuscript notations of stamps signed Hochstädter or Hey; most singles, but a couple pairs noted, along with a
handful of items used on piece; Michel numbers occasionally noted, especially for types, F.-V.F. with better throughout,
a dream lot for the specialist—or the specialized dealer; inspect. Scott $11,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

)

German Plebiscite Areas, Dealer Stock, 1920’s-1950’s. On dealer tear sheets in two counter books, with
each set identified by Scott or Michel recent values within the last few years, consisting of: Danzig 32 mint, signed, 35
mint, signed, 43 mint, signed, 225-33 NH blocks of four and 3 sets of singles, Memel N28-30, N85 mint, N90, N91, N101,
N102-5, N114, Saar 139-54, B1-4, B16-22, Upper Silesia 32-42 (2 used and 1 set on piece). Condition appears better
than most, with only some small faults mostly among the classical issues, a good stock with plenty of useful stamps with
great retail potential, generally F.-V.F. overall. Scott $6,950+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site). Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Germany: Saar, Beautiful Comprehensive Collection, 1920-58. A splendid collection neatly assembled
on Lighthouse pages in one volume, beginning with #1-17 complete used, then all mint & complete thereafter including
38-39 (each signed Bloch & others with the 10m marginal & NH), all semi-postals, the “Flood” issue miniature sheets &
more. A wonderful keepsake collection, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. 1920-1958
or better, inspection invited.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H

Germany: WWII Occupation of Poland, Postal History, 1938-45. Over 100 covers or cards residing in five
volumes, includes volume of Polish stamps & postal cards overprinted, volume two contains special cancels, volume
three has general government Second Regular Issue, volume four has First Provisional Issue, and fifth has
miscellaneous covers and cards, a choice lot, bid early bid often, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Germany: WWII Occupation of Ukraine, Covers, 1930-44. Approximately 25 covers in a binder, includes
14 covers with “Ukraine” overprint, 2 postal cards with overprint, rare to have this many at the same time, Russian &
Germany collectors should take note, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Germany, Post World War II Zusammendrucke Collection, 1945-60. A mostly mint collection that
includes gutter pairs and tete beche, with Michel numbers WZ4, WZ6, WZ8, KZ21.2, W13aa, S6aa, S91, S94, light
duplication, a lot worthy of careful examination, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $13,000
(Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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HH/H

337

H/m
Germany: Allied Occupation, Useful Collection. On very annotated small dealer pages (the way this
collector kept his collection), in one volume, about 30 items/sets, includes band and carpet overprints as well as local
HAN overprints, some varieties and shades, a few small faults, and/or mis-identifications, regumming or
brushed/disturbed gum on a few, but a useful selection, some signed, viewing strongly recommended, generally
F.-V.F., ex- Boca Collection. Michel €8,000+ ($9,400) (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

338

Germany: Soviet Zone, Nice Used Collection, 1945-49. On Lighthouse album pages in folder, including
(Michel no’s): 1-7B, 20-22, 23-25a, 23-25b, 26-28, 29-40x, 29-40y, B I (Potschta on piece, signed), 72, souvenir sheet
1t on cover (cat. €5000), souvenir sheet 2t on cover (cat. €4800), 1 and 2 together on cover, 4, 5X, 5Y, 5 SX, etc. Nice
collection, very high cat. value!
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

339

Germany: Soviet Zone and DDR, Delectable Collection. On very annotated small dealer pages (the way
this collector kept his collection), in a single volume, includes Famous Scientists, Debria souvenir sheets, Olympics,
Mao mint and used, plus workers, etc., a few small faults, and/or mis-identifications, regumming or brushed/disturbed
gum on a few, but a useful selection, viewing strongly recommended, generally F.-V.F., ex- Boca Collection. Michel
€4,000+ ($4,700) (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750

340

HH/H

341

HH/H

342

Germany: Berlin, A Bear of a Holding. On very annotated small dealer pages (the way this collector kept
his collection), in a solo volume, Black & Red overprints, UPU set, Goethe, revalued surcharges, Berlin Bear - 3 mint
sets, one used, 2 souvenir sheets, Bells of every sort including blocks, a few small faults, and/or mis-identifications,
regumming or brushed/disturbed gum on a few, but a useful selection, some signed, viewing strongly recommended,
generally F.-V.F., ex- Boca Collection. Michel €19,000+ ($22,320) (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

343

HH/H/m

344

HH

345

HH/H/m

346

Germany: Federal Republic, Best of the Bunde. On very annotated small dealer pages (the way this
collector kept his collection), in one volume, includes all the better sets and more than one, Buildings, Heuss,
Posthorns, some in blocks, the semi postals are also most impressive with stamp day, famous men, Berlin Zoo, Bach, a
few small faults, and/or mis-identifications, regumming or brushed/disturbed gum on a few, but a useful selection,
generally F.-V.F., ex- Boca Collection. Michel €25,000+ ($29,380) (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

40

Germany, Post World War II Zusammendrucke Collection, 1945-60. Over 110 items, includes gutter
pairs and tete beche, a few Michel #s include S2, S3, S15, S24, S31, WZ1, WZ4, W18, W36, MH 27.3, MH 36.1, a fresh
selection, mostly mint, with many other better, please peruse, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

m

H/m

German Democratic Republic, Mint Collection, 1949-90. Mint collection in two volumes and on display
cards, includes mint 54-57A, 58-67, 82, 83, 85-88, 113-117, 122-136, 155-171, 187-204, 264a, attractive lot, please
review carefully for NH material, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $3,300 (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
German Democratic Republic, Mint Collection, 1948-90. On Vario double sided pages and includes
54-57A, 58-67, 62-64, 187-204, 10NB11 plus many of the modern commemoratives up to 1990, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. 2013 Scott approximately $3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

H/m

Germany: Berlin, Mint & Used Selection, 1945-98. Residing in display cards, includes mint 9N1-9N20,
9N35-9N41, 9N42-9N60, 9N61-9N63, 9N64-9N67, 9N70-9N74, 9NB3a, 9N68, used 9N21-9N34, 9N35-9N41, clean
lot with much NH, be sure to check her out, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $3,700 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Germany: Berlin, Bountiful Stock to 1986. In a 22-page (44-side) stockbook starting with the Freedom Bell
set and running through 1986’s Welfare Semi-Postal set; earliest issues a bit hit-and miss, but coverage and quantities
begin to pick up around the early 1960s; useful but not overwhelming duplication throughout; note several souvenir
sheets, strips or blocks, margin issues, even a booklet, Very Fine overall, excellent material for the bourse or online
dealer; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Germany: Berlin, Mostly Used Collection, 1945-90. A mostly used accumulation of Berlin ranging from
9N1//9N459, NB19 and 11N1//11N7, in many cases MNH as well as used examples of the same stamp are present,
there are 1,900 stamps housed in a almost new stock book, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$2,000.
Offer

H/m
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348

Germany: Federal Republic, Mint and Used Stock, 1955-2001. In four stockbooks, three of which contain
mint material; mint runs largely 1971-1996 (later issues more fully represented), used mostly 1995-2001, with some
earlier material in each; mint generally in quantities of two to six, while many used items are one-offs; includes singles,
souvenir sheets, tête-bêche and se-tenant items (including some used), margin/position copies, etc., overall Very Fine,
worthwhile stock for the dealer; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

349

Germany: Federal Republic & Berlin, Mint & Used Stock, 1946-85. Several hundred stamps in three
stockbooks, with used #667-668, 669, 804 (2), B309, 9N84-9N93, 9N94-9N98, 9N99-9N100, 9N115 (6), and mint
#722 (4), B344-B347 (3), B350-B353 (9), F.-V.F., a great lot for a great price; pull up a chair and peruse this one
carefully. Scott $7,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

350

H/m

351

HH/H/m Greece, Mint & Used Collection, 1890-1965. On display cards you will find mint 281, 344-361, 379, 381,
472-481, 490-497, 520, 539-544, 535-538, 549-555, 556-567, 587-600, 604-617, C1-C4, C5-C7, C8-C14, C74-C80,
N205a, used C15-C21, with quite a few NH sets & singles, an outstanding collection of this popular country, o.g., some
never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $7,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

352

HH/H/m

353

HH/H/m Hungary, Wonderful Collection to 1990. A lovely & very clean, neatly assembled & mostly mint, housed in
a pair of clean Scott Specialty Albums. Includes a very solid range of mint or used issues through the 1930’s, then very
comprehensive from there with excellent miniature sheets & lengthy runs of sets with increasing quantities of mint as we
go along. Attractive & appealing collection, well on the road to completion, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
mostly F.-V.F., or better, examine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

354

HH/H/m

355

HH/H
Hungary, Premium Mint Collection, 1959-66. Hundreds of stamps and souvenir sheets in glassines, many
better including imperf 1176-1180, 1195-1202, 1203-1209, 1249-1253, 1346-1355, 1388 imperf sheet, B233b, C209,
many in pairs, a great lot of the scarcer issues, be sure and check it out, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

356

HH/H/m

Germany: Federal Republic, Essentially Complete Collection, 1945-74. Neatly mounted in a
Schwaneberger springback album, missing just a handful of individual items for completion; note Posthorns complete,
strong Semi-Postals, souvenir sheets used and/or on cover, booklet singles and panes, etc., etc.; interesting array of
material used on cover as well, with many items showing expo or slogan cancels, F.-V.F. or better, worth a look (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

H/m

HH/H/m

Greece, Very Well Filled, MNH, Hinged and Used Collection, 1896-1988. Including various covers in 5
blank Safe albums. Collection contains much better material like 1896 Olympics, numerous better definitive issues,
unissued 1923 10dr * (cat. €1500), 1951 Apostle Paul and Marshall Plan, etc. A beautiful collection with many
interesting covers and cards. Very high cat. value!
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Greece, Mint & Used Collection, 1898-2000. Mixed collection from 18a//1680, C61//C79, RA1//RA75 and
N52//N155, with total of 2,900 items, neatly arranged in a binder on new manila pages, inspect, o.g., some never hinged
/ some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100 (Owner’s).
Offer

Hungary, Lovely Highly Comprehensive Collection. Beautiful, highly complete, mostly mint collection of
thousands, splendidly presented in 3 wonderful Yvert Specialty albums. With coverage th the early 1980’s. Coverage
runs mint or used through the 1920s, virtually all mint & largely complete there after with a superb range of sets,
miniature sheets etc, with an occasional lovely cover or specialist piece accenting the collection. A great opportunity to
complete this country in a trio of choice albums, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, bulk Very Fine, examine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Hungary, Mint & Used Collection, 1871-1964. Hundreds of stamps mounted in an Yvert & Tellier album;
used has #3-4, 7-12 and 47-66; mint #198-202, 445-449, 481-485, B179-B186, with long runs of complete mint sets,
F.-V.F., examine please. Scott $2,100 (photo on web site).
Offer
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Italian Area
357

H/m

358

H/m

359

H/m
Italian Area, Dealer Stock, 1877-1950’s. On dealer tear sheets in two small counter books, with each set
identified by Scott recent values within the last few years, consisting of: Italy Rhodes CB1-4 (2), CB4 (2), J1-9 (2), Agean
Islands C27, AMG Zone A C1-6, C16, J16-29, Q1-12, Q12, Zone B C21, Fiume 147, Libya 40a NH block of six, E12, San
Marino 7 (2), 136, 137, 142 (2), 143-50, 169-80, C78, J37-51, Somalia 40-48 and C1-6. Usual faults among the classical
issues, modern issues appear mostly sound, a good stock with plenty of high catalog value stamps with great retail
potential, generally F.-V.F. overall. Scott $12,200+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

360

H/m

361

)

362

Italian Area, Accumulation, 1930-60. Carton of seven stockbooks and pages, with mint & used Fume,
Trieste A with postal history and full sheets, Trieste B with C17 perf and imperf, C21, RAJ1, RAJ3, AMG Naples volume,
most neatly arranged and ready to be plucked, a great lot for breaking up, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

363

H/m

364

)

42

Italy and States, Dealer Stock, 1852-1990s. On dealer tear sheets in nine counter books, with each set
identified by Scott recent values within the last few years, consisting of: Roman States 2 strip of three, Italy 28 mint, 31
mint, 37-44, 38 mint, 41 mint, 42 mint, 43 mint, 44 (2 mint), 47 mint, 52 mint, 58-63 mint, 62 (6 mint), 72, 105J, 117-18,
118 mint, 119-22 mint, 119-22, 169 (2 mint), 170 (2 mint), 201-10 mint, 232-7, 248-56 (3 mint), 268-79 (3 mint), 280-89
mint, 280-89 (4 mint, 1 used), 290-305 (2 mint), 290-304, 314 (2 mint), 324-8 (2 NH, 1 mint), 331-41 (3 mint), 345-58 (1
NH, 4 mint, 1 used), 349-54 (2 mint), 354, 359-66 (2 mint), 367-76 (1 NH, 4 mint), 395-96, 400-9 (1 NH, 2 mint), 415-18
(4 mint), 477 (1 NH, 1 mint), 495-506 (3 mint), 502-6 LH, 505-6 mint, 518 (2 mint), 538-39 NH, 539 NH block of four,
538-39, 539 (2), 544-46 NH, 2447 missing denomination variety (3 NH), B1-3 mint, B7, B17-19 mint, C5, C7, C9, C11,
C23-26 (3 mint), C27 mint, C28-33 (2 NH), C34 (2 NH), C35-39 (3 NH), C42-47 (2 NH, 3 mint), C48-49 mint, C52-55 NH,
C62-65 (3 mint), C66-72, C79-83, C84-88, C89-94 (1 NH, 2 mint, 1 used), C95-99 (3 mint, 1 used), C100-5 (2 NH, 2
mint, 2 used), C127-8 NH, CE1-2, D13, E9, E25 NH block of four, J1 mint with PF certificate, J21-24, J26 (2 mint),
J65-78 (blocks of four, 2 NH, 2 LH), Q1-6, Q2 (3 mint, 2 used) and Q6 (2 used). Usual faults among the classical issues,
a good stock with plenty of high catalog value stamps with great retail potential, generally F.-V.F. Scott $83,786+
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

Italian Area, Very Well Filled, MNH, Hinged and Used Collection, 1851-1960. In old (issue 1922) Swiss
album. Collection contains nice part old Italian States and also much better material, stamps with adverts (Pubs), parcel
post stamps 1-6, settle stamps 6-8* etc. Also good part Italian territories present, like Levant, extensive Aegean Islands,
Libya, etc. Fantastic collection, very high cat. value!
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Italian Area, Exceptional Collection, 1851-1939. Housed in a well-filled Scott Blue International with
slipcase; Italy proper is excellent, with just a handful of stamps here or there needed for completion; includes highlights
such as Manzoni complete used, 1930s sets mostly complete either mint or used, I-LONG and I-BOSE Airmail triptychs
and Zeppelins mint; also features strong States, lovely Colonies, Occupations, wide-ranging Back-of-the-Book, along
with one of the most complete Aegean Islands sections we’ve seen; quality is outstanding throughout, fresh and clean,
with centering leaving you asking, “Where have you been all my life?”; a superb lot in its own right, ideal for further
expansion, F.-V.F. with much better, be sure to view this one (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Italian Area, Postal History Selection, 1920-44. Over (25) covers from the Italian area, some better
includes 1933 Zeppelin cover with C43, 1925 registered cover to Switzerland with two advertising stamps for Campari,
1924 cover to Shanghai China with 87, 1944 Italian Social Republic #1 on cover with Diena certificate, 1944 Italian
Social Republic #33 on cover with Biondi certificate, some truly unique material here, meticulous inspection is required
to ascertain this lot true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m/)

Italian States: Modena, Wonderful Classic Collection, 1852-59. Including mostly 4 margined stamps,
wonderful cancels, many better values including 1852 values multiple to 1 lire (well margined with wonderful cancel on
piece, cat. value Sassone 5000+ euro!!), 1859: 5c mint, 15c mint, 20c used and mint, 40c (2x mint, 1x unused),
wonderful 40c used on piece, signed (Sassone 17, cat. value €2750), Newspaper 1859: 10 cent used with bluish
cancellation (Sassone 5, cat. value €3250) etc. Total catalogue value Sassone over €17,800.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Italian States: Papal/Roman States, Marvelous Collection of Covers & Postmarks. All from the
Romagna region; includes 57 covers, about half mounted, the other half on black cards; comprises covers from
Alfonsine, Argenta, Budino, Castel Bolognese (2), Castel Franco, Cento, Cesena (2), Codigoro (3), Comacchio (6),
Copparo Faenza (8), Ferrara, Forli (8), Imola, Lugo, Massa Fascaglia, Molinella, Ponte Lagoscuro, Portomaggiore (4),
Ravenna (5), Rimini (5), S. Giovanni in Periceto, Savignano, Tossignano, and Vergato; also includes 26 stamps or
pieces with similar cancels. No rarities, but a fabulous start to a specialized collection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
info@kelleherauctions.com
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365

H

366

m
Italy, Interesting Stock, 1852-1981. Neatly arranged in a red stockbook beginning with a handful of Roman
States issues, and proceeding from the first embossed Italian issues through the large-format commemoratives of
1981; regular issues, Airs, Pneumatic Post, Parcel Post, Socialist Republic, AMG and AMG-VG issues are all included;
no mind-bending rarities spotted, but many of the highly popular sets of the 1920s-’40s are here (at least the
Front-of-Book issues), with quality generally sound and clean; an excellent source for the bourse or eBay dealer, and a
great way to fill in those empty holes in your album, F.-V.F. with much better. Scott $7,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

367

)

368

)

369

Italy, Allied Military Govt., Specialized Collection. In a single volume, wonderful array, a beautiful, very
extensive collection of hundreds of stamps, multiples, varieties, etc., nearly all mint, keenly assembled on Joe Bush
specialty pages in one binder, individual issues for AMG Naples, Venezia Giula, Germany issues etc., with overprint
varieties, gutter pairs, great Back-of-Book issues and more, A super collection, largely very fine, examine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

370

H

371

H/m
Italian Colonies: Somalia, Beautiful Mostly MNH or Hinged, Almost Complete Collection, 1903-60. On
album pages in binder, loaded with better values, many signed, cat. value Sassone over €30,000!
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

372

HH/H

373

H/m

Italian States: Papal / Roman States, Valuable Mint Collection, 1852-68. 27 mostly different mint, original
gum, stamps on Lighthouse hingeless pages; comprises Scott #1, 2 (2), 3 (block of 4, one missing period), 4d, 5, 5a, 6a,
7a, 7b, 8, 9, 11 (signed Raybaudi), 12, 12a, 13, 14, and 16-25; several are signed or have certificates; a few have small
faults (the 1s only has 2 margins); but generally F-VF and, certainly, well above the norm. Also includes Romagna #1-9
unused - not counted or guaranteed. Scott $15,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Italy & Libya, WWII Feldpost and Military Mail Selection. 166 covers and postal stationery cards housed in
two cover albums; each FPO item is organized by Army Corp and individually mounted for display on a sheet, the back
of which contains research related to the cover (Army Post Office number, location and other unit-specific information);
the first volume is exclusively related to Libya and contains 100 covers from Italian, German, British, New Zealand and
American forces; the second volume is exclusively Italy and has 51 covers from Italian, German, New Zealand and
South African forces in Italy, primarily Feldpost with a large variety of Military censor markings, F.-V.F., worthy of a
detailed inspection and review—there may be an opportunity for some “finds” (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
Italy, Collection of Military Covers, 1803-1962. 50 items housed in a Scott Specialty binder, each noted for
town, year, originating body, plus additional notes on markings, inscriptions and backstamps and seals; various groups,
commands, regiments represented, with a wealth of auxiliary markings; military handstamps in black, red, green or
blue, etc., etc.; nearly all are folded letters running through the 1870s, though we also find a 1903 illustrated postcard
and two 1962 Canadian Forces in Sardinia “Forces Air Letters”, Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $350 - 500
H

Italy, Allied Military Govt., Specialized Collection. In home-made album, containing a decent unmounted
selection of regular issue still in glassines which appears to have a high level of completion, plus neatly mounted, back
of book issues not listed in Scott: Administrative, Industrial-Commercial Tax, Fiscals, Weights and Measures, plate
varieties, postal forgeries, covers with interesting markings and varieties, rare 1853 Natale Triestino overprint post
card, various gutter pairs including some Fiscals, generally F.-V.F., overall a great collection that any serious specialist
should consider. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Liechtenstein, Mint & Used Stock, 1912-90. In a counterbook and on display cards, with better mint such
as 1a-3a, 82-85, 103, 111-113, C1-C6, C7-C8, C9-C13, C15-C16, with duplication even of the better sets, a sure fire
money maker, look it up, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $13,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Liechtenstein, Dealer’s Stock Extravaganza, 1912 through Mid-Century. In two stockbooks, two large
glassines with auction cards and the like, plus a box of sales cards; singles, sets, blocks, souvenir and miniature sheets,
etc.; one set of stockpages contains a largely complete mint collection, stockbooks largely parallel mint/used, with
duplication throughout the holding; note #C9-C13, Vaduz Scout Conference cover, etc.; Semi-Postals, Airs, Dues,
Officials, they’re all here; over $10,000 in catalogue value, F.-V.F. with better, inspect, ex- Ott (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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374

m

375

H/m

376

HH/H/m

377

HH
Moldova, Modern Collection, 1991-2005. Presented on stockpages housed in a slipcased Lindner album;
singles, souvenir sheets, part- and full sheets are all here; if it’s not complete, it’s darn near so; many pretty topicals to
please the fussiest dealer or collector, Very Fine, take a look—you won’t be disappointed (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

378

HH/H

379

HH/H/m

380

HH/H/m Monaco, Collection, 1885-2000. On display cards are mint 1, 3, 20, 27, 333, 371-390, B6, B9-B13,
B26-B35, C27-C29, C44a, CB11-CB14, and a volume with mint 904a, 962a, 1024a, 1068a, 1114a, with useful
duplication, please inspect, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $5,100 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

381

m

382

HH/H/m

383

H/m
Netherlands & Colonies, Collection, 1852-1988. In small album on home made quadrille pages and better
stamps on Vario stockpages, containing (used, unless noted otherwise): Netherlands 1 (6), 2 (7), 3, 4 (4), 6 (2), 9-12
with some duplication for shades and various perf varieties, 17-22 mostly used, with shades and various perfs, 23-33
used, 34-37 in various shades and perf varieties, 40-54 with some duplication for shades, 66a mint, 90-100, 104-5, 133,
124-34, 137-39 mint, various Wilhelmina Syncopated perforations including 179a mint, 226-43, 286-300 mint, 306-18
mint, 325-27 mint, 336-39 mint, 368-39 mint, B144a-B145a, C13-14, 19th century dues of various types and varieties,
J29-41 mixed mint and used, O1-7 mixed mint and used and O8. Condition is a little mixed among the earlier issues as
one might expect, with many complete long sets, an attractive collection in the old style with plenty of useful sets and
singles, o.g., previously hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

44

Lithuania, Well Filled Used Collection, 1918-2010. In Kabe album, including many better early issues.
Period 1990-2010 is apparently complete.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Lithuania, Representative Collection, 1919-40. Presented in a serviceable Ka-Be springback album;
mixed mint and used throughout, with most sets complete—but with the opportunity to expand; starts with the Kaunas
printings of the First Issue typographs, and runs through #2N9-2N16; in between, we find nice Arms issues, overprints,
#92-92D mint (!), perforated and imperforate issues, Semi-Postals, Airs (including a mint corner margin #C80 with
Vaitkus overprint), etc., F.-V.F. with better throughout, one to view (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Luxembourg, Mint & Used Collection, 1852-1984. Mounted in a Scott album, used includes 1-3, mint with
75-93, 126-130, 217, 272-277, 278-279, B55-B59, B60-B65, B65A-B65Q, plus airmails, postage dues, officials,
occupations, fresh & clean, examination urged, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $8,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Monaco, Nearly Complete Collection, 1885-2002. Missing only 2 stamps to be complete for the period,
mostly MNH and mint hinged, in 2 large Yvert albums. Collection contains a.o. (Yvert no’s): 5* (brown perfs), 8(*), 9, 10*,
27-32** (no. 31 hinged), 34-42*46**, 47**, 54-64*, 119-134*, 135-139*, 140-153*, 184*, 185-194*, 200-214**,
371-375**, 415-419**, 420*, 453-472**, airmail 1*, 42-44*, 51-54*, 55-58*, 59-60*, 66-68*, souvenir sheet 4A**,
postage dues 10*, 27-28*, etc. Nice collection, very high cat. value!
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Monaco, Dealer Stock, 1885-1983. On dealer tear sheets in two counter books, with each set identified by
Scott recent values within the last few years, consisting of: 5 (3 mint), 6 (3 mint), 7 mint, 15 mint gutter pair, 15 (2 mint),
16 mint, 17 mint, 27 (2 mint), 28 mint, 40-49 mint, 129 (2 mint), 130 (2 mint), 1949 UPU imperf set, B2-5 mint, B2-7 mint,
B7 (2 mint), B19-23 mint, B26-35 mint, B36-50 (1 NH, 1 mint), C2-7 NH plate blocks, C41-43 (1 NH, 1 LH), C44a (2 NH, 2
LH), CB1-4 LH imperf pairs. Condition appears better than most, with only some small faults mostly among the classical
issues, a good stock with plenty of useful stamps with great retail potential, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
generally F.-V.F. overall. Scott $11,500+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Netherlands, Beautiful Collection of Small Round Cancels. In 2 blank Lindner albums. Collection
contains approximately 1700 stamps with very many better and nice strikes. Very high cat. value!
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Netherlands & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1852-1996. Thousands of stamps residing in two
binders and six stockbooks (one of which is solely booklet panes); we note covers & postal stationery, used #B25-B32,
and mint #368-369, B219-B223, B224-B228, B229-B233, B234-B237, B238-B242, B249-B253, B264-B268 and
B291-B295, F.-V.F., plenty of surprises; please examine meticulously. Scott $14,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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384

m

385

Poland, Extraordinary POW Camp Collection, Oflag IIC Woldenberg, Germany, 1942-49. A superb and
highly comprehensive collection housed in a well-annotated single volume; formed by a Marion Mololepszy, one of the
original inmates of the Oflag IIC Camp, which was then presented to Mr. Arch Ekdale in 1951 and, upon his death in
1977, to the present owner; all stamps are presented and described in the manner of the Camp Philatelic Association
and comprise 68 different stamps, six commemorative miniature sheets, six postal cards, one envelope, plus 27 stamps
which were submitted for the camp’s stamp contest, along with examples of the prisoners’ camp currency; in addition,
there are detailed descriptions of each set, all of which were woodcut-produced, along with issue dates, etc., Very Fine
and choice, a truly fascinating, one-of-a-kind collection of this extraordinary era; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

386

H/m/)

387

)

388

m

389

Portugal & Colonies, Classic Collection, 1853-1941. Lovely array of stamps neatly presented in a
slipcased Blue International album with many high value items present; Portugal is marked by strong early selections
(starting from #1), with many of the popular sets present complete (mixed mint and used) along with never hinged #602a
and 614a; Colonies are particularly nice, with many verging on near-completion; note Azores and Cape Verde
(including #13a and strip of 3 of #13b), exceptional Macao including bisects used on piece, Madeira, Mozambique and
Mozambique Company, nice Nyassa and St. Thomas & Principe; album set (binder, pages and slipcase) all pristine
with years of life still left in them, F.-V.F. with better, be sure to view (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

390

HH/H/m

391

HH/H/m Russia, Remarkable Mint & Used Collection, 1858-1993. Presented in two Scott albums, better used has
88-100, 438-454, 472-478, 485-486, 487-488, 546-550, 559-568, 852-855, 857-858, 859, 1261-1264, C12-C13,
C30-C33, C40-C44, C45-C49, C53-C57, C58-C67, C75a, with hundreds of used & CTO sets, a bargain at twice the
estimate, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

392

m

Netherlands Colonies: Curaçao and Surinam, Magnificent Used Totally Complete Collection,
1873-1979. In Davo album, including all the good stamps like (NVPH no’s): Curaçao 1-12, 75-81, 104-120, 178-181,
airmail 1-3, 18-25, 82-88, postage dues complete, Surinam 1-15, 29-33 (so including 32a ultramarine), 37-40, 60-64,
104-110, airmail 8-14 (Do.X) (signed), 15-19, postage dues etc. Nice collection, very high cat. value!
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
H/m

Poland, No-Joke Collection, 1918-92. Housed in three Schaubek hingeless springback albums, on a sheaf
of Scott Specialty pages (1986-92), plus a cover stockbook; decent selection of pre-1960 issues, with 1959 onwards
essentially complete and mint never hinged; includes better souvenir sheets, including Roosevelt and Cultural
Personalities; the real surprise of the lot is in the covers—over 90 in all, most from the immediate post-war period, and
many with hard-to-find “Groszy” overprints, either on the stamps, the postal stationery, or both, in black, violet, red, blue
or green, F.-V.F. with better, a lot that could hold surprises; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Poland, Valentine Collection, c1920. Approximately 60 valentines, most with scraps pasted on lined or
printed pages, a few gilt, nice lot of collateral material for the Polish collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
Portugal, Well Filled Used Collection, 1853-1986. In 3 albums, in which good classic part and various
better material. Also some Azores and Madeira present. Nice collection, very high cat. value!
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

H/m

Russia, Mint & Used Stock, 1912-2000. Residing in four counter books, better mint has 88-103, 381a, 486,
506-508, 524-528, 588a block of four, 647-658, 659-665, 852-855, 910, 1104-1121, 1230-1233, C10-C11, C12a-C13a,
with plenty of mint & used sets, please peruse, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $10,000+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Russia, The Bolshevisti Collection, 1858-1964. Neatly hinged in a hefty Schaubek Specialized album;
includes many earlier Coat-of-Arms issues, 1913 Romanovs complete, Revolution and Workers issues (useful
duplicates with cancels, etc. on earlier), #488 mint, 489-509, 529-532, 551-554, and then complete (minus one stamp)
after 1940; plus C15-C19 used on Registered piece tied by Moscow 15.5.31 double-ring c.d.s.’s and red “Mit Luftpost
Befordert/Luftpostamt/Berlin C2" bridge-type commemorative cancel; 1918 Postal Savings, Controls and Revenues,
etc., F.-V.F., a great amount of material with tremendous retail value; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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393

)
Russia, Imperial Era Covers Collection. 250 in total, presented in three Safe binders; a myriad of frankings,
usages, Registration marks, postage due markings and stamps…everything a postal historian could want; note postal
stationery, a solid selection of WWI Prisoner of War mail (most addressed to the Danish Red Cross), some stampless
covers, postings from Riga, Revel and Odessa etc., etc.; a lovely accumulation worthy of review and study, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

394

HH/H/m

395

H/m/)
Russia, Philatelic Exchange Stamps Study. A wonderfully presented and thoroughly annotated study of
the Soviet stamps overprinted to show duties paid on stamps imported to or exported from the USSR; most all are mint
(a few singles used), with singles, pairs, blocks of 4 and larger multiples, overprint and plate varieties, etc.; among the
81 items here are seven covers with the handstamped export license cancelling the stamp on reverse, F.-V.F. with
much better, uncommon material expertly arrayed; an exhibit in the making (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

396

)

397

HH/H/m

398

H
Russia, Virtually Complete Collection, 1959-94. Housed in pristine Safe stockpages, neatly arranged by
year; there may be the oddball stamp missing, but for all intents and purposes, this is 35 years of Russian philately all in
one place; fresh and bright throughout; perfect for collector or dealer alike, F.-V.F.+, inspection invited. Scott
approximately $4,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

399

H/m

400

HH
Russia, Complete Collection, 1958-96. Housed in two Scott Specialty albums plus an extra binder; our
review turned up 10 empty spaces in the albums, with everything else neatly mounted, fresh and clean; includes not just
singles, but souvenir sheets and several miniature sheets as well; Back-of-the-Book is complete as well, with
semi-postals and airs, F.-V.F. or better, perfect for restocking or a ready-made Russia collection in itself. Scott
approximately $4,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

401

Russia, Imperial Postal Stationery Collection. Housed in two binders, a lovely compilation of over 130
entires, postal cards (single and reply), letter cards, etc., from the homefront as well as Offices in China and the Turkish
Empire, Zemstvos and even a couple Red Cross items; note 14 First and Second Issue envelopes, several telegraph
forms (some with enclosing envelope), overprints, Romanov issues, and more; a few toned with age, but most fresh as
the day they were produced; many with catalogue number pencilled on, F.-V.F., an exciting lot for the stationery
enthusiast; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

46

Russia, Wonderful Highly Comprehensive Collection to 1975. Extensive & clean, predominately used
collection of thousands, keenly assembled in a serviceable condition Minkus album. Coverage appears to be 95%
complete for the period, with excellent coverage from about 1920 on, with lengthy runs of popular sets, miniature
sheets, etc. Lovely lot of this popular country, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. or better,
inspection invited.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Russia, Covers Collection, 1918-50. Over 80 in all, neatly presented in a slipcased Safe album; a wealth of
frankings, usages and markings are present, including multiple frankings, folded lettersheets, oversized Registered
covers, airmail, FPO and TPO cancels, a Soviet-franked cover cancelled Washington, DC, Parcel Post receipts with
stamps on reverse, a French return card mailed in Russia, etc., etc., F.-V.F. with better, a lovely holding; inspect (photo
on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Russia, Very Substantial Predominately Used Collection to 1976. A vast, often times duplicated
collection housed in a pair of Scott Specialty albums beginning with a solid range of Empire issues & generally very well
filled from about 1920 on. Including lengthy runs of often duplicated popular sets of the era on parallel sets of pages.
Ideal basis for either breakdown or further expansion, useful lot, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. or
better, examine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Russia, Useful and Attractive Collection, 1930-47. Mixed mint and used, beautifully presented on
hand-lettered quadrille pages in a handsome springback album; very well filled, with just a handful of issues needed for
completion; note better issues, including Zeppelin North Pole issue (perforated and imperforate), Heroes of Soviet
Flight, 1935 World Spartakiad, Moscow Metro, Young Pioneers, Pushkin and Moscow anniversaries, etc., etc., etc.;
stamps are uniformly fresh and bright, and would make a welcome addition to your collection, F.-V.F. with better, be
sure to view (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

H)
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402

H)

403

H/m
Russia and Area, Collection, 1857-1964. Hinged in Scott specialty album with some better mint sets of the
1940’s including Russia 666-77, 794-810, 1104-20, 1280-83, 1284-88, 1359-63, 1449-57 and 1464-68, sparse to
empty among the Soviet Republics and early Russia section, but nice selection of 1940’s to 1960’s Russia, a great
collection for expansion, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

404

HH/H/m

405

)
Russian Offices in the Turkish Empire, Captivating Cover Collection, 1880-1914. Housed in a black
binder, 55 covers in all; covers, postal stationary, postcards and picture post cards, with a myriad of origins and
destinations—including many to Mt. Athos; some pretty frankings, numerous Registration labels, a couple noted
“scarce”…and the picture post cards provide a wonderful look at a time and place long-since changed, F.-V.F. with
better, add this one to your viewing list (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

406

HH

407

HH/H/m Scandinavia, Dealer Stock, 1855-1960’s. On dealer tear sheets in seven small counter books, with each
set identified by Scott recent values within the last few years, consisting of: Denmark 6 (4), 14 (2), 17 (2), 24 (3), 52a mint
pair, 79-80 (2), 82 (2), 135 (3), 136-37, 145-54, 167a (3), 171a (3), 175a (3), 210-19 mint, B1-2, C1-5 (2 mint), C1-3 mint,
C1-4, O1 (2), O3 (2), P18, Q11, Faroe Islands 2, 5-6, 5, Finland 4, 6 (3), 7 (3), 8, 24, 38-43 mint, 45, 152, C1, Q6-9,
Iceland 2 (3), 3, 7 (2), 10, 14, 17, 20, 27, 71-84, 76, 85, 86-91, 92-98, 99-107, 118-24, 124 pair, 125 (3), 126 (5), 127,
144-48, 149, 150 (2), 184, 193, 203-8, 213-16 NH, 232-5 NH, 232-5, 235, 273 (3), C2 (3), C4-8 (2), C9-11 (4), C10 (2),
O2, O3, O9, Norway 1 (3), 2, 6 mint, 7, 9 mint, 11, 14a, 28, 32-34 mint, 68, 275-80, B3, B54-56 NH, Sweden 7, 12 (3), 14,
37 (2), 49, 131, 210, 197-204 and 227. Usual faults among the classical issues, modern issues appear mostly sound, a
few color or perf varieties should be double checked with owners catalog value adjusted accordingly, a good stock with
plenty of high catalog value stamps with great retail potential, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F.
overall. Scott $60,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000

408

Scandinavia, Dealer Stock, 1856-1940’s. On black dealer stock cards, with each set identified by Scott
number and recent Scott value within the last couple years, containing Denmark: 148-52, 223d, 229b, 238Al, C1-5 (2),
C1-5 used, Faroe Islands 2, 3-6 used, 6 used on piece, Finland 2, 10, 46-55, 107 mint block of four, C1 (2 mint),
Greenland 1-18, Q9, Iceland: 31, 86-91, 92-98 used, 99-107, 99-107 mint, 108-28 mint, 125-28, 127, 138 (2 mint, 1 NH),
144-48 blocks of four), 157, 176-85, 186, 213-16 (3 NH), 213-16, 257-68 NH, 257-68 mint blocks of four, 284-86 (2),
289-96 NH blocks of four, C15-20, C27-29, O31-38 used, Norway B1-3, Sweden 66 (2 mint), 197-208 used (minus
205), 197-211, 223-24 used, 197-212 mint, 202a mint, 213-27 mint, 213-28 mint, 218a mint, 229, 229 NH, 248-62 NH,
268-74 NH, 275-79 (4 NH sets) and 226 (8 used). Condition appears better than most with many of the seriously faulty
stamps dismissed or left in collections to be sold as remnants, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. overall.
Scott $20,404 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

409

HH/H/m Scandinavia, Large Face Value and FDC Accumulation, 1970’s-2000’s. Denmark and Faroe Island,
Finland, Norway, Sweden, filling four tightly packed into four bankers boxes, containing post office year sets, many
loose sheets and scrap, first day covers, Christmas Seals, postal stationary, expect a bit of sorting time and some time
with a calculator to add up the groups of postage here, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

410

Scandinavia, Mint & Used Collection, 1878-2001. Mounted in 8 tidy slender albums, includes Aland
Islands 1-22, 34-54, and mint complete to 1998, Faroe Islands complete mostly mint 1975-2000, Finland used has 5, 8,
9, 10, good Republic Helsinkis, Vasa issue, mint & used semi-postals, mostly mint to 2000, Greenland mint & used to
2001, Iceland has mint 150, mint & used to 2001, Sweden mint & used 1855-2001, a great beginner’s collection, o.g.,
some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Russia, Mint Postal Stationery Stock, 1970-2010. Thousands of postal stationery in binders, mostly mint, a
vast array of designs, moderate and useful duplication, excellent stock for the Russia of topical dealer, please examine
carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Russia, Mint & Used Collection, 1960-92. Several hundred mint & used stamps & souvenir sheets
mounted on album pages, includes souvenir sheets 3333, 3396a, 3397 and sets 2326-2335, a handsome collection for
the Russia or topical dealer, examine, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Russian (ex-Soviet) Republics, Accumulation to 2013. Box with 7 stock books with MNH modern material
until 2013 of various Russian Republics like Uzbekistan, Moldavia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Belarus etc.
Estimate $500 - 750

HH/H/m

HH/H/m
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411

m
Scandinavia: Finland, Used Collection, 1860-2013. In Kabe album, from 1930 almost complete. Much
material, high cat. value!
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

412

H/m

413

HH/H

414

H/m

415

HH

416

Spain, Imperfs & Proofs, 1850s-1990s. Small holding of more than 30 items including proofs of an unissued
12c Isabella type of 1855: blocks of 4 in orange and in black; Scott 260 imperf, many imperfs from the 1930s & 40s, like
B123-124 & RA15 without red cross, 746-748 NH blocks of 4, etc.; also includes a group of modern test stamps. virtually
all clean and F-VF, mostly NH. A great lot.
Estimate $400 - 600

417

)

418

HH/H/m

419

H/m
Spain & Colonies, Exceptional Collection, 1850-1956. Neatly presented in a slipcased Scott Blue
International; strong throughout; Spain proper begins with #1 and 1b, with a thorough-going presentation of Queens,
Kings and Infantes, followed by commemorative series, Semi-Postals, good Airs and strong Back-of-the-Book
(including Carlist and some Revolutionary issues); we note Columbus and Goya sets complete mint, Seville Expo
series mixed mint and used, 1921 UPU set to the 1P value (10c and 40c used), plus the Don Quixote set mixed mint and
used less the 4P value; the collection also offers superb Colonies, with highly complete Cuba (four blank spaces), Porto
Rico, Philippines and Spanish Morocco; Elobey, Annabon and Corisco complete, plus solid Fernando Po and Spanish
Guinea as well; a solid foundation on which to build, F.-V.F. with better throughout, inspection invited (photo on web
site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

420

H/m

48

Scandinavia: Finland, Specialized Collection, 1860-1990’s. In KABE album with some Schaubek pages,
coat of arms stamps with usual perf faults and roulette types: 5, 6, 7 (2), 9 (5), 10 (2), 40 (2 mint), 41 (2 mint), 42 (4 mint)
and 1870’s and 1880’s coat of arms of various perforations and sets and singles up to the mid 1970’s, followed by
scattered issues to 1990’s, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $3,500 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Scandinavia: Iceland, Tuberculosis Seal Collection, 1938-2003. Presented in a Lighthouse hingeless
album, stamps appear complete from 1998-2007, and a TB seal collection of 162; an intriguing collection for the
Icelandic maven, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Scandinavia: Norway, Very Well Filled, Mostly Used Collection, 1855-2012. In 4 Davo luxe albums with
slipcases, including some better material, classics including No. 1, etc.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Scandinavia: Sweden, Mint Collection, 1920-2000. Collection of mostly complete booklet panes, with a
few singles & souvenir sheets, there are approximately 1,500 items, housed in three volumes, with better booklets such
as 1227a, 1459a, 1537a, 1595a, 1640a, 1690a, 1748a and 1825a, spend some quality time with this one, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,200 (Owner’s).
Estimate $300 - 400

P

Spain, ¡Caramba! Compendium of Covers. Approximately 250 covers, most all of which are individually
sleeved for storage or sales; note a 1948 Seville Philatelic Exposition cancel, commercial multi-franked envelopes,
slogan roller cancels, illustrated/corner card covers, First Days, even a partial stampless wrapper (undated) to Cadiz;
an interesting lot worthy of review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

Spain & Portugal, Ddealer Stock, 1850-1965. In two counter books, better mint with Spain 406-414,
877a-878a, C12-C17, Spanish West Africa C2-C8, Portugal 24, 169, 183, 396-397, 717-720, 747-748, 761-775, Macao
337, a meaty little lot, please review, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,700 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Spanish Colonies: Philippines, Comprehensive Collection, 1854-86. Very nearly complete for the period
in a small stockbook; includes a few duplicates, a few forgeries and several imperf plate proofs of the 1880-86 Alphonso
XII set; even includes an 1854 1r “CORROS” Error (Scott 4d, $4,000, slight toning and minute pinhole); also includes
mint U.S. admin #223, 224 (rounded corner), and J1-7 (30¢ straight edge); condition includes a few faults here and
there, but is generally Fine. Scott $15,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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HH/H/m Switzerland, Dealer Stock, 1850-1972. On black dealer stock cards, on Vario pages in five albums, with
each set identified by Scott number and recent Scott value within the last few years, consisting of: 8 (3), 10 (2), 11, 12
(5), 36-40, 35 no gum, 36a, 42, 43a mint, 47, 50 (2), 59, 65, 67, 78, 79, 81, 109 mint, 109a mint, 110 mint, 110a mint, 118
mint, 138 (1 NH, 1 mint), 140 (2 NH), 141 mint, 142 NH, 143 NH, 145 (2 mint), 166 NH, 181-5 (1 mint, 2 used), 185 (2
mint), 189 NH, 200-3 mint, 202 NH, 206 (2 NH, 1 mint), 209 (1 NH, 2 mint), 219-25 (2 NH sets, 2 mint sets), 243-46 NH,
244-46, 256-67, 284a-86a (2 NH sets), 303, 293-305 NH, 352a (3 mint), Zumstein I-III semi postal fore runner set, B2-3
(1 NH, 2 mint), B3 NH, B4-6 (2 NH sets, 2 mint sets), B6 NH, B7-9 (1 NH, 1 mint, 2 used), B18-20, B21-24 (2 sets),
B25-28 (2 sets), B80 (3 NH), B105 (2 NH), B116 (2 NH, 1 mint), B119 (2 NH), B131 NH, B132 NH, B142 mint, B144 (1
NH, 1 used), B178 NH, B206 (2 mint), B229a (2 NH, 1 mint), C1 mint, C3-12 (2 used sets), C13-15 (1 mint, 1 used),
C13a-15a used set, C25a mint, C27-34 (2 NH sets), CB1 NH complete sheet, J14, O37-47 NH, O37-47, 2O17a, 2O35,
3O47, 3O83-93 NH, 4O19-21, 5O6-25 mint, 5O23-25, 7O1-20 mint, Zusammendrucke (with Zumstein numbers) K1 (3
used pairs), K3, K7 II (1 NH, 2 mint), K9 mint, K11 (1 NH, 1 mint), K12 (4), K14 (3), K15 (2), K26z, K27z, S12 mint, S27
and S31 NH, S32 mint, S23 NH, S40 (1 NH, 1 mint), Z2 NH, HB29, Z3 (4), Z18z, Z27a, Z27b, Z33e (2), Z33f (2), Z34d (2
NH), Z34e (12), Z35b mint, Z38 complete sheet, Z33a-33f NH, Z35d (3), Z36a-36c (3 NH), Z36a (2), Z36b horizontal
and vertical strips, Z36c horizontal and vertical strips. Condition appears better than most with many of the seriously
faulty stamps dismissed or left in collections to be sold as remnants, catalog value is a combination of Scott and
Zumstein values with SF20,500 of Scott value and $30,000 in converted Zumstein value with a total catalog value of
$51,700++, a good stock with plenty of useful stamps with great retail potential, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
F.-V.F. overall. Scott $30,000+ (Owner’s). Zumstein 20,500+ SFr ($20,700) (photo on web site).
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000

422

m
Switzerland, Vast Used Stock Accumulation, 1882-2004. Housed in ten stockbooks; from the Helvetias to
the modern, an excellent array of issues in quantities that will allow the dealer to sell on multiple fronts: bourse and eBay
and packets and…your creativity is your only limit; regular issues, Semi-Postals and Airs along with other
Back-of-the-Book; includes several sound Pax sets along with a wealth of definitive series and the like; a must-see for
the dealer or specialist, F.-V.F. with better throughout, inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

423

HH/H/m

424

H/m
Switzerland, Collection, 1843-1988. In two small albums on home made quadrille pages and better stamps
on Vario stockpages, containing: 5 (2), 7 (2), 7 grayish blue, type 31 with APS certificate, 7a, type 9 with APS certificate,
8 (7), 10 (4), 11, type 6 with APS certificate, 12 (3), 13, type 9 with APS certificate, 15 (2), 16, 17 (4), 18 with APS
certificate, 19 (2), 20 with APS certificate, 21-24, 21, 24 (2), 25 (5), 26 (3), 27 (5), 28, 29 (2), 30 with APS certificate, 31
with APS certificate, 33 (2), 33 with APS certificate, 34 (4), 35 mint, 36 (4), 37 (6), 38 (2), 39 (3), 40 (2), 41-50, 46, 50a
with APS certificate, 59, 61a (2 pairs), 67, 67 inverted double transfer, seated Helvetia proofs and remainder, 78, 79, 84
(2), 89, 92, 93 (2), standing Helvetia color proofs and river incomplete, plate varieties of 98-100, 108a, 111, 111a, 125,
136a, 152a mint, 172c, William Tell tete beche pair and block group on a couple quadrille pages, 242 mint, 293-305, B2a
mint, B2-3, B4-6, B7-9, B80 mint, B116 mint, B119 mint, B131 mint, B132 mint, B140 mint, B143 mint, B144 mint, B178
mint, C11-12, C13-15, various types, shades and inverted frames of ultramarine postage dues and green postage
dues, 1O1-1O8 mint, 2O1-29 and 5O23-25. Condition is a little mixed among the earlier issues as one might expect, an
attractive collection in the old style with plenty of useful sets, perfs, shades, tete beche pairs, a great collection for the
specialist or aspiring specialist, o.g., previously hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

425

HH/H/m

Switzerland, Dealer Stock, 1862-1951. On black dealer stock cards, with each set identified by Scott
number and recent Scott (or Zumstein) value within the last few years, consisting of: 50, 63 with PF cert, 66 (faulty), 80
mint, 87c mint, 200-3 NH, 242 (3 mint and 2 used), 293-305 (3 sets, mostly NH), 293-305 used, 304 NH block of four,
304 used, B105 (4 NH, 2 LH), B116 (4 used), B119 (3 NH), B131 (2 NH), B143 (2 LH, 1 NH), B144 used, B178 (4 NH),
B206 (6 NH, 1 LH, 1 used), C13-15 NH, J14 used, 1O4-8 mint, 3O1 NH, 3O12 NH, 3O17 NH, 3O31 NH, 3O83-93 NH,
5O6-25 LH, 6O1-8 NH and S39z gutter pair. Condition appears better than most, after the classics, many of the
seriously faulty stamps dismissed or left in collections to be sold as remnants, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
F.-V.F. overall. Scott $20,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Switzerland, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1985. Housed in two Schaubek hingeless albums, used
includes Basel 3L1 tied to piece, Geneva 2L6, #1 single & pair, 8, 10 single & pair, excellent Seated Helvetias, nice
Standing Helvetias, mint has 98-100, 182, 184, 226, 242, Pax set complete, B80, B116, B119, B130, B131, B143, B144,
C1-C2, also includes extra pages with block of four, gutter pairs and varieties, enormous break up value, please peruse,
o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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426

HH/H/m

427

HH/H/m

428

HH/H

429

H/m/)

430

HH/H/m Vatican, Dealer Stock, 1929-90. On black dealer stock cards, with each set identified by Scott number and
recent Scott value within the last few years, consisting of: 1-13 NH, 9-13 NH, 19-24 (mint and used), 38-39 used, 39-40
mint, 40 used with APS certificate, 41-46 (1 NH, 8 mint, 2 used), 43 (4 NH), 46 (2 NH), 47-54 (2 mint), 49 NH, 51 NH,
55-60 (2 NH), 155a (3 NH, 1 mint), 149-53 mint, B1-4 NH, C16-17 (1 NH, 4 mint, 1 used), C18-19 (3 NH, 3 mint, 3 used),
C19 used, C20 NH, C20-21 (3 NH, 2 mint), C21 used), C22-23 (1 NH, 1 mint, 1 used), E1-2 (2 NH), E3-4 (mint and used)
and E11a-12a (2 mint). Condition appears better than most with many of the seriously faulty stamps dismissed or left in
collections to be sold as remnants, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $18,500+ (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

431

HH/H
Yugoslavia, Mint Collection, 1921-2009. With some great modern never hinged issues that can be difficult
to find, on Vario double sided pages including 52, 378-84A, 398-409, 435-46, 461-68, C33, C55 and a good selection of
topical rich modern mint sets and souvenir sheets, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. 2009 Scott $3,900+
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

432

)

Switzerland, Useful Group of Old Time Collection, 1850-1960. Interesting group of 4 different collections
in 4 albums, formerly auction lots in the long gone Peter Kennedi firm of the 1980s. Collectively we have a pretty good
collection here, with good imperf & perf Helvetias, duplicated mostly mint semi-postals, solid officials, a used PAX set &
much, much more. Nice mix, with a bit of duplication, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. or better, examine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Switzerland, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1965. A smorgasbord of tempting material with a few hundred
stamps, includes mint 1945 Pax set (#292-305), #C1-C2, C3-C12; mint & used Seated Helvetias; and First Day Cover
for #242, F.-V.F., please inspect carefully; should be surprises galore (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Switzerland, Semi Postal to 1959 and Air Post Collection to 1935. In black Lighthouse stockbook,
containing mostly complete with semi-postals ranging from 1915 to 1959 including many of the better souvenir sheets,
plus the early airmail issues with C1 and C2 Zumstein varieties including C1 (B1/A10) and C2 (2/PF1 and B2/Pf2), and
C16 used on cover (Zumstein 16/A9). Condition appears mostly sound, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Switzerland, Military/Soldier’s Stamps, Covers, Cards and Mint Sheetlets, 1930-40s. Over 225
covers/cards in two Elbe springback albums plus a small cover album, franked with a wide variety of mainly different
stamps, unused sheetlets a nice range of items, interesting and rich area for study and expansion or for retail sales,
have a look as this one was assembled decades ago by a Swiss enthusiast, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

Yugoslavia & Serbia, Collection. Collection of a couple of hundreds covers and cards, includes covers,
postal stationery, picture post cards, first day covers, wonderful material for the Eastern European dealer, review
strongly advised for maximum return, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Area Collections
433

50

HH/H/m Europe, Dealer Stock, 1850’s-1980’s. On black dealer stock cards, with each set identified by Scott number
and recent Scott value within the last few years, consisting of: Albania 19 expert signed, Andorra 13-24, Austria 7 mint,
128-44 (mint and used sets), 520-56, C54-60 mint, C54-60 used, C60 (2 NH), J46 NH, P6a, offices in Turkey 19 block of
four, Lombardy Venetia 1 (7), 3 (3), 8 used with certificate, 9 mint, 10 mint with certificate, 15 used, signed, 20 (2 mint),
24 mint, 24 used, Belgium Congo 5 mint, Belgium 17 mint, 36 mint, 67-75 mint, B221a-22a NH, B132-43 mint,
Czechoslovakia 175-8 mint blocks of four, Eritrea 6 mint, 47 block of four, Fiume 104-21, E8-9, Greece 378-80, Italian
State Sardinia 14 with APS certificate, Italy 41 mint, 42 mint, 48 mint, 52 mint, 54 mint, 115-18 mint, 115 margin block of
four, 117-18 mint, 268-79 mint, 475-76 mint, 488 (3 mint), 2447 (Sassone 2370Aa block of four), B15, C19 note
(unissued reprinted set), C28-33 used, Q16-18 mint, NJ1-7, offices in Turkey 16, 16a mint pair, Aegean Islands C15-19,
C20-25, Liechtenstein 1-3, 57a, 59, 61, 82-89, 94-107, 108-10, 259-60, C1-6, C7-8, O1-8, O9-10, Libya 16 mint,
Luxembourg O3, O4, O6, O7, O26 mint, O28 mint, O29 used, O33, Netherlands 33, 368-69 NH blocks of four, Portugal
67-78, 895 imperf with dark blue color shift, San Marino 15 mint, 17 mint, 22, 150, C78 NH, Spain 623-34, B14-18,
B47-53, C97-CB6, Surname 18-19 no gum, 25-30 mint, Oltre Giuba J1-10, Poland N30-55 used, Romania 30, Vatican
City C16-17. Condition appears better than most with many of the seriously faulty stamps dismissed or left in collections
to be sold as remnants, minority of misidentified stamps or the occasional fake overprint or overprint that may need
certificate, many of the better specialized non-Scott listed items are not counted in the listed catalog value, still a good
stock with plenty of useful stamps with great retail potential, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $73,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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434

H

435

H/m

436

H/m/)

437

H/m
Europe, Stock from late 19th century to 1990’s. A total of five stockbooks, four stockbooks packed with
European stamps, sorted in order by country and then by issue a dozen to several dozen stamps packed into each row,
quickly adding up to tens of thousands of stamps, plus a stock book of mostly mint Italy and Vatican City from the 1950’s
to the 1990’s, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

438

HH/H/m Europe (Eastern), Mint & Used Stock, 1871-1975. Housed in eight counterbooks and on display cards,
better mint includes Albania C1-C7, Bulgaria C12-C14, Hungary 8, 10, 486, B18-B34, B80-B87, C26-C34, Romania
158-265, Yugoslavia 1L25-1L42, 398-409, plus one book of imperf Hungary with 1012-1013, 1041, 1137-1139,
1346-1355, 1392-1399, 1426-1433, stamps are identified by Scott number, an inexpensive way to restock, examine
please, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $13,800 (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

439

HH

440

HH/H/m

441

HH/H/m

442

m
Europe (Western), First Issues Assortment. Lindner stockbook with a great range of First and Second
Issues from various countries; comprises Belgium (including covers and usages on piece) #1-2 (2 each), 6 (7 plus
pair), 7 (8, 1 on piece), 7a, 8 (signed Holcombe), 10 (8), 11 (8 plus pair on front), 12 (5), 13 (2), 14 (7), 15 (7), 16 (3) plus
Malmedy Dues mint; France Cérès and Napoléons (including mint 1c and 2c Laureates (2 each)); Denmark #2;
Norway #2 (2), 4 (2), 5, 10, 11 (3, 1 mint), 13, 15; Sweden #3, 4b, 7 (each nicely centered and cleanly cancelled);
Finland #2 (manuscript cancel), 3, 4a, 9 (2), 9c (with boxed “FR.KO” cancel), 10 (2), 12, 13 (2); cancels galore,
shades…everything you could want; universally sound, F.-V.F. or better generally, though centering varies, dealers
take note (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Europe, Air Etiquettes, 1941 Onward. Huge lot of several 1000, some mild duplication, unexamined for
varieties, all countries are present, with sheets, blocks, etc., many scarce items, an ideal start for a major collection,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Europe, Collection / Stock, 1850’s-2000’s. In eight stockbooks filled with stamps, sorted in order by country
and then by issue, three nearly mint and sparsely filled Schaubek Western Europe albums to 1950’s and a case of
kiloware containing many thousands of stamps, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Europe, Massive Hoard with Strong Germany. Mint and used stamps, plus many unsorted covers that
could for the base for a decent European or Germany collection, containing: 1 Schaubek album, a nice Davo Swiss
album, 2 quadrille albums, 7 large stockbooks, 20 medium to small stock books, 5 cover books, a small book of Great
Britain covers, a small box of Hungary singles sorted into glassines, hundreds of loose Germany covers, generally
F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Europe (Eastern), Mint New Issue Stock, 1960-2010. A few thousand stamps and souvenir sheets in a
box, includes Baltic Countries, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, heavy on Turkey & Russia, don;’t miss the boat the second
time through, lots of complete sets and topical material, come on down, grab a chair and inspect a while, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Europe (Western), Dealer Stock, 1850-1960’s. On dealer tear sheets in five counter books, with each set
identified by Scott recent values within the last few years, consisting of: Belgium Congo 29, Belgium 73, 75, 127-37,
212-15, 449a, B47, B125-31, B144-50, B498-502, B515-20, B561-6, B558-60, Greece 126 mint, 127 mint, 549-55 (2
mint sets), 587-600 NH, Luxembourg 5, 6, 6a, 12, 272-77 (2), Netherlands 4, 18, 33, 53a, 54, 66A tete beche block of
four, 80, 83-85, 98-100, 104-5, 320 mint, Curacao 19-23, CB1-8, J7, Switzerland 8 (2), 10 (2), 12, 23, 30 (2), 31 (6), 35
(3), 38, 42, 50 (3), 77, 78 (2), 81, 83, 92, 145 (2), 185, 206 (2), 226, 244-46, 293-305, 301, B2-3 mint, B4-6 NH, B144 NH,
B206 NH, C1-2 (3), C13-15 (2), C15 (3 NH), J13 (3), J14 (2) and J18. Usual faults among the classical issues, modern
issues appear mostly sound, a good stock with plenty of high catalog value stamps with great retail potential, o.g., some
never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. overall. Scott $43,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
Europe (Western), Mint & Used Collection, 1890-1960. Housed in eleven volumes, with mint France
477-495, B238-B242, B249-B254, C27, C29-C32, C37-C40, Germany mint & used including Saar, Italy, Denmark,
Finland, Belgium 222-224, B34-B44, Vatican City Q8-Q15, Norway, Sweden, Austria C54-C60, San Marino,
Luxembourg & Netherlands, with plenty of complete mint sets, please investigate, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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ASIA, AFRICA AND LATIN AMERICA: Cambodia - China
443

H/m

444

)

445

)

Europe (Western), Collection / Stock, 1850’s-2000’s. In three stockbooks packed with stamps, sorted in
order by country and then by issue with approximately a dozen to several dozen stamps packed into each row, quickly
adding up to many thousands of stamps, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Europe (Western), WWI Censored Covers Collection. 227 covers, each individually mounted on display
page with additional markings shown by photocopy of cover reverse; the collection attempts to display all-different
censor tape numbers and includes covers from the UK, France, Spain, Switzerland, Denmark, Netherlands and
Portugal; most addressed to Switzerland with some to Denmark; a good mixture of different frankings with a variety of
corner cards, interesting specialist’s lot—and perfect for the internet dealer (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
Europe (Western), Postal History Accumulation (no Germany or Austria). Approximately 1200-1800
covers roughly sorted by country in alphabetic order; includes an older group of late-1800s to early-1900s Switzerland
mounted on plastic pages, comprising mostly postal stationery items sent within Europe from a variety of small towns;
mostly commercial mail, with a small smattering of philatelic covers; this lot is distinguished by having a considerable
amount of the material addressed to Australia, making for interesting rate usages as well as high value frankings,
F.-V.F., a lot with promise; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Asia, Africa and Latin America
Country Collections
446

Cambodia & Laos, Mostly Mint Dealer Stock, 1951-75. Each country with over 300 different items,
Cambodia #1//55, Laos #20//J11, all neatly organized by Scott or Michel numbers on pages and cards ready to deal;
mostly mint never hinged, with duplication of up 15 of a given catalogue number; beautiful material from the period of
engraved stamps, with a world of Topicals; popular material; a precious lot, F.-V.F. Scott $7,000 catalog/retail.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

447

HH/H

448

H/m

449

China, Foundational Collection, 1878-1968. Neatly presented in two Scott Specialty albums, the first of
which looks like it was purchased yesterday; vast majority is China and PRC (including some Cultural Revolution
issues), with a smattering of Taiwan thrown in; note Large and Small Dragons, some Dowagers and surcharges, Red
Revenues, Junks, Sun Yat-sen and wartime surcharge issues, along with early PRC commemoratives and a nice
selection of duplicates on black stockpages; some condition issues, but overall a very pretty compilation perfect for
expansion, F.-V.F. with better, inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

450

HH/H/m China, Dealer Stock, 1880-1965. In a single counter book, better Republic of China mint has 1355-1358,
1856-1863, C65-C67, China with 79-81, C78-C80, PRC includes 783-790, 1108-1113, 1114-1116, 1215-1217, 1810,
1955, with plenty of used China this is a great way to begin stocking this popular area, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

52

H

Cambodia, Mint Collection, 1951-2000. Several hundred stamps and souvenir sheets mounted in three
Palo albums; includes #15a, 16a, 17a, 18-37, 18a, 23a, 53-58, C1-C9, C1a, C3a, C6a, C14a, C28-C29, C38-C39,
C50-C52, C53-C54, F.-V.F., a wonderful collection of these popular stamps, with loads of topicals; review (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Chile, Powerful, Specialized Souvenir Sheet & Very Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1953-93. Housed in
a pristine slip-cased 3-ring Scott Specialty series album comprising comprehensive footnote-listed souvenir sheets
from 1953’s BKO1 (depicting Scott #276 &B C168, of which only 1000 were printed) right on through 1993; this group
has issued quantities mostly in the 3000-20,000 each range, and a complete collection is very difficult to obtain; we also
note Acknowledgement of Receipt issues, Postage Dues, Officials, Postal Tax issues complete, Parcel Post Tax issue,
Local Post Tax stamps, Fiscals, IM1-9 complete, revenue stamped paper, vinyl record tax stamps, Telegraphs T1-21
complete, tobacco tax, etiquettes, wine tax issue, Social Security stamps, etc., F.-V.F. or better, a unique one-of-a-kind
collection, inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
H/m
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451

m

452

H/m

453

H/m

454

m
Egypt, Airmail Collection, 1926-53 (C1//80). 135 used stamps & three covers, better noted incl. 1931 Graf
Zeppelin Issue (C3-4), plus zeppelin flight cover franked with 50m on 27m with “1951" instead of ”1931" (C3a) & 100m
on 27m (C4), and tied by April 10, 1931 postmarks, other cover franked with 1933 Aviation Congress set (172-76), and
tied by Cairo December 20, 1933 first day postmarks, also extra 50m on 27m example with “1951" instead of ”1931"
(C3a), tied on cover fragment, also as a bonus Sudan 1936-37 Gordon 15m to 10p (C23-30), 1938 Surcharges 5m on
2-1/2d to 5p on 10p (C31-4) & 1950 Air Post Officials (CO1-8), F.-V.F. Scott $1,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

455

H/m/)

456

H/m
Ethiopia, Caravan Cornucopia, 1895-1970s. Group of album pages overflowing with sets and singles from
this popular collecting area; beautiful stamps, nice cancels and challenging overprints throughout, with duplication,
F.-V.F., well worth examining (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

457

Israel, Mint and Used Collection, 1948-59. In Lindner hingeless album, with tabs, containing 1-9, 10-14, 16,
17-25, 27, 28-30, 33-34, 48-50, 55 and C16, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

458

HH/H

459

HH/H/m

460

H/m
Israel, Mint and Used Collection, 1948-2002. In two White Ace albums from 1948-1970 and stamps still in
new issue envelopes to 2002, with tabs, containing C16 and several envelopes of miscellaneous foreign sets in
glassines, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

Egypt, Fascinating & Highly Detailed Cancellation Collection. In a single volume; comprising thousands
of items, each arranged by issue, starting with the surface-printed Sphinx & Pyramid types, to the 1940s, plus Airs,
Dues, etc.; begins with an analysis of the Alexandrie “A” duplex types on Sphinx & Pyramid issues, and continues on,
with each item annotated; includes hundreds of town cancels, TPOs, registered usages, AR examples, hotel cancels,
refused letters, arrival markings, Postage Dues, etc.; a wonderful lot for further study, F.-V.F., specialist’s delight,
ex-Hass (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Egypt, the Riddle-Me-This Accumulation, 1866-79. Hundreds of stamps, mostly Sphinx & Pyramids, from
the First Issue through the 1879 Provisionals; all neatly arranged and identified in a stockbook; some unused examples,
though the majority are used; note nice Khedival c.d.s. and grid cancels, color shades, perforation varieties…much to
discover as the lot is being offered as received; useful duplication for the dealer or fly-specker, including #4 (35), 5 (7)
and 6 (5), etc.; high aggregate catalogue value, mixed condition, but generally F.-V.F., worth inspecting (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Egypt, Pharaoh’s Delight Collection, 1866-1940. Starting with a mint #1, followed by used #2-3, complete
less one Sphinx and Pyramid sets (including two unused copies of #25), Pictorials without and with overprints of the
Kingdom complete, Fouads complete, 1934 UPU complete mint, C4 mint, E1-E2 mint, plus Officials and British
Forces/Army Post issues; very few empty spaces, with most stamps bright and clean; all presented on like-new Scott
Specialty pages, ready to pop into your album, F.-V.F., fully imaged online (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750

Ethiopia, The Varieties Show Collection, 1920s-31. Still on their old lot cards, multiple errors and varieties
spanning the 1920s; majority are doubled, inverted and variously misspelt “Guerche” surcharges from the ‘20s; in
addition there are the 1931 issue with four imperforate blackprints (proofs); the 1929 Airmail set including inverted red
and green handstamps, multiples with one stamp overprint omitted, tête-bêche overprint pairs and overprints sideways,
etc.; also includes the 1931 Airmail set (#C11-C17) along with eight Airmail covers, F.-V.F., an eclectic mix of the
interesting and seldom seen.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

H/m

Israel, Mint Collection, 1948-76. Mounted in two albums, better without tabs has 7-9 (2), 16, C1-C6 (2),
J1-J5 (3), then fairly complete to 1976 with some tabs, fresh & clean, please examine, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Israel, Collection, 1940’s-90’s. In six Minkus single and plate block albums to the 1960’s, with loose stamps
in singles, tab blocks and sheets that still need to be added to albums, containing a few highlights: 15 with full tab, 31-32
with full tabs and gutters and 35-36 with full tabs., o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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ASIA, AFRICA AND LATIN AMERICA: Japan - Thailand
461

HH/H/m Japan, Dealer Stock, 1871-1966. On black dealer stock cards and dealer tear pages in two small counter
books, with each set identified by Scott recent values within the last few years, consisting of: a few early perforate and
imperforate early dragon issues and Imperial Crest issues, 127a-37, 139, 140a, 145, 164-66, 166, 190-93, 198-201,
227-29 (2), 369-70, 422 (3), 423 (2), 425-34, 432-34, 457 (3), 479 (3 mint, 3 used), 480-97, 508b, 517 (3), 517a, 519 (3),
519a (2), 636-36A, 636A (6), 746-54, 879A-891A, C11 block of four, C12 block of four and offices in China 27. Condition
appears better than most with many of the seriously faulty stamps dismissed, a good stock with plenty of useful stamps
with great retail potential, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. overall. Scott $20,500 ++ (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

462

H/m

463

HH/H

464

HH

465

H/m/)

466

HH/H

467

HH

468

HH

469

HH
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Japan, Collection, 1913-87. In small album on home made quadrille pages and better stamps on Vario
stockpages, containing 125 used, 227-29, 279, 422, 422a, 423, 439-42, 456, 457, 479, 479a, 480-97, 498, 508b, 512,
512A, 515A, 517a, 519a, 520, 526, 551 lottery sheet, 564a, 572a, 575a, 576 lottery sheet, 958a, B11, C3-7, many
national parks and souvenir sheets (with folders) and many 1940’s souvenir sheets. A useful collection in the old style.,
o.g., previously hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Korea (North), Mint Collection, 1976-84. Housed in an album you will find hundreds of mint stamps and
souvenir sheets, with many complete sets, excellent for the topical dealer, please review, o.g., some never hinged /
some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500 (Owner’s).
Estimate $300 - 400
Laos, 1997 Mint Souvenir Sheet (1359). 500 souvenir sheets, still in the Laos Post Office wrappers, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $4,750 (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750
Nepal, Sensational Specialized Collection, 1899-1982. Expansive holding in a Scott Specialty album, a
binder of stock- and homemade album pages, plus a small stockbook of duplicates; the album collection is
near-complete, with post-WWII nearly all mint (much never hinged, what was hinged was very lightly so—everything is
now mounted); binder and stockbook hold Sri Pashupati issues with multiples, varieties, part- and full sheets, paper
types, part-perforated varieties, etc., along with covers, better duplicates and Revenues, F.-V.F.+, much nice material;
inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Thailand, Large Dealer Stock, 1947-2004. Post office fresh stock, some better areas include: many better
definitive singles, 331 (513), 337-38 (330), 500 (170), 553-56 (75), 835 (220), 933B (110), 983-92 (20), 989 (160), 992
(175), 1097 (40), 1128-29 (204), 1136-37 (194), 1211 (40), 1212 (580), 1226A (520), 1252 (50), 1500 (80), 1728-29
(200), 1745 (120), 1756 (217), 1757 (105), 1794-95 (100), 2084 (15 souvenir sheets and 16 singles) and B41-42 (250),
overall very clean and sound with plenty of interesting topicals, o.g., mostly never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $67,660
(photo on web site).
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
Thailand, Large Wholesale Booklet Stock, 1972-99. Post office fresh stock of booklets, containing: 608
(25), 922 (125), 925 (100), 929 (125), 930 (100), 951 (100), 954 (25), 955 (90), 958 (25), 970 (75), 976 (25), 981 (75),
982 (575), 984 (100), 994 (60), 998 (50, 25 of which are first day cancelled), 1847 (30), 1848 (30), 1849 (30), 1850 (30),
1880 (30), 1851 (30), 1860 (30), 1869 (30), 1870 (23), 1880 (30), 1901 (30) and 1903 (30), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine. Scott $26,844 (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Thailand, Large Wholesale Souvenir Sheet Stock, 1991-99. Post office fresh stock of souvenir sheets, still
in the original post office plastic packaging, containing: 1405a (100), 1405a imperf (100), 1409a (200), 1428a (200),
1747a-1750a (100), 1747b-1750c (100), 1750b (100), 1776a (100), 1868a (100), 1874a (100), 1887a (100), 1887a
imperf (100), 1891a (100), 1864a (100), 1900a (100), 1905a (100), 1914a (100) and 1921a (100), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. Scott $15,850 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Thailand, Large Wholesale Sheet Stock, 1996-2004. Post office fresh stock of sheets, containing: 1663-67
(75), 1669-73 (100), 1674-76 (75), 1704 (112), 1708 (100), 1710-11 (120), 1712-15 (300), 1716-17 (120), 1719 (120),
1720-23 (120), 1730-33 (110), 1734-37 (100), 1738-41 (117), 1747-50 (110), 1751-54 (120), 1755 (100), 1758-61
(120), 1762-65 (100), 1766 (100), 1767-70 (120), 1771-74 (112), 1776 (104), 1777-80 (100), 1781-87 (100), 1788-91
(100), 1797-800 (106), 1802-5 (108), 1807-10 (100), 1813-14 (100), 1815-18 (108), 1825-28 (110), 1829-32 (100),
1836-37 (108), 1841-44 (115), 1845-46 (110), 1847-50 (120), 1851 (90), 1852-55 (100), 1856-59 (120), 1861-4 (113),
1865-68 (120), 1870 (120), 1871-74 (120), 1884-87 (120), 1892-900 (120), 1902-5 (120), 1906-14a (120), 1966-69
(40), 2001 (70), 2013-16 (40), 2115-18 (80), 2119 (100), 2120 (100), 2121-24 (86), 2126-29 (86), 2130 (90), 2131 (96),
2133-36 (90), 2137 (97), 2138 (76), 2141 (80), B80-83 (106) and B84-87 (120), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$16,300+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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470

HH/H/m

471

H/m

472

Thailand, Large Aerogramme Dealer Stock, 1970-2000. Post office fresh stock of 1,500 to 2,000
Aerogrammes in two sections, with folded Aerogrammes in quantities from one of two of each, up to 63 and unfolded
Aerogrammes in quantities from 50 to 550, Wiegand Katalog der Aerogramme von Asien 2000 lists these
Aerogrammes from €4 to €12 each, o.g., mostly never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $600 - 800

473

H/m

474

HH
Thailand, Stock of King Khumibol Abdlyadej’s 72nd Birthday, 1999 (1915-17). Post office fresh stock,
containing 11 sets of sheets of 10 and an additional 6 sets for a total of 116 sets, overall very clean and sound, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,436 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

475

)
Thailand, First Day Cover, Event Cover and Maximum Card Stock, 1970’s-90’s. Post office fresh stock,
containing approximately 750-1000 first day covers, approximately 300 special event covers, approximately 900
unused maximum cards and approximately 600 maximum cards with stamps, overall very clean and sound, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

476

HH/H/m

Thailand, Early Dealer Stock, 1892-1937. Lovely stock with many of the stamps still in large blocks, with
some better areas include: 40 (20), 46 (32), 113 (80), 121 used, 124 used, 125 (40), 128 (55), 129 (2), 130 (135), 131
(90), 132 (20), 138 (31), 272 (NH), B13, B14, B16, B17, B24-29, C2 (40), C6 (9), C10 (139), C11 (133), C13 (86), C14
(54), C1-8 with “Government Museum 2468" overprints (40 used sets), a little toning or brown gum on a few issues, but
overall condition is sound and better than usually encountered, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$8,711 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Thailand, Large Souvenir Sheet and Booklet Dealer Stock, 1973-2004. Post office fresh stock, containing
approximately 360 souvenir sheets and 150 booklets with Scott values ranging from $0.75 to $200, with many better
$20 and $60+ souvenir sheets and the difficult 1036a imperf, mostly different with only slight duplication of the more
modern issues, condition is mostly mint (NH) with the occasional first day cancel, sheets and booklets are overall very
clean and sound with plenty of interesting topicals, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $4,492 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

HH/H

Thailand, Large Wholesale Booklet Accumulation, 1980’s-90’s. 850 booklets with moderate duplication
from one booklet up to about a half dozen of each, with Scott values ranging from $2+ to $50 (the average value seems
to be from $3+ to $6) and a small group of better booklets, adding up to substantial value, mint (NH) and used (with first
day cancels), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Viet Nam & Indochina, Mostly Mint Dealer Stock, 1955-74. Viet Nam with over 500 all different items, from
#25//Q2; Indo-China with over 850 all different, #1//O32, neatly arranged by Scott or Michel numbers on pages or cards;
mostly mint never hinged, with duplication of up to 15 of a number; Topicals galore; high face value/issue price lot;
comprehensive, F.-V.F. Scott $15,000 catalog/retail.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Area Collections
477

HH/H/m

478

)
Africa, WWII Feldpost and Military Mail Selection. 131 covers and postal stationery cards housed in two
cover albums, with each FPO item organized by Army Corp and individually mounted on a sheet for display with related
research presented verso; both volumes contain British, South African, Canadian and American forces in Africa;
collection includes covers from Senegal, Gold Coast, Eritrea, Sudan, Ethiopia, Kenya, Sierra Leone, Nigeria, Algeria,
Libya and Egypt, along with some covers from Middle East Forces (MEF), Gibraltar, Ceylon, India & Palestine—all with
an African connection; primarily Feldpost with a large variety of Military censor markings, F.-V.F., here may be
surprises; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

Africa (Independent), Dealer Stock, 1980-75. Held in a counter book, better mint includes Burundi
589-600, Ethiopia 56, C23-C33, Liberia 8, 9, 35a, 37a, 94a, 101a, 106b, O113-O126, O158-O164, Seychelles 50-65,
with many more Liberia inverts, there is sale able duplication present, please examine carefully, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $4,300 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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479

HH/H/m

480

HH/H/m

481

HH/H/m

482

HH/H/m

483

HH/H/m Latin America, Dealer Stock, 19th and Early 20th Century. A diverse group of Latin America specimens,
on black dealer stock cards consisting of: 11 Brazil specimens, 13 Chile specimens, 17 Columbia specimens, 3 Costa
Rica specimens, 50 Ecuador specimens, 6 Haiti specimens, 16 Honduras specimens, 8 Panama specimens, 16
Paraguay specimens, 192 Peru specimens, 48 Uruguay specimens, 394 Venezuela specimens. Condition is generally
sound with many complete sets and the occasional interesting back of the book issue, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.
overall (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

484

HH/H/m

485

)

486

)
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Asia, Dealer Stock, 1881-1990’s. On dealer tear sheets in six counter books and a stack of black dealer
approval cards, with each set identified by Scott recent values within the last few years, consisting of: Cambodia 1-17
NH, 15a-17a NH full booklet, 18-37 imperf (2 NH), 53-58 (1 perf and 2 imperf sets), Hong Kong 308a, Korea 1-2 (2), 3-5
(3), 582-84 mint, C23-26 mint, North Korea 33 block of four, Laos 1-17, C2-4, J1-6, Macau 361-2 NH, 347A (note) mint,
443-6 NH, C21 NH, Mongolia 21a (2), 22, 74H (5), 74J (3), Nepal 5 block of four, 15a pair, Thailand 1-5 (4), 87 (2 mint),
106, 442-9 NH, Vietnam 1-13 NH, 1-13 mint, 35 mint, 39-50 NH, 39-50 mint, B1 NH full booklet, North Vietnam 17-19 (2
mint), 23-27 mint, 342 working proof. Condition appears better than most, with only some small faults mostly among the
classical issues, a good stock with plenty of useful stamps with great retail potential, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, generally F.-V.F. overall. Scott $21,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Asia, Dealer Stock, 1895-1980’s. On black dealer stock cards, with each set identified by Scott recent
values within the last few years, consisting of: Cambodia 1-17 imperf, 18-37, 18-37 imperf, 18a, 23a, 26a, C1a, C2a,
C6a, Indonesia 362-67 (4 sets), Korea 196-98, 286a (2 NH, 1 mint), 287a-89a, 353b-55b, 360-70, 386-96, 781a-94a (2
sets of souvenir sheets), Macau 517a, 582a, Singapore 141a, Thailand 207-22, 199-201, 203-4, 348-62A, 509-12 (2
NH sets), 1001a. Condition appears better than most, a good stock with plenty of useful stamps with great retail
potential, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. overall. Scott $8,900+ (Owner’s) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Latin America, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1850-1975. Held in six counter books, mint includes Argentina
230, Brazil 28, 42, C1-C16, 1CL8, 1CL9, Mexico 249, 740-745, C85-C90, Nicaragua 570-574, 579-583, Paraguay
C74a, Venezuela C437-C445, C455-C463, careful examination will reap huge returns, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $14,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Latin America, the Caliente Classics Collection, to 1940. Keenly assembled in two remarkably fresh and
serviceable Blue International albums (with slipcases); a wonderful mix of mint and used, with very nice representation
throughout; wonderful Argentina, Brazil (from Goat’s Eyes) and Bolivia; virtually complete Chile; solid Colombia with
many more States than usually seen in a collection such as this; and outstanding Costa Rica, Dominican Republic,
Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Peru, Salvador and Uruguay (including complete Pegasus issues),
F.-V.F. with much better, a superb collection in its own right, ideal for further expansion and completion (photo on web
site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Latin America, Dealer Stock, 19th and Early 20th Century. On black dealer stock cards, with each set
identified by Scott number and recent Scott value within the last couple years, consisting of: Argentina 42b block of four,
C1-18, O3-9, O11-14, Chile 254-5, C126, Columbia 611 block of four imperf horizontally, CLE 33-41, Guatemala 124a
(69 used), Honduras C13 used, signed Kessler, Mexico 38a used with cert, 282-9, 704 mint, Venezuela C437-45,
C464-72, C500-8. Condition appears better than most with many of the seriously faulty stamps dismissed or left in
collections to be sold as remnants, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $8,107 (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Latin America, Postal History Accumulation, 1930-75. Over 2,500 covers and cards, a last second walk
in, a handful of coves reveals airmails, commercial mail, picture postcards, advertising, and who knows what else will
turn up, be prepared to spend some quality time with this one, it will take careful examination to ascertain it’s true value,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Latin America, Cover Accumulation, Pre-1931. Over 550 in all; Mexico dominates, but we also note a solid
number of Cuba; note all-over advertising covers, multicolor corner cards, multiple-stamp and multicover frankings,
etc., F.-V.F., inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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Middle East, Dealer Stock, 1880-1980’s. On dealer tear sheets in four counter books and a couple stacks of
black approval cards, with each set identified by Scott recent values within the last few years, consisting of: Afghanistan
2O4, C1a-3a (2), Bahrain 38-51, Dubai 1-17, 26-36, 833 (5), 786-94, Iran 17 (5, types A, B and C with Persiphila
certificates), 786-94 (2 sets), 908-9, 910-14, 978-82 (2), 1015-19, 1035-6, 1082-98, 1961-72 (4 sets), C34-50, C65,
C79-82, Israel 7-8 used, 7-9 mint, 28-30 with tabs, 33-34 with tabs, 10-14 (3 sets with tabs), 15 (2 singles with tabs and
two blocks with full tabs), 27 (2 full tab plate blocks), C9-17, C16 (3), J6-11 (4 sets), Libya 1421-4 (3), Saudi Arabia
L168a, L40-41, O61, Syria 30, C9, Turkey 267, 269 (4) and 755. Usual faults among the classical issues, modern issues
appear mostly sound, a little caution should be used when viewing early Iran and Turkey back of the book and the
owners catalog value should be adjusted accordingly, a good stock with plenty of high catalog value stamps with great
retail potential, generally F.-V.F. overall. Scott $28,250+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Latin America, Collection of WWII-Era Censored Covers. Over 250 in all, some loose in sleeves, some
organized and presented in a binder with two-row black stockpages; note Argentina through Venezuela, with each
coverage of each country varying; most mail is outgoing, but spotted one incoming letter from Austria; various frankings,
censor tapes (some covers with in-country and US tapes), etc., etc.; also included are several photocopies of
documents (some official) dealing with censorship in the region during the war, F.-V.F. or better, an interesting lot for the
historian; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Worldwide
Topical Collections
489

H/m

490

H/m/)
Worldwide, Topical Treasure Trove, 1890-2000. Astounding Holding of choice world wide stamps and
souvenir sheets, includes but not limited to: Laos, Cambodia C39a perf & imperf, Manchukuo covers, mint Canada,
extensive & valuable topical collections of World Wildlife Fund, orchids and holograms, many hundreds of items, also
lesser holdings of golf, Diana, chess, truly a bonanza for any dealer, includes many NH examples, careful examination
is required, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

491

H
Worldwide, Topical Paradise! . Whatever your topic, this is the collection for you: 16 binders and 14
stockbooks of worldwide issues (mint, mounted on pages with typed descriptions) filled with everything you could wish
for: Archaeology, arts & crafts, astronomy, Christmas, dinosaurs, Disney, exploration/navigation (Captain Cook has his
own album), flight (from birds to rockets), mining & industry, mythology, Nobel, polar, rocks/minerals/gems, telecom,
wildlife, zeppelins; special collections of Gilbert Islands, Kiribati (both with gutter pairs and sheets), Tuvalu; US plate
blocks 1972//1984, mostly mounted on Harris pages. Note Indonesia 2000 Special Editions plus FDCs with polished
stones, Monaco Sc 1099-1106 both perforated and imperf, Portugal 661a, British Antarctic Territories 25-38, Australian
Antarctic Territories L8-18; PRC e.g. 426-37, 1019-37, 1131-42, 1095-98, 1989 Annual Folder; also US 2052 EFO
misperfed sheet., F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

492

HH/H
Worldwide, Olympics Topical Collection, 1896-1988. A range of material housed in a variety of manners
(stockbook, cover album, stockpages, loose album pages, sheet file, etc.), all carrying the torch for the quadrennial
games; while most items cover Tokyo-Seoul (1964-88), the undeniable highlight of the collection are the complete mint
sets of Greece’s 1896 and 1906 Olympics issues; the holding further consists of cacheted covers from around the world
prepared for the Seoul games, a set of labels from the U.S. Olympic Committee, a set of three signed Cameroon proofs
for the 75th Anniversary of the modern games, imperforates, everything from the U.S. for the 1980 Lake Placid games,
etc., etc., etc.; fresh and clean throughout, F.-V.F. with much better, go for Gold: bid high to avoid the agony of defeat
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide, Topical Collection, 1850’s-1990’s. In approximately 120 stockbooks of European country
collections (sorted by country) and topical collections (sorted by topic), with most of the stamps from the 1950’s to
1990’s, containing many thousands of different stamps, plus 18 small stock books and some loose stamps in several
boxes (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Worldwide, Sports Topical Collections, 1948-2000. Includes Olympic Games mint stamps and souvenir
sheets mounted on White Ace pages, album of sports on stamps, album of 1968 Olympics on stamps, box of worldwide
mint souvenir sheets and sets, pages for The World of Sports on Stamps with many mint sets, and mint Vatican souvenir
sheets and sets, enormous catalog value, review please, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

494

HH/H/m

495

HH/H

496

HH/H
Worldwide, Fish & Shells Topical Collection with Varieties, 1950-2010. A truly amazing collection of fish
and varieties, collection starts with a set of seven Morocco proofs, Tonga progressive proofs, New Caledonia imperfs,
Afars & Issas 382-391, Wallis & Futuna trial colors, Zaire 871, Venezuela 534-540, C428-C436, St. Helena 159-172,
Iceland 217-227, FSAT 16-19, with loads of imperfs, specimens and proofs, a most valuable collection, please review,
o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F., ex- Ott.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

497

HH

498

)
Worldwide, Scouting Covers Accumulation. First Days, Jubilees, picture post cards, etc., nearly all
individually sleeved and ready for organizing or selling; 700 in all, from origins as widespread as Australia, Austria,
Brazil, the UK, Togo, Jamaica, etc., etc., etc.; some in useful quantities; be sure to check this one out, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

499

H

Worldwide, Topical Dealer Stock, Mostly From 1960’s-1980’s. On dealer tear sheets, with each set
identified by Scott recent values within the last few years, with topicals that include Animals, Birds and Butterflies, Fish,
Flowers, Joint Issues, Space, Sports, etc. Condition appears mostly sound with many desirable sets, o.g., mostly never
hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $4,300+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Worldwide, Red Cross Centenary Collection, 1963-64. A mint collection presented in three volumes,
includes Afghanistan 613-617 imperf, Albania 649-652 imperf, Finland B24-B26, France B2, Hungary B148a-B150a,
Netherlands B254-B258, Russia 5644a, Thailand B1-B6, B9, British Commonwealth Omnibus Red Cross set, plus
many more, an extensive collection that could be broken up or serve as a basis for a larger collection, please peruse,
o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Worldwide, Topical Collection, 1975-2000. Thousands of mint stamps and souvenir sheets that includes
soccer, birds, Princess Diana, space, animals, royalty, Elvis, airplanes, soldiers, with many progressive colors proofs,
imperfs and proofs, well worth an aggressive bid, please examine, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Medicine on Stamps, Mint & Used, 19th & 20th Century. In four volumes and contains maybe
a few hundred stamps, we noted a US #120 24¢ 1869 used, $2 Bill, etc., interesting topic and material.
Offer

Cover Collections
500

)

501

)

502

)

503

)

58

Worldwide, Powerful Premium First Day Cover Stock. 55 boxes arranged and organized by number,
starts with #367 East Pittsburgh perfin, 614-6; 617-9; 620-1; plus many other better, extensive run of cachets with many
better including Crosby, Fluegel, Colorano, etc., estimating 500 covers per box puts us at almost 30,000 covers
includes Airmail and BOB, a truly remarkable holding with extensive value, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Worldwide, Zeppelin Flight Covers, 1928-35. Over 65 covers housed in a volume, better includes
Germany C45 & C31 on cover to USA, Brazil 4CL3 & 321 on cover to USA, Austria C16, C20, C27 & C28 on cover to
Germany, Liechtenstein C4, 97 & 106 on cover to Brazil, plus a few modern covers not counted in the total above,
inspection is needed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Cover Explosion. Many thousands of covers in boxes on a pallet, YES a pallet! Not organized,
a true treasure hunt. See online scans for some highlights., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,300
Worldwide, Postal History Collection, 1915-59. 58 covers in a volume, better includes St Pierre &
Miquelon pair #102, Brazil 4CL5 & 320 on zeppelin flight, Australia M1-M7 on cover, Germany B310-B313 first day
cover, Eritrea 161 & 163 on cover to Rome, Austria B110 tied by Wipa cancel, excellent retail value, inspection urged,
F.-V.F. Scott $5,100 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Worldwide, Massive Hoard, 1850’s-1980’s. In fifteen small plastic boxes and a half dozen albums,
containing approximately 4,000-6,000 covers from the stampless period in 1850’s to more modern commercial usages
1980’s and everything in between, covers are roughly sorted by area to make viewing easier, a great lot for bourse retail,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

509

)
Worldwide, Flight Cover Collection, 1930-75. Over (1,000) flight covers housed in ten Gibbon stock
books, mostly Canada, with some U.S., Ireland, Canal Zone, Austria, with many Clipper & Pan American flights, the
bargain of the auction, please peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

510

)

511

)

512

)
Worldwide, Postal History Accumulation (no Western Europe). A few thousand covers approximately,
roughly sorted by region and then by country; includes Eastern Europe with Czechoslovakia, Poland, Romania,
Hungary, etc., as well as a considerable amount of 1950s Russian multiple uprated covers sent to the United States;
Africa and the Middle East are represented with a 1940s-50s Censored correspondence of over 100 letters (all with
contents!) from Egypt to France; several hundred covers from each Latin and South America as well as the UK and
British Commonwealth, including a mounted volume of about 80 modern British FPOS in Hong Kong and Malaysia;
many addressed to Australia, opening the possibility of finding some interesting rates and higher values, some storage
creases, but overall F.-V.F. or better, an excellent opportunity with a tantalizingly low opening bid (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

513

)

Worldwide, Mostly WWII Censored Cover Collection. Several hundred censored covers from the four
corners of the globe, countries include Aden, Newfoundland, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Bulgaria, Gibraltar, Poland, Russia, Gold
Coast, Ceylon, better includes 1942 Newfoundland #252 censored, 1918 Angola censored & registered, 1945 Iran
censored, 1940 Malaya censored with illustrated ad and Malaya Patriotic Fund label, 1942 Newfoundland with #247 &
191, we also note advertising, first flights, registered, and POW mail, a fabulous lot to plow through, careful inspection
will maximize returns, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Mint Postal Stationery Accumulation / Stock. No Commonwealth, but still appears to be over
2000 mint cards, Registered items, wrappers, envelopes and letter cards organized alphabetically; mostly older
material centering around 1900, with many rarely seen countries such as Albania, Bosnia, Cyprus, French Colonies,
German Colonies, Nepal, Serbia, Turkey and many others; considerable strength in Western European countries,
especially Germany with many Third Reich and illustrated postal cards; most items in exceptional condition, Very Fine,
a very valuable lot with healthy profit potential for the savvy seller (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Worldwide, Air Etiquettes on Cover, 1941 Onward. Approximately 300 airmail covers, all collected for the
air etiquettes applied, a wide range of countries, frankings, etc., the demand for this type of cover is increasing, many
scarce labels, must be seen (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, First Day and Event Cover Accumulation, 1970’s-2000’s. Mostly Western Europe, Israel and
United Nations, approximately 10,000 to 15,000 first day and event covers, loose and in binders in several large boxes
packed with covers, with and without cachets, plenty of desirable topics and recent issues from the 1990’s and 2000’s
that should break down nicely, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide, Zeppelin Related Material, 1909-77. Includes photo of last man alive to have commanded a
airship, 38 picture postcards, 1931 photo of zeppelin docking at the top of the Empire State Building, silver embroided
zeppelin on black wool, cigarette cards, covers, trade cards, anniversary covers and ephemera, a tremendous lot for
any zeppelin maven, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Better Cacheted Event Covers, 1910-45. Approximately 300 covers presented in three scrap
books and a binder, Russia C45-C46, C48, Japan hand-painted cover mailed from post office on Summit of Mount Fuji,
1934 catapult flight from Bremen, 1907-1942 mint Christmas seal collection, 1934 first glider flight New York to
Philadelphia, U.S & United Nations fleece cachet first day covers, 1927 Roessler U.S Navy Plane to USS Leviathan at
Sea, maiden voyages, paquebots, U.S. first day covers, special event covers, Santa Claus covers, and much more,
inspection is a must, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide, Postal History Collection. Several hundred world wide covers, includes World Wildlife Fund
first day covers, world wide first day covers, balloon flight covers, commercial covers, postal stationery, the perfect lot
for the internet dealer, mixed condition, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Worldwide (Western Hemisphere), Speed Test Collection, 1946. In 1946 Pan American Airways
conducted a public test of speed of the airmail facilities, the 28 covers within were mailed from Harrisburg PA, and upon
arrival at the destination was hand stamped and returned, each cover is franked with US and destination stamps,
countries include Antigua, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Curacao, Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, El Salvador, Guadeloupe, Guatemala, British Guiana, Surinam, Haiti, Honduras, and more, a natty collection
for the airmail specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

515

)
Worldwide, WWII Related Collectibles. Includes WWII ads, newspaper & magazine clippings, ration items,
US flag stickers, photographs, military payment certificates, V-Mail, 48 star flag, My Military Missal, WWII
Commendation Medal for Military Merit in original presentation box, WWII patriotic coves, picture postcards, aircraft
recognition cards, MP’s whistle, WWII Japanese cigarette pack, a brilliant collection sure to please, inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

516

)
Worldwide, Aviation Postal History, 1918-54. A fascinating lot with Germany C38 on card with red South
America cachet, Germany C36 with 1929 blue cachet, Iceland C11 on Roessler cacheted zeppelin flight cover, U.S. first
flight with C3 on Philadelphia to Washington DC leg May 15 First Trip, U.S. C5 on first overnight air mail service San
Francisco to New York, a 1930 crash cover near Sidney NE, and as a bonus a 1954 burned cover from Melrose Hotel
Dallas TX, be sure and check it out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

517

)

518

)

519

)

520

)
Worldwide, Eclectic Postal History Collection. Mounted and written up in Dutch in two volumes, with
additional covers in a large stockbook; altogether, over 210 covers and 45 late-1800s Victorian trade cards depicting
stamps, banknotes and postal stationery; collection runs the gamut from early Italian stampless to more modern
commemorative covers, with a quick look revealing some Zeppelins, Rocket mail, Censored covers, mint and used
postal stationery, various Revenues on checks, Spanish Civil War charity issues, Railway and Ship covers, First
Flights, Europa issues, Concord flight covers…the list goes on and on; enough variety to satisfy anyone’s taste, no
matter how wide (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

521

Worldwide, Cartes de Visite, Collection of 36, 1861-65. Unidentified subjects plus foreign royalty such as
Wallace of Scotland, Graf Molske, Bazame, Seymour & His Friends, Kings of Scotland, and others, please examine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

522

Worldwide, Cartes de Visite, Famous Personages. Collection of fifteen, includes Cornelius Vanderbilt,
Henry Ward Beecher, Horace Greeley, Edmund Everett, Andrew Johnson, Lincoln, Napoleon, Garibaldi & John D.
Rockefeller, nice clear images, a valuable lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

523

)

524

)
Worldwide, Postal History, 1945-2010. Several hundred used postal stationery, first day covers, picture
postcards, enough to start your own cover dealership, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Offer

525

)

60

Worldwide, Cover Assortment, Classics to FDCs. Filling a carton or so originally, early covers and some
better, also modern FDCs, worthy of a peek, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Postal History Collection, 1920-2000. Many hundreds of covers, includes Philippine lot,
United Nations flag lot, and U.S. and Canada first day covers, excellent lot for the internet or flea market dealer, inspect,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Balance Lot, 1840-1985. Includes two cover albums with material such as Switzerland
stampless covers, Seated Helvetias, #98-100 on cover, first flight covers, postal stationery, military stamps,
Netherlands covers including rocket mail, Zululand cover with #6, Hong Kong cover with #9 & 11, Swaziland cover with
#4, France #83 used in Shanghai, plus two APS approval books of French Colonies, please peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Worldwide, FAM 22 Mail Route Exhibition. 36 on well annotated pages, countries include USA, Trinidad &
Tobago, Brazil, Gambia, Belgium Congo, Nigeria, with a few items of ephemera, with awards this collection won, please
review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Worldwide, Curio Compilation of Covers. Several hundred of all makes, models, years and locales;
covers, postal stationery, picture post cards…it’s all here; note Registered, Airmail, meter imprints, First Day Covers,
etc., etc.; a disorganized holding that looks to be a lot of fun, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer
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H/m
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Worldwide, Collection, 1840-1988. In a Scott classic international to 1900 and three Scott internationals
from 1900-1930, ten small albums on home made quadrille pages and better stamps on Vario stockpages, containing:
some Argentina 452 and Zeppelin issues, Austria 520-56, B260-63, B269-71, C54-60, Belgium 12, a couple early
China large dragons and Imperial issues up to Chinese Civil War issues, Denmark C4-C5, Falkland Islands 16, Faroe
Islands 2-6, Finland C1, France 77 mint, N3 mint, a few early Colonies issues, French Colonies 6, Germany 12, 13 pen
cancel, 14, 667-68, German Colonies Kaisers Yacht issues, sorted by town postmarks from all over the colonies, Great
Britain 1, 4, 122, Greece 428-36, 535-38, C5-7, C15-21, C38-47, Greenland 1936 Thule set on cover, Italy 495-506,
518, 538-39, 574-76, Mexico 896a, C234a, Norway 340-42, Thailand B31-33 and Venezuela 256-58. Condition is a
little mixed among the earlier issues as one might expect, an attractive collection in the old style with plenty of better sets
and singles scattered about, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

533

H/m

Worldwide, Wonderful Collection of the Classics. In five ready-to-use slipcased Scott International
Blues; outstanding quality throughout, with particularly strong Austria and Andorra, Belgium & Colonies, Denmark and
DWI, Finland, Iceland, Latvia, Liberia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Mexico, Manchukuo, Monaco, Netherlands & Colonies,
Norway, Russia, Sweden, Switzerland and Turkey; far too many highlights to list here—only a proper viewing will do this
lot justice, F.-V.F. with better throughout (photo on web site).
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000

Worldwide, Exceptional Collection to 1972. In 16 Scott International Albums, a very lovely and keenly
assembled predominantly used collection of thousands, alphabetically assembled and housed in very clean and
serviceable albums; \last reviewed and evaluated in 1988, when the collection catalogued nearly $55,000 (!), with the
best countries including Belgium, China and Taiwan, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ivory Coast, Netherlands,
Romania, Russia and Spain, among others; the albums are nicely arranged with dividers between countries and are in
very nice quality, F.-V.F. or better, the ideal basis for further expansion; well worth inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
Worldwide, Special Delivery Collection Mint & Used, 1895-1945. Many hundreds of special delivery
stamps from the four corners of the globe, some better mint includes Aegean Islands CE1, CE2, Canada E2, E4, Eritrea
E2 (2), Italy E1, Mauritius E2 (4), Mexico E1, New Zealand E1, Peru E2 with inverted overprint, Philippines E9, Spain
E1, with many NH examples, inverted overprints, duplication of better items, this is truly one of a kind collection, don’t let
it get by, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Worldwide, Vast Selection of Country Collections. Extensive group, mint or used, housed in 19 well-worn
Scott Specialty albums, with coverage generally through the WWII years; we note useful selections of Japan (including
a good showing of genuine Classics), France and Colonies, several volumes of Great Britain and Colonies, Russia,
Philippines, Latin America, Germany, China, Benelux, Switzerland, Portugal and Colonies, and others; lots of nice
pickings throughout, bulk F.-V.F., well worth a careful inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Worldwide, Enticing Collection to 1940. Housed in seven Scott International Blue albums, each slipcased
and with pristine pages (one binder slightly damaged); excellent, clean material throughout whether mint or used;
strongest is Europe and Colonies, but also note very nice Canada (including a pretty Bluenose), nice China featuring a
Small Dragon and a couple mint Dowager overprints, Japan, and many of the popular Italian sets of the 1920s and ‘30s;
bulk of material runs 1920-40, but earlier items included as well, F.-V.F. with much better, definitely worth a look (photo
on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Worldwide, Extensive Collection. In 9 Master Global albums, a very substantial, predominantly used
collection of many thousands with coverage to the late 1970s; among the better country selections are Angola, China
and Taiwan, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Greece, Hungary, Russia and others; lots of useful items with the occasional
nice surprise spotted, F.-V.F., well worth a review (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide, Classics Collection, 1840-1920. Presented in a pair of Scott Brown Internationals, each of
which is clean and sound (some toning to page edges only); nearly all countries have some material present, with
particularly good China from the Large and Small Dragons, Britain (including a four-margined Penny Black) and
Colonies, France and Germany with their Colonies, nice Latin America, Hong Kong used with control marks, etc.;
condition is generally sound throughout, with nearly all items fresh and clean; a lovely start to a Classics collection, with
a ready-made home for additional items, F.-V.F. with better, take a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Worldwide, Mondial Mulligatawny. A mish-mash of miscellaneous material; includes the balance of a U.S.
collection, a one-volume Scott Caribbean collection, two nice volumes of Brussels World Fair issues, various
collections on loose pages, including Afghanistan and Saudi Arabia, Ghana in two volumes, a Junior International and
two super Global albums; anything can be lurking here—be sure to inspect, F.-V.F.+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Ragbag, 1920-2000. Collection mounted in three volumes, a mint sheet file and in
glassines, includes U.S. face collection including full sheets, album of British Commonwealth and an album of Latin
America, needs intense inspection to bring out its true value, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

62

Worldwide, Lovely Selection of Mostly Mint Better Grade Country Collections. Excellent group of 5
collections comprised of Greece Minkus album collection to 1992 with premium airs & post-war mint, nice Italy in a
Minkus album to 1976, a lovely Monaco Minkus album collection to 1968, a solid Vatican White Ace album with strong
runs of mint including better airmail sets, etc. We finally note a G.B. & Empire collection in a Scott album with a fine range
of better. Clean & lovely group, certainly worth a close review, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Premium Mint & Used Collection, 1890-2000. Approximately 150 sets and singles on display
card, highlights include mint Yugoslavia 461-468, Germany C37, used 305 strip of four, Great Britain 37, 94, 95, India
24, and many many more, with plenty of useful material lurking throughout, F.-V.F. Scott $9,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Philatelic Gumbo, 1860-1975. A valuable holding messily offered in albums, stockbooks, on
pages and in boxes, with Israel first days and postal history, Costa Rica C128-C140 mint, Canada booklets, blocks of
four, mint & used collection with mint 118-120, 135, 139-140, 149-159, 162-177, 217-227, 241-245, 249-262, E1-E5,
C1-C4, J1-J5, J6-J10, OX4, officials, used revenues, mint British Commonwealth, worldwide first day covers and postal
history, and thousand of mint & used stamps mounted on pages, the only drawback is the time needed to sort through it
all, some mixed condition, a powerhouse no to be missed, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Excellent Mint or Used Collection, 1840-1949. A clean & well represented collection of
thousands, housed in 3 nice Scott International albums. Many countries are nicely covered, including very nice
Switzerland & Russia, plus GB & Colonies, France & Colonies, good Germany & more. Lovely lot, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. or better, examine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Extensive Mint or Used Collection, 1840-1940. A lovely old time predominately used, very
well represented collection of thousands housed in a serviceable pair of Scott Internationals. Many countries are nicely
covered, with most of the “biggies” well represented including France, Germany, GB, Netherlands, Denmark, the U.S.,
Switzerland, Russia, Sweden & others, plus overall Latin America, etc. A solid collection of the first 100 years, mostly
F.-V.F., worth a review.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Diverse and Valuable Group, 1840-1940. In three vintage Scott Internationals albums, a most
unusual lot comprising three very different Scott Junior International albums, each covering the first century of philately;
obviously the best feature is that all offer pretty good coverage in many areas, and collectively we find good collections
from Great Britain and her Empire, Latin America, France & Colonies and others, F.-V.F., be sure to include this on your
viewing list (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide, Collection, 1860-1995. Many hundreds of stamps housed in 46 volumes, with U.S., Canada,
British Commonwealth, Europe, mint souvenir sheets, plenty of sale able material present, please review, o.g., some
never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Philatelic Pandemonium, 1860-1990. Many hundreds of mint & used stamps residing in fifteen
volumes, includes collection of U.S., Canada, “G” countries, World Refugee topical, “S” countries, Hungary, Spain,
Belgium, Turkey, France, “V” countries, and Poland, with many sale able stamps, a useful lot for the internet dealer,
mixed condition, please review, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Worldwide, Collectors Goodies Envelope. About 20 select items, that today just don’t make the public
auction cut, great for internet sellers and /or retail, we note: Austria levant rose on red (2) used, Belgium 37a, Denmark
11-15 used, Greenland 1-9 in blocks, 10-18 singles, Liechtenstien 238 (2), Luxembourg Europa 1956, Poland B29
imperf, B31, Portugese UPU set (2), Sweden O1-11 used, Swiss B105, B144 (2), B206, Naba reprint, Tunisia BG1-19,
Italy Trieste A 18-29, Norway B1-3 used, Uruguay C7-8, Spain 491-500, a useful group with never hinged. Scott
$5,000+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Worldwide, Proofs, Essays & Errors, 1860-1995. An intriguing collection with great potential, includes
New Brunswick 1860 2¢ color plate proof, French Congo progressive plate proofs on cardboard, Austria early air mail
essays, Leeward Islands postal card specimen, Nova Scotia #8 & 11 specimens, Hitler death mask propaganda stamp,
Great Britain O54a, Newfoundland #11A & 17 forgeries, Cayman Islands MR2a, Prince Edward Island color trials,
many imperf varieties, all in all an unbeatable money maker, please conduct careful inspection, o.g., some never hinged
/ some hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Whopping Collection, 1840-1955. Alphabetically assembled in five very high quality slipcased
Scott International Blues (two cover 1840-1940, three 1940-55); bulk is used, with many nicely represented countries
like Belgium, Canada, China, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, British and French Colonies, Hungary, Spain,
Sweden and others; a lovely, very clean basis for further expansion in the first century of philately, F.-V.F. or better
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Intriguing Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1950. Residing in three albums, includes mint China,
France B147a, French Colonies, Germany, Japan, Luxembourg 318-320, Monaco 110-130, C41-44, Russia
992A-1001, Spain, U.S. 692-701, a virtual cornucopia of sale able material, be the first to bid, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, International Collection, 1840-1972. Ten volume Scott Blue Internationals with pages from
1840 to 1972 with plenty of $20 to $60 sets jumping out here and there and several better sets including Republic of
China 1355-58 (Scott $515), Korea 80-84 (Scott $135.50), Somalia C17-27 (Scott $348.50), with a little bit of work, this
lot has tremendous potential with many moderate value sets adding up to substantial Scott value, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Worldwide, Photo Stamps, 1880-1940. An extensive worldwide collection of stamp-like photos, personal,
business, promotional including uses on cover, card, business card, etc., a broad range with emphasis on earlier
material, a 15-year collection, must be seen, Very Fine to Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection, 1840’s-1955. In four blue Scott international albums with several
sets and short sets of moderate Scott value, which may not seem like much if you look at them one set at a time, but
when you look at them cumulatively, they add up to substantial Scott value, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Philatelic Mulligatawny, 1961-2000. Thousands of mint & used stamps and covers, with U.S.
including Famous Americans first day covers blocks of four, mint & used postal stationery, postage, cacheted event
covers, first flights, postal history, plate block collection, 1953 British Commonwealth Coronation Omnibus Set, foreign
collections, needs to be carefully inspected, please review, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Air Etiquette Booklets, 1941 Onward. 63 booklets of various sizes, all are different, 22 are
U.S., these are very difficult to find, especially in the condition present in this group, inspect, Very Fine to Extremely Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Souvenir Sheet Collection, 1938-2000. Hundreds of souvenir sheets residing in seven
albums, some better includes Belgium B178a, B466a, Honduras C344 with Olympic overprint, Mexico 1757 (4), Poland
B29, Portugal 649a, Russia 136a, 603a, Saudi Arabia 254a, Syria C14a, C143a, Turkey 933, with useful duplication of
even some better sheets, the perfect lot for the internet or bourse dealer, please review, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Worldwide, International Collection, Room to Improve, up to 1970. 11 volumes, assembled in nine clean
& very serviceable Scott Internationals, along with two additional albums, with pages to about 1970, no great rarities or
noteworthy items, some countries are somewhat scattered, etc., none the less a fine basis to further expansion, a quick
inspection is worthwhile, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Worldwide, Souvenir Sheet Stock / Collection, Late 19th Century to 1990’s. Stock of German souvenir
sheets in quantity on black approval cards in medium sized box and three medium to large stock books filled with
German souvenir sheets including some 1930’s Hitler sheets, an Austria collection in Lindner hingeless album from
1968-1984, a stock book of European new issues from 1970’s-1990’s and a large Lighthouse stockbook collection of
worldwide sets in order by country, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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Worldwide, Collection of Collections, 1850’s-1950’s. Eight European albums and stock books with
several nice Schaubek albums and many nice $20+ stamps and sets scattered about, generally F.-V.F. appearance
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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Worldwide, Oddball Mint & Used Collection, 1840-1960. Loads of scarce & unusual material, includes
mint & used Hawaii with used 6, mint 9, 11, 29, Advertising on Stamps topical collection, Great Britain used Penny
Black, The Lincoln Stamp Album with a few hundred mint & used stamps, worldwide proofs & imperfs, something for
everyone, please review, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Zeppelin Stamp Collection, 1928-77. A few hundred stamps on display cards and pages, mint
includes U.S. C18 single & block of four, Brazil C17-C21, C26-C27, 3CL13-3CL22, Germany C36-C38, Hungary
C24-C25, Paraguay C88-C92, Russia C15-C19, Italy C42-C47, also includes modern issues and Canada semi-official
air mails, well worth an aggressive bid, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Mint & Used Holding, 1890-1950. Approximately 160 items, a few better includes Hatay 1-11,
12 24, Leeward Islands 113, 115, Monaco 47, Sierra Leone 117, Turkey 781-784 blocks of six, Canada 136-138, plus
plenty of other used and mint sets, excellent restocking lot, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Specialized Rocket Mail Collection, 1940-90. In two binders you will find autographs, rocket
stamps, covers, labels, souvenir sheets and more with many identified by specialized catalog, with hundreds &
hundreds of items, inspection demanded, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Worldwide, Mint NH Complete Sets, 1900-95. Highlights include Ivory Coast 682A-682B, Kenya 288-292
gutter pairs, Montserrat 524-538, Qatar 651-669, all items are neatly arranged on new manila stock pages in a binder,
what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $3,500 (Owner’s).
Estimate $300 - 400
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1990. Several hundred stamps in four volumes and three boxes;
a few better include U.S. mint #285, 616, 619, 620-621, C18, QE1-QE4, and used #328-330, 550, Q1-Q12, plus nice
German Area, also includes supplies with Scott mounts, black display cards, a mount cutter and much more; mixed
condition, please investigate, F.-V.F., a start-up business in a box (photo on web site).
Offer
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Worldwide, New Issue Stock, 1970-2000. Includes hundreds and hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets,
includes countries Belgium, Bermuda, Bhutan, British Commonwealth, Great Britain and Channel Islands, Iceland,
Ireland, Liberia, and Yugoslavia, with Antigua 808-816 imperf, Bahamas 912-916, Belgium B1072-B1074, Portugal
1703-1706 (4), 1981 Royal Wedding Omnibus set, a wonderful addition to your stock, all the issues you missed the first
time you can obtain them now, make sure to come down and poke around, Very Fine.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

569

Worldwide, Balance Accumulation, 19th Century to 1990’s. In four 13x13x13 boxes and two 18x13x12
boxes (prior to packing for auction), containing mostly British Commonwealth, Western Europe and United Nations,
with modern (mostly post office related) picture post cards, coins, some nice modern PRC (Peoples Republic of China),
Korea, ephemera, photos, the occasional new issue from the 1970’s to 1990’s including a few nice post office year sets,
postal stationary, souvenir cards, 40+ small Fleetwood portfolios, 13 large Fleetwood portfolios and 11 Fleetwood
cover collections (Europa, Royal Wedding, American Bicentennial, Flags of the 50 states, etc.), o.g., mostly never
hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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Worldwide, Philatelic Pandemic Pile, 1890-2000. An array of material that includes mint & used foreign,
mint & used U.S., a few first day covers, collections, worldwide on and off paper, sheets and much more, set aside some
time to plough through this lot, nothing rare, just loads of usable stamps, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Worldwide, Explosive Show Dealer Dilemma, Packet-Makers Panacea. A last minute arrival barely
restrained in 15 bankers boxes, re-packaged for convenience sake for pick-up/shipping, this lots contains stockbooks,
pages, dealers books, glassine boxes, shoe boxes, albums, loose odds ‘n sods, you name it and it may be here,
assembled by a former FSDA member as his show inventory— from the bygone days of yester-year, as we didn’t have a
chance to review this chaotic combine, we strongly suggest your viewing and finding the true value of this beachy lot, sift
through the sands and look for the sand-dollars.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide, Packet Makers Pandemic Panacea. Mostly worldwide sprawling the centuries and the globe,
many tens of thousands, could reach a hundred thousand or more, sorted to some degree, some by country, some by
number, better lurking within, see for yourself- this is an incredible holding, a once in a lifetime opportunity, see for
yourself, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Collectors Conference of Collections. Five cartons with over 50 albums or stockbooks, A to
Z, some value with useful present, have a look, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, A-Z Accumulation. Extensive MNH lot of various countries in 8 fat dealerbooks. Much material,
from old till new and many souvenir sheets. Some older stamps and souvenir sheets partly toned.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Topsy-Turvy Balance, 19th & 20th Century. In several cartons comprising of namely 25
albums, valued at less than $500 each, although some were close, Countries include: Austria, Germany, Worldwide,
Scandinavia, United Nations, Olympics, Statue of Liberty, Great Britain Offices (cats $1800+ and very nice), plus others
from around the Globe, also a few covers, 23K gold foil of the United States rarities in a lovely limited edition album, a
box of US in quantities starting with 1920s, small stockbook selected for cancels, Christmas Seal collection, just a bit of
everything that couldn’t make it on its own, worthy of a fast flip as our estimate will be exceeded! F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HH/H/m

Worldwide, Philatelic Boodle, 1900-2000. Many thousands of mint & used stamps, a few better includes
mint Comoro Islands C1-C3, Cambodia C1a, C2a, C6a, Japan 463a, and with Indonesia collection, copious amounts of
mint & used French Colonies, mint flower topicals, full sheets Faroe Islands 53-54, full sheets Cyprus 533-534, Israel
collection, a fascinating lot sure to please, mixed condition, examine please, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, New Issues Dealer Stock. Neat little box stuffed with mint and used new issues, includes Brazil
souvenir cards, Canada and Canal Zone complete booklets, Columbia, France, Ghana, Monaco, San Marino, Spain,
Switzerland, a chance to catch up on these countries at a nominal price, substantial catalog value, please review,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Holding, 1972-95. An accumulation of over 1,900 mint & used stamps, the lot
includes strong selection of Newfoundland with 130 stamps, arranged by Scott number in a stock book, review urged,
o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,400 (Owner’s).
Offer

Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1980. A mostly used lot from over 180 countries, the stamps are
arranged by labeled country and are arranged in Scott ascending order, over 25,900 stamps, with individual items up to
$65 catalog, housed in three binders in new manila stock pages, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$12,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $300 - 400
Worldwide, End-of-the-Line Assortment. Mostly used and originally filled five bankers boxes, many
thousands of stamps, some sorted by Country others not, off paper and very useful for the mixture dealer or for a long
winters project, as a bonus (or not) we noticed a UN collection lurking within as well as some FDCs and other
mish-mash, this won’t disappoint at even a multiple of our conservative estimate, no need to view, just bid.
Estimate $300 - 400
Worldwide, Large Accumulation of 19th and 20th Century Stamps. In two boxes filled with old
envelopes, small boxes and cigar boxes filled with unsorted stamps, a great treasure hunt lot, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Offer
Worldwide, Balance Accumulation, 19th Century to 1980’s. In three small albums and three shoe boxes,
albums consist of a nice little Ships topical collection, an album of European odd and ends and a nice little U.S. mostly
used collection with the occasional $20+ stamp, two shoe boxes contain loose and sorted into glassine group of U.S.
issues from 1890 to 1980’s with the occasional slightly better issue and the final shoe box contains some European
odds and ends, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

End of Sale - Thank You
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